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.
Rock videcs are the most
exciting thing to hit television
since the legends of rock 'n' roll
list gyrated across the stage.
But you shouldn't have to listar- to them o: some rock opera
on a speaker designed for a

center" for all your audio corn ponents and your video components, as well. Which is why yc ull
grow into it, rather than out of .t.
As impressive as all this
sounds, its nowhere near as
impressive as the quality of the
receiver itself.
Our new Audio Signal
Processor, for instance, generates
exceedingly low levels of noise
and distortion. And
our feather -touch
pushbutton controls
are also part of
the most flexible tuning
system ever built
into a receiver. Direct
Acces''M Quartz
Synthesis Tuning.
It eliminates the need
for line tuning. It also
eliminates the need for something else: wasting time. (It can
pick up preset stations faster
than a radar detector picks up
police cars.)
Our new receivers also have

soap opera
And thanks to Sony, you don' have to. In tact, our new receivers are the Orly ones that allow
you to enjoy MTy HBO

and other cable simulcast
programming on something tuilt for great
music. Your stereo
system.

These
,)1 remarkable
=

7

.

receivers
enable:
-the FM simul

cast portion Of your
- cable to be directly
hooked into your
J
system* In a
sense, it
series as a kind of "nerve
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other virtues. Like the option of
Sony's Remote Commander*unit
which allows you to control all
your Sony audio components without even a remote posGvv
sibility of ever having
to get out of your chair.
000
0000-0
One of the features
youll find most impressive, however, is the
price. Which is extraordinary when you stop
fee .
to consider there's
nothing else like them
at any price.
SD go to your Sony dealer and
listen to our new STR-AV
receivers. Once you do, rock
videos will start to sound as
colorful as they look

0

'

THE ONE AND ONLY SOUND OF SONY.'
Check your local cable company fm service availability

additional requirements Model shown is
STR-AV560, 60 watts per channel (continuous RMS, both
channels driven, 8ohms, 20 Hz--201l1z, 008% THD)
1985.1. ony Corporation of America Sony and Remote
Comm snder are registered trademarks of Sony Corpora
hon. Direct Access and The One and Only Sound of Sony
are trademarks of Sony Cor poratio i of America.
and an

TV picture simulated

SONY
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DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR
THOSE WHO SEEK HIGHEST FIDELITY
AND MUSICAL PURITY...
THE CARVER M -1.5t MAGNETIC
FIELD POWER AMPLIFIER.

Eugene Pitts
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amplifier fully capable of reproducing all the
music for you to enjoy the improvement in
sound quality made possible from the finest
analog recordings-and especially from compact discs. That is why you need the musical,
accurate, and very powerful, Carver M -1.5t
Magnetic Field Power Amplifier.
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Peter Aczel, THE AUDIO CRITIC

350 watts/rms/chan. into 8 ohms, 20-20 kHz with
less than 0.5% THD. And most importantly, the rating that

is

musically significant: 600 watts/chan. Long -Time Period Reserve
Power with 750 watts/chan. Dynamic Headroom. Weight 16 lbs.
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polk audio
The Speaker Specia ists
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Polk's Revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDAs
Always Sound Better than Conventional Speakers.
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"Literally a New Dimension in

eo Revi

SoSlerund!ew"

"They truly represent a breakthraugh!"
Rolling Stone Marpzine
Polk't exclusive, patented.' Audio Video Grand
Prix F-wad winning SDA technology has been
callec the most important fundamental advance
in loud:paaker design since stereo. In fact, Polk's
rema-kalne 3DA's are the'world's first and cnly
TRUE STEREO loudspeakers. The experts agree;
Polk 3CAs always sound better than conveitiona smakers.

"Astounding"
High Fidelity

'Spectacular
Steeo Review
-RUE 3TERD SIY technol-

Polc's revolutiarnery
ogy results in specta:ularly life ike, three
dirnensiona imagi
and Sound. Ster_-c Review
said, "Spec:acular.. the result isalwus better
than would ae achieved by conveutiDral speakers.' High Fideli-y said, 'An arrañng enperience
...ºstouidiag-. rrirnd boggling ...flabbergasting
3xtraordinary... dal.astatingy drarnratic.'
Enter

'lc. 20 on Reader Sewtce card

Hear SDK's Remarkable Sonic Benefits New!
"You owe it to yourself"
High =.delity

'U.S. Patin( No. 4,489,432. Other patents perd:ng.
See deaer listing on page 98.
Canadian Distributor: Evolution Audio

Polk Aicbo Inc.
1915 A-nrapolis Road Baltimore, MD 2123)

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Slide vs. Rotary Volume Controls
Q. I have a question concerning
slide -type versus rotary volume controls, especially with regard to playing
phonograph records. I have to set the
slide -type volume control on my receiver as high as "8" when playing
records. On my former receiver (which
had a rotary control), the volume was
set only to "4" when playing records.
What goes on here?-Richard W.
Kopsch, Rochester, N.H.
A. The volume setting needed to
produce a given sound level has nothing to do with the kind of volume control employed. What is involved is the
sensitivity of the phonograph section of
the equipment and the output available
from the cartridge. The lower the cartridge's output or the phono preamplifier's sensitivity, the higher the volume
control must be advanced to produce
satisfactory output.
If you are using the same phonograph cartridge you used when you
had the receiver with the rotary volume
control, then the difference in volume control setting must be due to lower
sensitivity in the new receiver's phono
section, or lower overall voltage gain in
the new receiver.
It is also possible that the new receiver has less overall voltage gain
than your former receiver.
The only way that can envision the
volume control as a direct factor in
your cause would be if the tapers of
the two controls under discussion were
different. By "taper," mean a given
amount of d.c. resistance versus the
setting of the control. If you notice that
most of your volume control's action
occurs near its maximum setting, then
taper is the likely cause of the difference we have discussed.
To demonstrate that the setting of
the volume control has nothing to do
with available acoustical power, as
sume that you change loudspeakers to
less efficient models. Under these circumstances, you must advance the
volume -control setting to compensate
for the lower efficiency if you are to
obtain the same acoustical output from
each pair of loudspeakers.
While on this general subject, am
constantly asked about volume -control
setting as an indicator of power output.
think you can see from the foregoing
discussion that this can only be done
I

I

I

I

6

where the input signal level is known;
you would then have to do a handmade calibration chart of volume -control settings versus power output. This
is not practical in the real world because input signals vary from one phonograph record to another and from
one FM station to the next, etc.
The best you can hope to do is know
enough about the particular "feel" of
your control that you more or less know
how loud a sound you will get from any
setting of the volume control.

Relative Tweeter and
Woofer Power
Q. In a loudspeaker system, must
the tweeter and midrange drivers have
the same maximum power rating as
the woofer, or can they be rated lower?-Name withheld
A. The woofer consumes most of
the power required by the speaker system as a whole. The midrange driver
requires less power and the tweeter,
still less.
There are some imponderables involved here: If you demand lots of
highs and midrange, the amount of
power the midrange and tweeter will
require will rise considerably above
what would be needed for music
played with a flat response.

Vibration and Unwanted
Phonograph Output
Q. I have a problem with my music
system. If I tap the turntable, noise can
be heard from my speakers. My audio
dealer suggests that I upgrade to a
better turntable.-John DeRosa, Mat tapan, Mass.
A.
cannot imagine any turntable
which, if tapped when the tonearm is
placed on a phonograph record, will
not produce a "thump" in the loudspeakers. The turntable is set into vibration, imparting a relative motion between the disc and the stylus. Like any
such relative motion, this will be picked
up by the cartridge and interpreted by
your system as an audio signal. Turntables do vary in their sensitivity to external vibration, but you would have to
own a turntable assembly made of
concrete to prevent vibration pickup
altogether. Try comparison tap tests on
turntables in your dealer's showroom
to see if your table is more or less
vibration -sensitive than average. Tap
I

the top, front and one side, as sensitivity may vary in each direction.
The only times can think of when
this becomes a problem are when the
floor or wall supporting the table is
shaky, or when the table is close
enough to the speakers to suffer from
acoustic feedback. This occurs when
the speaker's vibrations shake the
turntable or record, causing a signal
which comes back through the speakers to shake the record even more. In
extreme cases, it will not only mar your
enjoyment of the music but can damage your speakers and/or amplifier.
I

.

Erratic Turntable Speed
Q. Occasionally, when playing 45 rpm records, my turntable will slow
down considerably and then go back
to normal. How can I correct this problem?-David Abbou, Alexandria, Va.
A. A number of things can cause
your problem. The one which plagued
me was a dirty pitch control. Once
cleaned it with suitable contact cleaner, there was no more erratic speed.
Along similar lines, perhaps the 45 rpm switch contacts are in need of
cleaning.
If these relatively simple fixes don't
work, you should look for cracked circuit foils, poorly soldered connections,
defective circuit components and the
like. Look at those components which
are associated only with the 45 -rpm
speed. If, however, there is a common
IC involved, you must take this into
account.
Obviously, before getting into any of
these procedures, check your warranty; you may be best served by having
the factory make the necessary repairs. If you plan to do the work yourself, be sure to obtain a service manual
before you really dig into the circuitry.
(Editor's Note: It also pays to check
any mechanical components which relate to speed changing. Problems
such as this can be caused, among
other things, by belts or idler wheels
not properly contacting their drive pulleys when switched to certain
speeds. -1.8.)
q
I

a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

If you have
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You'll know why

wdre first, the second

you hear us.
First it was DC. Then DD/DC and Super Feedforward. Now Sansui astounds the audiophile
with the greatest improvement in an amp. X -Balanced circuitry. It cancels out external
distortion by eliminating the transformer to chassis ground; and decisively removes IHM.
You'll find X -Balanced circuitry in a wide range of superior Sansui products, like our
AU-G99X amp, shown with TU-D99X quartz-PLL synthesizer tuner which incorporates our
new Super Linear Digital Decoder for improved rejection of spurious signals and interference.
Another version of this tuner even has AM stereo capability.
There's more worth hearing about these great Sansui components.
Write: Consumer Service Dept., Sansui Electronics Corp., Lyndhurst,
NJ 07071; Carson, CA 90746; Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Zbkyo, Japan.
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"Give Your Receiver A I Shot in the Amp 9,
or "How our new MOSFET amplifier and your old receiver can make beautiful music together"
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TRUE

CUPPING

TRUE CLIPPING

want to add a CD player to your system. But you know that your receiver doesn't
have the power reserves for the increased dynamics. Yet a complete new system of separate
components isn't quite what you had in mind at this point...Well, we have the answer!
Okay, you

shot-with

Soundcraftsmen MOSFET amplifier and PC -1 Power Coupler! For
instance, our $450 PCR800 offers 205 watts per channel at 8 ohms* (300 w/p/c at 4 ohms),
enough for even digital cannon, or really go for it with our brand new PM1600 amp, 375 watts
per channel** (600 w/p/c at 4 ohms, 900 w/p/c at 2 ohms), shown above at $1199. Add our
Power Coupler, and you can connect either amplifier to any receiver. You'll get the full power of
the amp while retaining all the control and tuner functions of your receiver.
Give it a booster

a

Nothing could be easier. The PC -1 connects to the speaker terminals of your receiver and the
inputs of our amplifier. Then simply connect your speakers to the new amplifier and you're ready
for any musical challenge.
FREE OFFER. We hoped that would get your attention. For a limited time, we're offering the PC -1

Power Coupler (a $39 value) FREE when you purchase a PCR800 or any other Soundcraftsmen
amplifier. There's only one catch-you need a coupon to take advantage of this offer. And to get
your coupon, just circle Reader Card # 30 , write or call us at the address below. We'll send
you your coupon, the names of our dealers nearest you, and our« full -color 16-page brochure
describing all of Soundcraftsmen's Amplifiers, Preamps, EP's, Analyzers and Tuner.
Room

Write to: Soundcraftsmen, Dept. SR, 2200 South Ritchey,
Santa Ana, CA 92705. Or call (714) 556-6191 and ask
for Mr. Adams. Or circle the number below on this
magazine's Reader Service card, and we'll also send you
details on our FREE $19.95 12" LP TEST RECORD offer.

FREE!

'PCR800 Power Output: 205 watts per channel at 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz,

"PM1600 Power Output: 375 watts per channel @

F...Rratlon Instruct=

8 ohms, 201-z-20kHz,

<.05%

<.05%

THD.
THD.

AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE-VALUE LEADER
IN STEREO COMPONENT SEPARATES...
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE-VALUE LEADER
IN STEREO COMPONENT SEPARATES...
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WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE PREAMPLIFIERS...

-

Featuring -97dB Phone S/N, Adjustable Phono Capacitance and Impedance, Moving Coil Inputs, Phono Input Level Controls, Exclusive AutoBridgell circuit for
Mono Operation of Stereo Amplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, Push -Button
Patch Bay with Two External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs,
10 -octave EQ, Precision Passive Coil EO Circuitry and Differential/Comparator`
for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic -Range
Material. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EO's... from 5399.
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REAL-TIME SCAN-ALYZERIEQUALIZERS AND
EQUALIZERS, ACCURACY TO

0.1dB...

REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator" circuitry makes possible Accuracy to
0.1dB! Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and
Equalizing. Precision Passive Coil Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distorton, ScanAlyzer Models. With and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone
necessary. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EO's... from 5189.
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PIC..

The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifier Models, featuring Class H
Dual Signal-Tracking Power Supply, Auto-Buffer1' for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation,
No Current -Limiting, Power MOSFET circuitry for Highest Reliability, Calibrated
LED meters, A, B, and AB Speaker

Switching...from 5449.

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW
However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Operator.'
NEW YORK CITY,

OREGON

TEXAS

ALABAMA

GEORGIA

LOUISIANA

Huntsville

Atlanta
AUDIO UNLIMITED

Baton Rouge
NEW GENERATION

NORTHERN H.J.
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Au
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Metane

Columbus
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Dalton
BROCES ENTERTAINMENT

SOUND TREK

Klamath Fals
HIGH COUNTRY RECORDS

Caps. Christi

ABSOLUTE SOUND

Phone 201-947Á300. ask for
:J a'er 1.AGa14r Operator"
(Insufficient space to list
all Dealers in this area(

Medford
SOUNDTRACK ELECTRONIC

Fort Worth
SOUR] IDEA

Portland
HAWTHORHE STEREO

Houston
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

SOUND DISTRIBUTORS

ARIZONA
Yuma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

NO. CAUFORNIA
Berkeley
HONKERS SOUND CO.
Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION
Goleta
HOUSE OF AUDIO

Palo Alto
WESTERN AUDIO

Sacramento
NEAL'S SPEAKERS
San

Frmsco

USTENING POST
Santa Barbara
HOUSE

OF

AUDIO

SO. CALIFORNIA
Rene 714.556-6191. ask for
Dealer Locator Ooerator
(Insufrpenl space to ISt
all Dealers

in tons

areal

COLORADO
Colorado Springs
THE SOUND SHOP
Denver
STEREO PLUS

HAWAII
HAo
YAFUSO T.V. APPLIANCE

MARYLAND

NEW YORK-UPSTATE

Ball more
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Fast or Slow Deck
Q. I recently purchased a new cassette deck and kept my old one for
dubbing purposes. When a tape recorded on my old deck is played on
the new one, it sounds as though the
new deck is running slow. I don't know
whether my new deck is running slow
or my old deck runs fast.-Michael J.
DeVoge, Conneaut Lake, Pa.
A. Cassette decks are usually within
0.5% or so of exact speed, in either
direction; occasionally, they deviate by
more than 0.5%. Inasmuch as 0.5%
deviation represents but a fraction of a
semi -tone (about a 6% change in
pitch), most people cannot hear the
difference. If one deck is running fast
and the other slow, the total deviation
could be 1%, still not apparent to
many. The fact that you hear it indicates either that you have an unusually
good sense of pitch or that one or both
of your decks is running unusually fast
or slow.
Perhaps you can tell by playing a
commercially prerecorded tape on
each deck. If you are still in a quandary,
suggest that you take the new
deck to an authorized service shop to
have its speed checked. Since this
deck is new, it should be within its
warranty period for free service. If the
deck turns out to be exceptionally
slow-by well over 0.5%-you should
be entitled to repair or replacement.
I

Demagnetizing:
What and When?
Q. If a tape deck contains separate
record, playback and erase heads, do
they all have to be demagnetized, or
just the playback head? How often?
And how often should they be
cleaned?-Eugene L. Bershad, Free-

hold, N.J.
A. All heads should be demagnetized. So should other metal parts that
come in contact with the tape, such as
the capstan.
Frequency of demagnetization depends a good deal upon the deck's
circuitry and on the materials that the
heads are made of. The usual recommendation is to demagnetize after
about every 8 to 16 hours of use. Some
readers claim they have never demagnetized despite long use yet hear no ill
effects, or that they hear no improvement after eventually demagnetizing.
10

Still, precautionary demagnetization
does no harm if done carefully. Make
sure to avoid abrupt appearance or
disappearance of the magnetic field
produced by the demagnetizer when
in close proximity to the deck.
An interval of about 8 to 16 hours of
use is also recommended by many
with respect to frequency of cleaning.
However, more frequent cleaning is
necessary if there is a buildup of tape
oxide on the heads, capstan, etc. It is
wise to check with the deck manufacturer as to his recommendations concerning frequency of demagnetization
and cleaning.

Noise-White and Pink
Q. What is white noise and what is
pink noise, and how is pink noise

used?-Don Davis, Lawndale, Cal.
A. Both white and pink noise consist
of random mixtures of sound frequencies distributed throughout the audio
range. However, this energy is distributed differently in each noise type.
White noise has equal energy at every
frequency; as a result, its energy doubles with each octave. This is because
there are twice as many frequencies in
the octave from, for example, 400 to
800 Hz as there are in the octave from
200 to 400 Hz. Pink noise has equal
energy in every octave. This is
achieved by applying a cut of 6.02 dB
per octave as frequency rises. Pink
noise is commonly used for audio testing and calibration, such as when using a graphic or parametric equalizer
to flatten the response of a speaker

system in a specific environment.

Automatic Tape Calibration
Q. Do cassette decks with automatic tape -calibration circuits (adjustment
of bias, equalization, and sensitivity)
achieve accuracy as great as do
decks with user -adjustable controls? In
other words, how good is the job these
automatic circuits perform in matching
the deck to the tape?-Freeman Matthews, Columbus, Ohio
A. Automatic calibration circuits in
general do at least a very good job,
and in many cases an excellent one.
To date have not come across any
that perform less than commendably.
On the other hand, there have been
some cases where manual adjustment,
or the fixed adjustment for each of the
I

four basic tape types, has produced
results slightly superior to those of

automatic calibration.
By now automatic calibration, performed by microprocessors, has been
around long enough so that the bugs
have been eliminated and these circuits can be trusted to produce results
satisfactory to most users.

High -Speed Dubbing
Q. Does high-speed dubbing usually produce better or worse sounding
recordings?-Mitchell Young, Montgomery, Ala.
A. High-speed dubbing tends to
produce worse recordings than those
made in real-time (at normal operating
speed) unless special precautions are
taken. There are such problems as the
ability of the electronics and heads to
handle elevated frequencies (for example 15 kHz becomes 30 kHz if
speed is doubled), ability of the record
head to handle the correspondingly elevated bias frequency, and proper adjustment of equalization to deal with
this frequency shift. Therefore, we find
that the best commercial dubbings are
made in real-time, although this necessarily adds to production costs.
Hear, Hear
Q. I have been shopping for speakers to be used in conjunction with a
Yamaha M-50 amp, C-50 preamp, and
CD -X1 CD player. Can you recommend speakers that will be compatible
with my system and take full advantage of the digital age?-Mark W.
Knipstein, FPO, N.Y.
A. Your question is outside my area
of expertise, tape recording, and
therefore normally would not try to
answer it. But this particular case gives
me the opportunity to deal with something on which have a strong point of
view. Though many may disagree,
feel that the single most important
component in a high-fidelity system is
the speaker and that your choice of
speaker should be governed by what
sounds good to your ears at about the
limit of what you can afford.
don't
think that spending half the cost of
I

I
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problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at
AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
All letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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your entire audio system on speakers
is excessive. Of course, you should do
extensive listening before choosing a
speaker, because what sounds striking on first hearing may not prove very
lasting on longer acquaintance. A
good technique for selecting a speaker is to pick the one that sounds best,
regardless of price. If you can afford it,
good. If not, move down to speakers of
lower price that sound most nearly the
same as this reference speaker.
(Let me add that the policy of Audio
prohibits me from recommending specific brands and models of audio components, except on rare occasions
when there is exceptional justification.)

Pink Magic
Reader Otis Owen Callaway from
Carlsbad, Cal., writes of his interesting,
perhaps fascinating, experiences in
cleaning the head of his cassette
deck-initially a failure but ultimately a
success:
I first used a record -cleaning solution that consisted of alcohol plus an
anti -static substance. Subsequently I
noticed excessive oxide on the head,
and distortion was noticeable on playback of cassettes. Using plain alcohol
to clean the head did not really do the
job. I did get some improvement in the
sound, but not for long. Using a 10 x
magnifying glass and a bright bulb, I
could see the head gaps and noticed
a pink color on them.
scrubbed the
head with a cotton swab that had been
immersed in alcohol, and allowed the
head to dry, but the pink color remained.
"Previously I had experimented with
Absorene's Pink Ball of Magic (Absorene Manufacturing Co., 1609 North
14th St., St. Louis, Mo. 63106) to clean
old paintings. The bubble -gum color
and semi -gum consistency of the Absorene cleaner seems to me to be of
grandma's vintage, and, sure enough,
it says 1891 on the box. This pink
dough absorbs carbon film left by
smoke and has helped recondition my
old phono records.
I decided to press Absorene onto
the tape head. (If one isn't careful, it
will mash and spread behind the head
and be hard to remove, so gentle contact should be used.) The gaps were
cleaned immediately. Now they cannot
even be seen, using my 10 x magnifier
1
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and a bright light. No pink color is
evident. As to the sound-how could I
have tolerated the previous distortion?
It has been ages since my cassettes
sounded so good!
I'm not sure that head gaps ever get
truly clean. The gap is so narrow, the
oxide so fine and the usual cleaning

method so crude. I'll bet that oxide
remains in the gap despite one's best
efforts. And the pink dough that I used
may not be for the general public, because it will get into the transport
mechanism of the cassette deck if
mashed. But for me, it is truly a "Pink
Ball of Magic."
A

Better sound from every record you
own, with the new Signet TK1OML!

It's something you can't get
with any other technology.
Until you hear the Signet TK1OML, you may So grooves sound new, long after other styli
not fully appreciate how superb today's are threatening irreparable damage to your
analog recordings can
record collection.
be. And how much may
Each Signet TK1OML
be lost by going all MicroLine stylus is credigital.
ated from a whole,
The single most signatural octahedral dianificant advance in the
mond, oriented for
Signet TK1OML is its
longest life, and with a
unique new MicroLine'"
square shank to prestylus ... with the longcisely fit the laser -cut
est, narrowest "foothole in our unique,

print" ever achieved!
Its scanning radius is a

mere 2.5 microns, half
that of the best ellipticals, while its vertical
contact footprint is three times longer than
the elliptical. The' Signet MicroLine stylus
tracks very high frequencies better-at
lower groove pressure-than any other
design.
Even with repeated playings, the Micro Line stylus maintains its shape, without "spreading" like all other tips.

ultra -rigid low -mass
boron cantilever. You
get perfect alignment.

Period.
But the proof of quality is in the playing. With the new Signet
TK1OML, older records literally come back
to life. New records transcend the limits of
ordinary technology. Your entire system
gets a new lease on life.
Visit your Signet dealer. Peek into his microscope to see this fantastic stylus.
Then get the real proof. Listen.

siignet
SIGNET, 4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW,

OHIO 44224

Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

NEW REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS
he audio world seems to be
caught up in the glamor and excitement of digital recording and
the digital Compact Disc. After a slow
start, CD players and software are proliferating at an incredible rate.
In fact, the CD software situation has
gotten rather out of hand. The seven
CD pressing plants around the world
are working around the clock, trying to
keep up with demand. Just recently,
the new DADC plant in Terre Haute,
Indiana issued a bulletin stating they
would no longer accept custom pressing orders, but would restrict themselves to CBS productions. They followed this up by announcing an allocation system for supplying CD retailers
in the U.S. (As you may know, DADC is
a joint venture of Sony and CBS.)
The overtaxed CD production facilities have been a particular hardship for
many of the smaller record companies
who are trying to jump on the CD
bandwagon. Some of the CD plants
are now quoting lead times of four to
five months. Further, many of the CD
pressing plants are giving priority to
hot new pop recordings; thus, catalog
items suffer, and out -of-print productions are delayed in repressing and

T

restocking.
As you are aware, CD players are
now available at an official -low $299
list price, with discounts widely offered. While these certainly are bare bones units, they nonetheless satisfy
the requirements of many people.
There are more than 30 models of CD
players with more elaborate facilities at
higher prices. Even at this early stage
of CD development, specialized, audiophile -type CD players are available
from Meridian, Mission, and Cambridge Audio; another is coming from
McIntosh.
What is happening in record marketing is also interesting. Tom Jung,
whose Digital Music Productions issues his superb recordings in just CD
and chrome cassette formats, tells me
that his sales are 90% CDs to 10%
cassettes. Telarc sales are heavily
weighted to the CD format, too. Even
the major record companies are occasionally issuing recordings only on CD;
a case in point is the von Karajan performance of the Mahler Ninth Symphony on Deutsche Grammophon.
Does all this frenetic CD activity sig12
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nal the imminent demise of the LP vinyl

record? Some ultra -enthusiastic CD
boosters among the industry pundits
are blithely prognosticating that the vinyl LP recording will be in a terminal
decline within three to five years! It
would be foolish not to recognize the
tremendous potential of the CD format
(to say nothing of other digital formats
that may appear). There is little doubt
that CD sales will command a very
significant percentage of the overall recorded music market in the next few
years (as do prerecorded cassette
sales, which in 1984 topped LP sales
for the first time!).
Having said all this, it must be noted
that the vinyl LP is a tough old bird,
with a great deal of resilience. It has
survived predictions of its demise in
the past. For example, it was
"doomed" by the arrival of stereo on
prerecorded open -reel tape in 1954.
Then came Westrex 45/45 stereo discs
in 1958. It was postulated that the vinyl
disc couldn't handle quadraphonic
sound-tape was the only medium that
could. As it turned out, you can say
that the whole idea of quadraphonic
sound was either ill-conceived or premature, but still, the vinyl LP accommodated itself to this medium too.

But now, in light of all the digital and
CD activity, has the old LP reached the
end of its technological tether?
Back in 1976, was visiting Decca
Records in London. With my dear old
friend Arthur Haddy, Decca's director
of engineering, showing me around his
studio facilities, we went into a room
which was dominated by a huge recording lathe of unusual design. In
place of the usual lacquer mastering
disc on the turntable was a gleaming,
bright copper disc. Arthur explained
that this was their experimental recording system for videodiscs! When said
it would be a great thing if some of this
new technology could be applied to
audio discs, Arthur said that, down the
line, this was just what they had in
mind.
Thus in 1982, Teldec of West Germany, originally a joint venture between Telefunken and Decca Records,
introduced the DMM-Direct Metal
Mastering-process. Developed by
Teldec technical director Dr. Horst
Redlich, the DMM process uses a special Neumann VMS 80 recording lathe,
with the Neumann SX 80 CM stereo
cutter head. A new type of diamond
cutting stylus, without the usual burnishing facets, cuts grooves on a layer
I
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The Sound of Nakamichi
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Next time you audition stereo components,
c ose your eyes and concentrate on the sound of music.
Don't be surprised to find that most electronics
sound the same. They do! Now listen to :he
Nakamichi ST -7 AM/FM Stereo Tuner, CA -5 Control
Amplifier and PA-7 Power Amplifier.
Hear tie difference? The clarity? The transparency?

Nakamichi electronics sound bette- because they're
designed better. Unlike ordinary power amplifiers
that rely on "feedback" to lower distortion,
the PA -7 STASIS circuit generates negligible distortion
without using global feedback. The ST -7's Scholz
NR system helps it reach out farther and pull in
distant stations cleanly and quietly.

And, by eliminating unrecessary circuitry and contrds, the
CA-5 ensures you the ultimate in sonic purity.
Step put of tie ordinary...Step up to
The Sound of Nakamichi.

niNakamichi
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporal on

19701 South Vermont Ave., To-rance, CA

90502

(21:) 538-8150

manufactured under license Irom Threshold Corporation. STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation.
Scholz Noise Reduction manufactured under license from L.S. Research, Inc., U.S. and foreign patents pending.
STASIS

Rogers
BRITISH

+

HIGH-FIDELITY

Some may feel that DMM
technology, will do little to
stem the CD tide, but the
LP may be around longer

than anticipated.

of copper, electrolytically deposited on

stainless -steel substrate. These copper -plated discs must be used for cutting within two to three days after they
are plated, while the copper is still in
an amorphous state and relatively easy
to cut. In less than a week, the copper
plating becomes crystalline in structure and cannot be used for cutting.
During the cutting, the diamond stylus is excited at an ultrasonic frequency (about 80 kHz) whose amplitude
a

increases with increasing groove

Introducing Rogers high performance speaker stands.
Ultra rigid with adjustable
spiked feet designed to
maximize the total performance of the legendary
Rogers sound.
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depth. Because of the mechanical resistance of the copper, the cutting stylus must have a vertical tracking angle
of virtually 0°. Thus, a compensating
network is used to electronically simulate a normal vertical tracking angle.
No stylus heat is necessary, and
since there are no burnishing facets on
the stylus, there are no "horns" formed
on the groove edge. Because copper
is used, there is no elastic deformation
or springback distortion, as in lacquer
cutting, and therefore no pre- or post groove echo. This makes possible
15% more playing time, without reduction of levels or bass frequencies. The
elimination of elastic deformation also
results in superior transient response.
The DMM cutting produces a copper mother, and no complex silvering
(as with lacquers) is needed, which
means greater economy. Since direct
stamper production is possible, the
pressing of a hot new pop recording
can be accomplished within two hours!
The DMM cutting produces an extremely smooth groove wall and retains
high frequencies, with low distortion,
even at inner groove diameters. Signal-to-noise ratios are typically 70 dB
or better. As compared to normal lacquer cutting, there is at least a 6 -dB
improvement in noise at mid- and high
frequencies as well as a dramatic reduction of low -frequency noise (rumble, etc.), up to 15 dB. Pressings made
on high -quality Teldec vinyl are virtually free of ticks and pops.
In 1982, had intended to bring you
an extended report on DMM but was
deterred by a phenomenon that and
some British critics had noticed. The
DMM recordings are superior in terms
of noise, transient response and frequency response, but when played on
really high -quality, wide -range audio
systems, there was, back then, an
I
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Neumann system cutting
DMM master

a

overly bright, "tizzy" top end. This was
exacerbated by many moving -coil cartridges that have high resonant peaks
around 17 to 20 kHz.
I conferred with Dr.
Redlich of Teldec at the 1983 AES Convention in
Anaheim. suggested that since DMM
pressings are not subject to the plating
and pressing high -frequency losses
found with conventional lacquer cutting, the RIAA cutting curve might be
rolled off a little to compensate for the
overly bright top end. He seemed to
agree with me, but haven't noticed
much difference on recent DMM
pressings.
Thousands of people are enjoying
the very considerable benefits of DMM
on reasonably good hi-fi systems. For
hypercritical listeners with very high quality systems, there may be some
relief in sight. Joe Grado has a new
tonearm and cartridge of unusual design, said to represent some new ideas
and technology in the cartridge/record-groove interface. It is rumored that
his combination is very compatible
with DMM records (and plan to audition it in the near future to see if it does
indeed improve and enhance the virtues of DMM recordings).
Perhaps as the DMM process becomes more widespread, other manufacturers will develop equipment to
cope with the high -frequency anomaly
of DMM pressings. Of course, ideally,
it is to be hoped that Teldec will manage to correct this problem on their
DMM pressings, so everyone can enjoy the advantages of this brilliant technology.
As of now, DMM pressings are available from Teldec and from EMI, and
understand Telarc has cut a few. CBS
is said to be planning to import the
requisite Neumann lathes and cutter
heads, and associated DMM equipment, in the near future.
So once again, the venerable vinyl
LP has a new lease on life, through the
upgrading of DMM technology. Some
may regard it simply as a finger in the
hole in the dike, which will do little to
stem the digital CD tide, but it may be
around longer than anticipated.
Q
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Chrysler createsLeBaron GTS
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The American sedan that outperforms
BMW 528e and Mercedes 190E:5
The design is bold. Sleek, daring aerodynamic lines.
The performance: heart -pounding.
This is GTS. A new kind of LeBaron-a performance
LeBaron engineered to compete with Europe's best
sedans.*
And it does. When you equip it with turbo, special
sport handling suspension and 15" wheels, LeBaron GTS
is faster from 0 to 50 than BMW 528e and Mercedes 190E.
But this LeBaron offers more than pure speed. In
braking, in the slalom, and in cornering-it outperforms
the legendary BMW again.
Yet this disciplined road car is a comfortable sedan
for five. LeBaron GTS Premium's cabin is marked by

advanced electronics and
functional luxury.
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Even its Protection Plan is outstanding: 5 years or
50,000 miles on turbo, engine, drivetrain and o..ter
body rust -through**
LeBaron GTS would be impressive at any
price. At 510.000 less than the least expensive
of the European competitors, it is stunning.'
'Overall results of ./SAC tests vs. standard equipped 1985 competitive Chrysler
test models. "Whihever comes first. limited warranties. Deductible
applies. Excludes fleet/leases. Dealer has details. 'Based on sticker
Division of
price comparisons of test cars. Standard equipment levels may rally. Chry ier Corporation
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LE BARON

We engineered it to compete with Europe's best. It does."

DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

FILTERS

Á LA ANALOG

Good evening, sir! Welcome to
the Domain Restaurant. A table

for one? This way, please. The

chef's specialty today is filter á la analog, traditional fare, but our special
brick -wall recipe adds some unexpected spiciness. Medium -rare? hope you
enjoy your meal."
If purchasers of CD players were
gourmets and hi -ti salesmen were waiters, that scenario would pretty much
summarize the current state of affairs.
A lot of analog filters are being consumed, and while they might seem innocuous enough, the particularly steep
kinds we cook up for digital audio applications might be causing some unexpected heartburn. In fact, the more
we look at analog filters, the more suspicious we become of their potential
contamination of digitized audio. Ironically, much of the golden -ears consternation concerning digital audio recorders and players might be due to the
fact that most of those systems employ
filters which are analog in design.
Filtering is an unfortunate fact of life
for digital audio systems. An input antialiasing filter must precede the digitization system to uphold the Nyquist
Theorem's criteria for lossless sampling. Specifically, the highest sampled audio frequency must be no more
than half the sampling frequency. The
output filter might have an identical design to that at the input, and it similarly
filters out all frequencies above half the
sampling frequency, but its function
differs. The analog signal at the output
of the digital -to -analog converter is a
pulsed amplitude -modulation waveform, easily spotted by its staircase
appearance. Those sudden shifts in
amplitude represent high -frequency
components not present in the original
analog waveform; those artifacts of
sampling must be removed to create a
smooth waveform. The output filter is,
in fact, sometimes referred to as a
smoothing filter.
Engineers have been designing filters for a long time; thus, at first
glance, there should be little trouble
with this particular assignment. Both
the input and output filters can share
an identical analog design, and the
design criteria can be easily summarized. Ideally, we would like to attenuate all audio frequencies above the
half -sampling frequency yet not affect
I
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the lower frequencies. Moreover, we
would like that transition to occur instantaneously so that the usable band space is extended as far as possible to
yield an extended and flat frequency
response. Thus, an ideal filter would
have a flat pass -band (the range the
filter passes with less than 3 dB of
attenuation), an immediate, or brick wall, filter characteristic, and a stop band (the frequencies the filter is designed to eliminate, for all practical
purposes) attenuated to below the sys-

tem's quantization resolution. In acdition to these frequency -response criteria, an ideal filter would not affect the
phase of the signal or any other time domain characteristic.
Although an ideal filter may be approximated in practice, its implementation presents a number of engineering
challenges; a brick -wall design means
compromise in other specifications,
such as flat pass -band and low phase
distortion. To alleviate the problems of
a brick -wall response, we could design
filters with more gradual cutoff; these,
for example, would not exhibit phase
nonlinearities. However, the frequency
of the half -sampling point would have
to be increased to make sure that it
was placed in a sufficiently attenuated

part of the filter characteristic. Therefore, a higher sampling frequency, perhaps three times higher than that required for a sharp cutoff filter, would
be needed to achieve the same frequency response. To limit the sampling rate and make full use of the
bandspace below the half -sampling
point, a brick -wall filter, at both the
input and output of the digitization system, is the only alternative. Our problem is thus stubbornly defined.
Let's consider an output filter design, such as one found in a Compact
Disc player. With a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz, the output filters (one
for each channel) are usually designed
for flat response from d.c. to 20 kHz
(Fig. 1); this provides a guard -band of
about 2 kHz to ensure that attenuation
is sufficient at the half -sampling point.
The pass -band undoubtedly exhibits
some frequency irregularity, called ripple, which is typically specified to be
less than ±0.1 dB. The stop -band's
attenuation is designed to be equal to
or better than the system's dynamic
range, as determined by word length;
a 16 -bit system would require a stop band attenuation of greater than 95
dB. The stop -band also typically exhibits ripple.
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Given the filter characteristics, several filter types may be employed,
each corresponding to specifications

incorporated in mathematical polynomials such as Bessel, Butterworth,
Chebyshev, or elliptical polynomials.
Each of these functions defines a basic
design mechanism which may be cascaded (repeated in series) to sharpen
the cutoff. These high -order filters
closely approximate the ideal filter's
brick -wall response. A passive Chebyshev design is shown in Fig. 2; the
steepness of the cutoff increases dramatically as the filter's order increases.
Unfortunately, the phase shift increases as well (Fig. 3). Compact Disc
players might require a ninth- or thirteenth -order filter; the cutoff looks like
the north rim of the Grand Canyon, but
the phase shift might exceed 360° at
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20 kHz.
We've come face-to-face with the

problem: A massive high -frequency
phase shift. The big question is, is
high -frequency phase shift audible,
and if so, how bad is it? John Meyer
has examined that question and presented some conclusions, along with
speculations about phase shift-that
is, the time delay of signals [1]. First,
absolute, non -frequency -dependent
delay is inaudible. The Solti recording
of Das Rheingold is 26 years old,
which is a lot of delay, but the CD
doesn't suffer phase distortion because of it. But Meyer has shown that
the frequency -dependent delays
called group delays, increasingly present toward the cutoff frequency of the
analog filter in the CD player, do indeed cause phase distortion.
Exactly what is group delay, and is it
audible? A conceptual worst -case example, suggested by Richard Heyser,
proposes a two-way loudspeaker with
the tweeter mounted about a mile behind the woofer. If properly equalized,
steady-state tones would sound fine.
But when the tone ended, we would
hear sound emanating from the tweeter a full 5 S after the sound from the
woofer had passed by. Likewise at the
onset of a tone, the tweeter's attack
would arrive 5 S late. Obviously, such
massive frequency -dependent delays
would be audible. But what about a
real brick -wall filter, in which the delay
at 20 kHz might be 300 µS relative to 0
Hz? Is that audible? Well, Meyer thinks
AUDIO/JULY 1985
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Analog filters demand
careful planning to avoid
contamination of the audio
signal. Phase shift, ringing,
and dispersion must all be
considered by designers.
it is, and he has designed a filter to
correct for it. Meyer's circuit uses complementary delays to achieve an absolute delay up to 18 kHz, and a rise to
N.S at 20 kHz.
Problem solved? Well, not quite. In

150

fact, the closer we look at brick-wall
analog filters, the more consternation
arises. Most brick -wall filters exhibit
resonance near the cutoff frequency,
which results in ringing; this, in turn,

causes coloration in frequency re -
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Fig. 1-How filter slope increases
with filter order.
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Chebyshev filter, showing cascaded
design. The filter's "order" is the
number of cascaded stages.
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sponse. The sharper the cutoff, the
greater the propensity for ringing.
And that's not all: Thomas Stockham
and Roger Lagadec have identified a
new and somewhat mysterious phenomenon called time -domain dispersion [2]. In their experiments, so-called
"perfect" filters, with no phase distortion or ringing, affected test signals
with pre- and post -echoes
32 dB,
40-mS delay) placed symmetrically

FREQUENCY --0-

about a waveform's attack. Subsequent tests linked the echo pairs to the
filter's ripple; both the ripple amplitude
and ripple frequency seemed to contribute to the observed dispersion. The
frequency variation caused by ripple in
itself is inaudible, but the artifact the
ripple produces might provide a new
and unexpected clue toward ah understanding of our perception of digital
audio. Fortunately, in practice, dispersion can easily be licked with a stricter
ripple tolerance. Lagadec has suggested ripple amplitude of ± 0.001 dB.
Thus, we are learning that the filters
necessary in an audio digitization system are by no means trivial design
exercises. It is becoming increasingly
clear that these analog circuits demand careful design specification to
avoid contamination of the audio signal. High -frequency phase shift, ringing, and dispersion must all be considered. Maybe our initial design criteria
for a severe brick -wall filter were inappropriate. As Lagadec' has asked, are
such "macho" filters really necessary?
Some experimenters are using digital
audio systems without any filters.
As noted, it is supremely ironic that
analog circuits should cause digital
audio so much trouble. If only there
were a way to avoid analog filters and
perform the same function more efficiently, perhaps even elegantly. Well,
there is a way. Next month we'll taste p
test filters á la digital.

n=2
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ROADSIGNS
RESEARCH FOR THE ROAD
Once again, David L. Clark lets us in
on what Detroit's auto engineers are
learning and telling each other about

car stereo:
Thirty thousand engineers from
all over the world gathered in
Detroit for the Society of Auto-

motive Engineers' annual convention
last February 25th through March 1st.
Many of them drove, not for their love
of cars but because they work in such
nearby, less -than -exotic places as
Dearborn, Warren, or Highland Park.
Every year, however, the meeting
takes on an increasingly international
flavor. One year soon, I'm sure the
kindly Editor of Audio will send me to
Tokyo to cover this event. (Only if you
drive there.-E.P.)
Now in their second year, the Audio

Systems technical sessions were
among the largest in the convention,
with 20 papers. The number and quality of the presentations were a direct
result of the efforts of organizers Lawrence A. Lopez and John M. Steel,
both of Ford. The major topic was automobile acoustics, a much -neglected
subject until now. Curiously missing
were talks on car CDs or digital audio
tape (DAT); it's my guess that manufacturers are holding back on CD -player introductions until they get solic information on DAT format standardization or recordable CDs.
Conference chairman Dick Stroud of
Delco and assistant chairman Frank
Andrews of Chrysler ran the sessions
smoothly, starting off with a bit of humorous car -radio history. Ford engineers Clem Rowan and Carlos Altgelt
showed slides of the step-by-step installation procedure developed by Earl
Muntz in the '20s-two skilled technicians required up to seven days to
complete the job. Back then, all radios
were aftermarket installations and cost
several hundred 1920s dollars.

Present-day radio developments
were not neglected. Papers on antennas, circuitry and large-scale integrated -circuit chips were presented by
Philips, Shinwa, National Semiconductor, Clarion, and NEC. Clarion told how
they shrank the size of their latest cassette mechanism to make room for
more circuit gimmicks in their newest
car receivers. (After the Sony Walkman, guess it's just hard to impress
me with cassette miniaturization.)
I
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Robert Orban and Greg Ogonowski,
both presidents of companies which
manufacture AM -radio broadcast processors, gave a plea for the standardization of AM -receiver amplitude response. (Audiophiles with weak stomachs should skip to the next paragraph.) It seems that the conventional
AM -radio i.f. section yields a response
that is 3 dB down at about 2 kHz and
20 dB down at 5 kHz. Broadcasters
have been able to partially compensate for this dead top end with pre emphasis from processors like those of
Orban and Ogonowski. With sharply
tuned ceramic i.f. filters, new "wide band" AM and AM stereo receivers are
making a mess of things with their sizzling flat -to-5 -kHz response. The resulting 20 -dB peak means that lots of
new radios are used with the treble
turned all the way down. The processor -makers' proposal is to pick an optimal receiver curve and let broadcasters adapt to it. They suggest one that
is still 3 dB down at 2 kHz, for compatibility, but only 12 dB down at 5 kHz. A
sharp notch at 10 kHz would reduce
adjacent -station carrier beat interference, but allow some high end out to
12 kHz, assuming a strong boost at the
station. After the wearisome marketplace competition for an AM stereo

system, agreement on an important
and rational standard such as this one
should be easy.
In my report of last fall's IEEE convergence conference, accused Dick
Stroud of presenting a "Delco chauvinist" paper exaggerating GM's contrimust
butions to automotive audio.
apologize. He had been present, as
one of the authors, but did not actually
deliver the paper. He told me that there
is a bunch of hard-working people
down in Kokomo, Indiana, Delco's
headquarters, but many of their efforts
never see production. He said he had
an engineering prototype sound system in a car parked in the basement
garage, and asked if would be interested in having a listen. You bet! had
to swear on my CD collection that
would never tell a soul about the carat least not certain details about its
sound system.
The white, 1985 Olds Calais would
not seem to be the best listening room
GM has available, but the sound was
have
among the most satisfying
heard in a car. Many custom aftermarket installations will out -decibel this
system but I've yet to hear one with as
natural a frequency balance. What impressed me the most was the natural,
front -oriented imaging, with the rear
I

I

I

I

I

I
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It is an exciting time for
car audio engineering.
Significant problems are
being identified, and
engineering solutions
are being found.
speakers providing ambience without
distracting directional cues. Mr. Stroud
pointed out that even with the treble
turned down, cymbals retained much
of their definition and shimmer. The
system did not rely on response
"hype" to make a strong first impression. Even in the sporty rear seat, the
sound was listenable-which is also
most unusual.
Stroud had made his point: GM has
a pool of talented engineers and the
resources it takes to tackle a little problem like natural sound reproduction in
a car. What ends up in production, it
seems to me, must not be purely an
engineering decision. Perhaps things
are changing at General Motors;
Stroud informed me that this sound
system is quite likely to be offered on
production models in the not -too -distant future.
Back at the meeting room, the
acoustics portion of the sessions was
begun by John Bareham of the Danish
instrumentation manufacturer Brüel &
Kjaer. John, who is a native of Ann
Arbor, Michigan, has an intense personal interest in music performance
and sound reproduction. Using Time
Delay Spectrometry equipment, he has
evaluated the sound field in a number
of listening rooms to develop a correlation between reflection patterns and
good sound. When he measured car
interiors, however, he found the direct,
early reflections and diffuse portions of
the sound arrivals to be all bunched
together in time. This condition results
in many more early arrivals (around
mS) than in a large room, and in a
quickly decaying diffuse field of reflections. Delayed arrivals of about
mS
were found to produce comb -filter coloration effects and a "closed -off" sensation. Thus, the confines of the car
environment can be viewed as moving
the inevitable reflections into an undesirably early time zone. Mr. Bareham
found that, in practice, many early reflections are due to protective grilles
and carpetlike coverings over the
speakers themselves. Cleaning up
these details and using optimum
placement, directivity and absorption
can reduce early reflections and result
in a better, less carlike sound.
Masahiro Hibino of Mitsubishi presented details of an elaborate objective/subjective scheme for the evalua1

1
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tion of car systems. A unique, discrete spectrum test signal was first used ro
determine frequency response, noise
and distortion levels at once. Intermodulation distortion, reverb time, and
three-dimensional plots of the decay
spectra of the car interiors were also
recorded. The subjective tests consisted of binaurally recording music selections played in each vehicle. Pair -comparison tapes were then assembled
from the masters. Subjects were asked
to judge the better of the pair in each of

eight performance categories. Although it was not so stated, assume
the comparisons were made without
listener knowledge of which vehicle the
sound came from (blind or doubleblind tests). Subjective preferences
were then compared to the objective
test results. Not surprisingly, wide
range, low distortion and low noise
were preferred, but long reverb time
and flat reverberant frequency response seemed to dominate the preference judgments. Mitsubishi can now
be confident in using these repeatable,
objective tests in development work,
followed by listening tests as a final
check.
Although some procedural questions remain unanswered (such as one
about binaural dummy -head details,
brought up by an engineer from Daimler-Benz who is conducting similar
studies), the method deserves to be
applauded. This is an example of scientific research being used to define
I

engineering goals in engineering
It is easy to forget that sound
reproduction in rooms went through
similar stages in the '20s and '30s
when Bell Labs and the film and recording industries were seriously engaged in such research, refining new
concepts such as stereo. We haven't
asked too many basic questions since
then; we just seek to make response
wider and distortion lower. Now, the
unique acoustical difficulties of car interiors are prompting new studies, and

terms.

I'm all for it.

Vendors, who supply many of the
sound components to auto makers,
presented papers showing that they
are doing their share of the research.
Panasonic and Jensen presented engineering reports on new systems. Yasushi Tamura and Masaharu Hiraga of
Sanden Corp. studied the perception

of low frequencies in the presence of

vibration and suggested in -seat, audio -responding vibrators. This might
sell in California, but the idea didn't go
over big at the convention. An excellent overview of performance criteria
for digital car systems was given by
Len Kulkarni of Jensen. The presidents
of sister companies JBL and Harman Motive gave quasi -humorous talks
about the past, present, and future of
aftermarket and vendor -supplied
sound systems. Everyone at the seminar was on the edge of his chair waiting for some earthshaking announcement from these industry leaders, but it
never came.
An excellent pair of papers by Ford
engineers Earl Geddes and Henry
Blind gave another insight into problem -solving at a big auto company. Dr.
Geddes' paper proposed a method for
obtaining repeatable frequency -response measurements averaged over
the range of likely head positions. (For
fine-tuning a system, consistency of
measurement is vital.) Dr. Geddes'
two -mike technique was instrumental
in the development of the prototype
sound system presented by Mr. Blind.
was invited to listen to this system and
was particularly impressed by its
smooth response and clarity. Unfortunately, it is not slated for U.S. production at this time.
A down-to-earth paper from American Motors wound up the audio conference. The AMC engineers were sure
their sound could be improved, but
they couldn't justify retooling for an all new approach. The aiming of drivers,
baffle integrity, grille material, and
speaker specification were all reviewed and optimized. Electrical
equalization was found to be unnecessary to achieve a very flat response
from 40 Hz to 15 kHz.
The Audio Systems session for '85
may have ended on this practical engineering note, but its main thrust was
the basic research being undertaken
on car acoustics, sound -system measurement and perception. It is an exciting time for audio engineering. Significant problems are being identified,
and engineering solutions are being
found. Expect the establishment automobile makers to be introducing some
tough acts for the aftermarket installers
to follow.
David L. Clark
I
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

SPLICE OF LIFE
r

Digital audio moves so fast that

the mere lag between writing
and publication can put us out
of date-does everybody now know
about low-cost digital editing? Maybe.
Anyhow, herewith more on my own recent discoveries in that area.
think we can assume that in a very
short time the preparing of digital audio material will be as routine, in every
price range, as it has long been in
analog recording. Not quite as cheap
as the razor blade, but priced within
reason. It should be possible to work
usefully in digital recording at every
level, from the simplest one-man operation to L.A.'s fanciest mega-syncs.
Might eventually get down to consumer equipment, what with the remarkable possibilities in time coding.
can be specific about the particular
equipment that my friend Al Swanson
in Seattle used to polish up my unedited digital Brahms, as described in this
column last month. The units in his
layout are not the only ones around,
nor is his the only possible approach,
but at least can give you some idea of
the reasoning-and cost effective- (now digital, again) was taped onto a
ness!-of his choice. He has four basic JVC BR6400 video recorder. This is not
units in his studio, plus assorted com- a special VCR, simply a standard "inputer elements including keyboard dustrial" model, perhaps a bit more
and the all-knowing CRT monitor that rugged and direct in application than
told us where we were and what we the corresponding consumer models
were doing at every moment. The most but otherwise quite similar. Here is one
important item is the dbx 700 digital advantage of the dbx-VHS combinaaudio processor, a unit that created a tion: The source player does not have
noticeable sensation with its CPDM en- to be an expensive editing type. (I
coding when it first appeared, a while gather that for similar work in the Sony
back. Using the dbx 700 implies, you Beta area, you must acquire two of the
understand, a basic choice of system, editing -type machines, thus adding
including VHS applied to audio record- considerably to equipment cost.)
A second JVC video recorder in
ing. The next two of Swanson's units
conform: Both are JVC recorders using Swanson's studio, a BR8600 editing
VCR, is indeed special. It costs more,
VHS videocassettes.
It is possible to edit similarly in Sony
but only one is required. The edited
Beta (PCM) format at low cost, but with and assembled recording is taken
restrictions. You can edit 14 -bit PCM down, piece by piece, on this "receivusing home video equipment, but with ing" machine.
Finally, and vitally, these units are
less flexibility, and less accuracy, and
with glitches, Swanson says. One tied together with the all -essential editcould also avoid these drawbacks in ing controller, an updated equivalent
PCM, but at far greater expense. So for of the familiar audio control unit,
budget editing, Swanson's system de- "boss" machine for a million hi-fi systems over the years. From a number of
pends on dbx and VHS.
The first step involved analog, but availabilities, Al chose the Convernot analog recording. My unedited gence Systems VE -93 (that's a brand
PCM tape of choral music was decod- name). He gave me two good reasons
ed into analog, and was then fed di- for this choice, which pass on. First, it
rectly into the dbx 700, whose output was the least expensive unit available
I

I

I

I
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with time -code facilities. More important-and we can all understand thisthe VE -93 comes ready-made with the
drivers and interfaces for 'the JVC line
of industrial video recorders, including
the two units mentioned above. Halfinch format, of course. Al sees no real
need for the more rugged 3/. -inch formats (which may have fewer dropouts)
unless you are (I add) one of those
who Must Have the Best, at Any Price,
in which case you wouldn't go for this
economical approach to digital editing
in the first place. There is plenty of
audio bandwidth available via half -inch
tape, the cost is less, and the playing
time gratifyingly long-two hours per
cassette. (Ah, but you must be sure
you have a flying erase head, and you
should also have frame servo in your
half -inch receiving recorder-that's a
Swanson quote. No need for these in
the source machine, however.)
So-you simply plug all this together, along with your own special peripherals, like speakers, amps, typewriters,
computer parts, ashtrays and other
studio appurtenances. Frankly, the result in Al's studio didn't look any too
simple for my unaccustomed eyes. It
was a cross between a very elaborate
basement hi-fi installation and a typical
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Ah, the comforts of home. They're tough to
leave behind. Especially when it comes to
things like your compact disc player.
But even though you might not be able to
take the player with you, you can take the brilliant sound quality If you record your compact
discs on Maxell XL-S cassettes.
By producing smaller, more uniform magnetic particles, we can pack more of thclse
particles on the tape surface. Which makes it
possible to record more information on a given
area of tape.

As a result, AC bias noise is greatly reduced. And maximum
output levels are significantly increased. In fact,
the dynamic range of XL -S is exXLII -S
panded so much, it can capture
everything from the subtle passages
-to the extreme bursts inherent to
compact discs.
So record your compact discs on
Maxell XL-S.
Then you can enjoy their sound
quality wherever you feel
at home.
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You can do a dry run on
any edit, and hear exactly
what it will sound like.
Not quite right? You can
do it again, and again,
until you're satisfied.
working studio of the most casual sort,
with everything surrounding Al's comfortable seating place. But from a pro
viewpoint the configuration was ag-

gressively practical,
admit-compared, that is, to what some audio people get themselves into, be it messy or
I

neat as a pin. The hookup, you see,
was easy and the working conditions
are comfortable. Al is his own man.
Now, for those intelligent readers
who are innocent and/or unknowing (I
am certain there are many-and why
not?), a brief description is now in order as to what Swanson was doing
looked over his
with my music as
shoulder. There are three basic, interI

dependent facets in digital tape editing (including this bottom -cost sort).
They are remarkably different from all
the analog snipping and cutting of
these last 30+ years. The editing itself,
the matching of sounds, the removal of
unwanted material, is really not much
changed. Only the method is revolutionized.
First, in digital one never cuts the
tape (or we shouldn't, if we do!). We do
not even touch it. We edit by copying
onto a new tape, with automatically
controlled joints and excisions that
have been neatly programmed ahead
of time in each case.
In analog, it is unwise to copy because of the quality loss involved.
There are too many copying jobs already being performed, notably from
those gigantesque, multi -track master
tapes and mix-downs-less in classical areas, but still too much. Now we
have returned to a more pure, audiophile approach, with a minimum of analog copying. Nevertheless, to copy is
to lose, no matter how perfected are
the electronics, and so analog editing
by the copy system is not a particularly
good idea. As a billion used razor
blades will attest.
But in digital, due to the very nature
of the message, we can copy, and
even base our whole editing technique
on copying from one tape to anotherhopefully, with no loss whatsoever in
quality. If all goes well. It often does.
So the rock -bottom editing system
copies from one VHS videocassette to
another, assembling the material in the
process. This we do and here's the
second new facet-via time code, an
audio -track signal applied directly to
24

the tapes, video frame by frame.
(There are other variants in other types
of editing.) The time code is read by
the machines and used as the basis
for an astonishing range of precise
controls and movements that are automated, visible on the CRT, never mistaken, and-even with this relatively
modest equipment-dependably accurate. By this method, using the VHS
videocassette base, the resolution is to
about one -sixtieth of a second (one
video field, or half a frame) or better,
but edit points can be shifted only in
increments of about one -thirtieth of a
second, or one video frame. At 15 ips
in analog, that is one-half inch of tape.
(For specific sonic examples of this,
see last month's column.) That's less
exactitude than you can get with razor
blades (even on audio cassette at 1%
ips, one -thirtieth of a second is one sixteenth inch of tape), but good
enough when dealing with the comparatively continuous sound of singing
voices. With fast piano music, it might
not do as well.
Now, anyone who has bumbled
around an old-fashioned recorder with
an "odometer" counter like an automobile's knows how frustratingly inaccurate any mechanical timing can be.
never used the things-you rarely got
back to the same place twice in a row.
Anything that depends on a mechanical connection (even the fancier readouts) is no more than roughly accurate.
But the time code, an actual signal
applied to the tape, is as good as a
very fine set of gears, and always returns to the exact same place, within
its level of tolerance. Just as important,
the basic time coding in this marvelous
era of digital operation allows for a
most extraordinarily easy and exact
automation of every imaginable and
practical sort, smoothly and effortlessly, with the proverbial push of a button.
Believe me, if you haven't worked with
such updated automation (or at least
stood over the shoulder of someone
who is), you have missed plenty.
I

Most people have an idea of it, of
course. If you have mastered your own
VCR, you have some idea of the feel of
it (assuming you are getting what you
want), and those who manipulate audio-cassette recordings have an idea,
an inkling (my best word) as to what
can be done. Same for disc jockeys
who devise ingenious semi -automated
ways to switch from one recording to
another at precisely the right moment.
But, say, none of this can match the
smooth, effortless precision, the unfailing accuracy of location, the automatic
procedures that go on while you sit
and watch them happen, which can
derive from an applied digital time
code. That's what the magic letters
SMPTE are all about when those video
and movie people get into their own
special coding.
I do not intend to go beyond my own
outsider knowledge here, only to relate
my own experience. gather that time
codes have not been much used in
analog home audio; that the Nagra recorder (reported on in its first stereo
form, many years ago, in this department) is a notable exception. (It's widely used for professional video and film
soundtracks. -1.8.) Perhaps there will
be more-that is, a sort of "printed on"
audio signal that can be used like the
cogs on a fine gearing to control tape
access minus slippage. Might be nice
in some very amateur recording gear,
yes? But somehow this kind of procedure is inherently better off in a digital
environment, with the numerous technical advantages (in particular, copying integrity) which are a part of the
digital process.
So we have, for budget digital editing, the copy system, the time code
and, finally, what am calling rehearsal. It is tied to the others and just as
important. Until my experience this
year had not run into it-why should
have? But wow! What a difference. I
simply marveled; could scarcely believe. Even in this low-cost, bottom simplicity type of digital editing, you
have full-fledged rehearsal. You could
also call it tryout. In ways that are still
somewhat mysterious to me (after only
a few hours' experience), you may do
a dry run on any sort of sonic joint or
edit, ahead of time, and listen to it
exactly as it will sound, when and if you
make it final. No cutting and patching,
I
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INTRODUCING THE 1005
"COMMEMORATIVE EDITION"

ELDORADO

Eldorado celebrates its heritage with stye. Fróm an
anodized gold standup wreath and crest on the
hood to a matching lock cover on the deck lid.
Other golden touches_réinind you you're driving a
very speciah version of the car of your dreams: See
the 1985 Commemorative Edition Eldorado ,in
Cotillion White or Commodore Blue at your Cadillac
dea er. It could be a golden:ópportúnity.
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To copy is to lose, so analog
editing by the copy method
is not a good idea. But in
digital, we can copy,
without any loss in quality.

which perhaps will destroy bits of
priceless music when things don't
work. Via the audio processor and the
controller et al., you set up your splice
and the machines play it for you, using
the time code. Not quite right? You
edge up a bit closer, a tiny fraction of a
second, and try it again. And again,

until you are satisfied. Then, and only
then, do you do the actual copying
splice onto the receiving final tape,
automatically as per prior instructions.
If you aren't pleased, if you think
another place in your music might be
better (this is where experience
counts, in analog or digital) you have
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lost nothing; your signal is intact no
matter how many hairsbreadth joints
you have rehearsed. Thus, you see,
this kind of preparation opens up a
whole range of hitherto risky experiment-as know so well-in those "impossible" editing joints that sometimes
miraculously work out. No priceless
slivers lost on the cutting -room floor, or
too small to reattach; no more unremovable thumps and bumps! Agony is
the only word for old-style disasters of
that sort, whether on a one-man project
or at the expense of a major recording
session. Agony no more, opportunity
galore.
There is still one more highly positive
aspect of budget digital recording, to
further offset the marginal accuracy
(from some points of view) that is
achieved-those discrete one -thirtieth
of a second "cogs" of location. It
keeps track. What a bonanza! You
can't get lost. You always know exactly
where you are, and you can always go
direct to some other place, unfailingly.
The machine takes you there.
Never again a roomful of half -played
reels, semi -identified or anonymous;
no more hanging screens of short
lengths of tape stuck to nearby surfaces like so much chewing gum
awaiting possible re -use. No more
snarls of tape accidentally reeled onto
the floor and then stepped on-I've
often enough reduced myself to tears
in that sort of editing.
Yes, there are disadvantages. You
can't cross -fade; it's butt to butt. You
can't go slow and rock the tape (but
this is not a problem when you can
I

actually rehearse your proposed splice
to find what it will sound like). You can't
alter the final tape with second
thoughts-the time code will be un jointed and all that follows will have to
be done over again. (But your second
thoughts are okay in rehearsal.) Most
of all, there is that matter of accuracy,
easily solved if you move up to much
more costly equipment. But don't! So
much depends on the ear, on experience, on the rapport between producer and engineer, on familiarization with
new procedures. For some people it
myself had no trouble
won't work.
getting what needed for low-cost digital editing. Couldn't you? Worth a trywhether you buy outright or use a
Q
Rent -a -Pro like Al Swanson.
I

I
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SIMPLY ADVANCED

AIWA

The Aiwa AD-F990B. Perfection has never been su easy
to achieve.

dynamically
adjusts bias levels
in response to the
music you record. It even
adjusts the bias levels
separately for each channel.
Tu make per feel per fur niatttres
even more effortless the
AD-F990B also offers an auto noise reduction detector.
auto -recording level control,
auto -demagnetizing system
and auto -intro -play facility.

At the

touch of a single button,
the AD-F990B's unique
D.A.T.A. cyctem automatically
analyzes the tape you have
selected. Reference signals
are automatically recorded
and then instantly compared
to the original. Once the
analysis is complete, in just
16 seconds, the Aiwa ADF990B adjusts bias. equalization and sensitivity to optimum
levels.
Through the use of
Dolby HX Pro, the
vet
AD-F990B then

the Aiwa AD-F990B.
The AD-F990B's ability to
meet the dynamic and textural
demands of the best of both
digital and analog source
materials is unprecedented.
The ease with which the
AD-F990B makes this outstanding performance available Is unbelievable.

At the very

pinnacle of Aiwa's
technological breakthroughs
resides a new standard of performance. A new level of
precision. A new achievement
in human engineering. It is

Precision without
complication.
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The Aiwa AD-F990B. Simply the best cassette deck wémake.
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can't tell whether it's a Stradivarius
or a Guarnieri, it isn't an Aiwa.
.
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AUDIO INTERVIEW

Clive Davis:
Findin, Songs
You have been personally involved in
signing and bringing out records by
like Janis Joplin; Blood, Sweat & such a wide range of people, from Neil
Tears; the Winter brothers; Santana; Diamond and Barry Manilow to Johnny
Chicago; Laura Nyro, and Sly and The Winter and Patti Smith. I couldn't posFamily Stone. He successfully negoti- sibly relate to such a broad range of
ated to keep Dylan on Columbia, and music. How do you do it?
not long before he was to leave, he Of course, a lot is dictated by necessisigned Bruce Springsteen at John ty. Commercial considerations. My
Hammond's urging. As his confidence roots are really in AOR [Album Orientgrew at CBS, he began to take a more ed Rock] in the sense that began with
active role in the careers of many of early signings of Janis Joplin, Santana,
his artists-tailoring their images, pick- the Winter brothers, even Blood, Sweat
ing hit singles, occasionally even going & Tears-who became a little middleinto the studio with them. His success of-the-road later in their career, but
when they began were very avantwas dramatic, almost unprecedented.
His ouster from CBS in 1973 was garde in the fusion of jazz and rock.
even more dramatic. He was accused And Chicago of course, Ten Years Afof misusing company funds. No crimi- ter, Pink Floyd, and Billy Joel. But
started Arista that over
nal charges were ever filed and noth- found after
ing proven, but he lay low for a year this past 10-year span, up until relaand a half and worked on his book. He tively recently, there were very few
fielded and turned down lucrative of- American artists, American rock
fers including ones from Island Rec- groups, other than one or two heavyords' Chris Blackwell and from Robert metal ones, that were breaking, and
broke big. So out of economic necessiStigwood.
Instead, in 1975 he began a totally ty had to turn to see if had any other
new enterprise, Arista Records, in part- kind of talent to explore. In Arista's era
worked much more in the song area
nership with Columbia Pictures, which
had had little success with its Bell Rec- to supplement AOR because could
ords. One of the only three artists he not live off only American groups. No
kept from the Bell roster was Barry company could.
Manilow. Under Davis at Arista, Mani - What do you mean by song area?
low became a superstar; Arista also hit Finding songs for entertainers such as
with other easy -listening acts such as a Manilow, such as an Air Supply, such
Melissa Manchester and Air Supply. as a Melissa Manchester. We're talking
But Davis also won praise for support- now from '75 to, say, '83. Except for
ing a line of avant-garde jazz discs, and The Cars, whom we almost signed. It's
for signing innovative rock artists such a dramatic story .... We had a memoas Patti Smith and Graham Parker. randum of agreement all initialed, and
From scratch, Arista became a major thought we had them locked up. At the
last minute, Elektra offered more monforce in the record industry.
Far from making him more circum- ey and got them. But was there, and
spect, Davis' troubles seem to have had them and loved them, and they
made him even more outspoken, and had, in effect, agreed to come to Arishe has assumed the role of corporate ta, interestingly enough. Of course, we
spokesman on issues varying from had Patti Smith and The Outlaws at
record pricing and marketing to the that time. But a lot of the industry's
death of rock 'n' roll. No matter what success was with foreign groups. And
Clive Davis says or does, he'll never we as a young company did not have
be unimportant-or uninteresting. T.F. subsidiaries in Australia, let's say, to

the corporate leader in rock 'n' roll by
the end of the '60s, by signing top acts

o broaden our base

beyond album -oriented
rock, Arista uniquely
married songs with
popular entertainers,
and came up with
the hits that propelled
their careers.

I

I

I

Everybody in the music business
has an opinion of Clive Davis, the former head of CBS Records and current
president of Arista: He's marvelous.
He's awful. He's a génius at finding
and developing talent. He's a genius at
self-promotion. He's a visionary. He's
an egomaniac.
Opinions can be readily argued;
facts cannot. Part of the reason for
Davis' sometimes inauspicious reception in the music community stems
from his role in the shift of power in
record companies from "music people" to lawyers and professional managers. Clive Davis was president of
CBS Records for almost eight years,
yet the Harvard Law School graduate
admits to having no musical background whatsoever. Nevertheless, under his guidance it became the most
important record company in the business. In his fascinating book, CliveInside the Record Business, he tells of
his eye-opening experience at the
1967 Monterey Pop Festival. After that
epiphany, Davis turned CBS from a
musically conservative company into
28
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Ted Fox
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For SiTers
give us Men at Work, or in Canada to
provide Loverboy or Rush, or foreign
groups such as AC/DC, those foreign
bands that were breaking here. There
were very few major, original American
groups. And here my career had begun with the original groups that rrentioned. So you had to survive by taking
established artists, as did; by attracting to a new operation groups like The
Grateful Dead and The Kinks or
The Alan Parsons Project, along
with the discovery of The Outlaws and Patti Smith. We had to
exist by doing something other
companies were not doing.
was never really disco oriented, so didn't do what
Neil Bogart did with Casablanca. did it in the pop area. We
uniquely married songs with
popular entertainers and had
terrific success with Manilow
and Air Supply and Melissa, to
supplement building an AOR
base of artists that had varying degrees of success. was
even in the avant-garde with
Stiff Records and Ze Records.
and Lou Reed, and Graham
Parker to supplement Patti
Smith. But AOR radio was so
conservative they were really
only into the oldies with Led
Zeppelin and The Stones.
had to turn to that, apart
from black artists and jazz
artists. We had to be catholic in what we did because
if continued primarily with
a base of AOR artists, we
would not have survived the
holocaust that occurred after.
The Bee Gees. We had to
broaden our base from the
beginning, and we were
uniquely successful. We were
one of the very few companies
that were very song -oriented,
and for entertainers like Dionne
Warwick and Aretha Franklin and
I
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Barry Manilow and Air Supply-whether they wrote or not-we came up with
the hits that propelled their careers.
Are you saying that the. move into the
pop -song area was something you
would not have done if you did not
have to do it?
like pop music, personally. Right now
the market dictates a lot of what you
do, and right now the market is not
receptive to pop acts. So therefore,
apart from the pros like a Neil Diamond
and a Barbra Streisand and a Barry
Manilow, you're not finding singer songwriters. So might like, and do
like, James Taylor or Jackson Browne,
but you don't find companies signing
artists like those today because the
market is not going to play it on the
radio. tested the market substantially
I
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in the mid -'70s with

avant-garde artists
that felt comfortable with, because
love originality. worked with Dylan;
didn't sign him, but was there. was
at the signing of Bruce Springsteen.
And signed Joplin. was there for the
original talents. That's what gives me
the greatest pleasure.
love a great
song. do not demean being able to
write pop hits, but do like to be with
the hallmark of originality. Unfortunately, America has really not come up with
a great original talent since Springsteen-except for Prince. It's formulated. There's a lot of corporate rock.
A lot of the New Wave acts are British.
It's interesting hearing you talk of the
importance of the song, because that
seems to me to be at the heart of the
New Wave movement. That return to
the song instead of just long, indulgent
guitar solos. Yet it doesn't seem that
Arista has been that involved in the socalled New Wave.
No, that's really not true. It's hard to
really say what you classify as New
Wave. With foreign acts you're only as
good as the subsidiaries you get the
talent from. We did get The Thompson
Twins from our English company, and
we did get Haircut 100, who had a nice
sound with that first album-then they
broke up-so we had a little of that. But
because we did not get from our English company the likes of Culture Club
or Duran Duran, we did go out to make
deals with separate private entrepreneurs, and so we were able to get A
Flock of Seagulls and we were able to
get Heaven 17. If you talk about
the original New Wave,
we had the queen and
the king in Patti Smith
and Lou Reed, and
I
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certainly at a quality
level we had Graham
Parker. So think
we've been there and
in AOR qualitatively,
I

M

even if it wasn't in mass numbers.
Mass numbers we have with The
Thompson Twins, who are a platinum
act. A Flock of Seagulls, over two albums, sold about 1.2 million in the aggregate. And I'm looking for rock 'n' roll
acts because think America is ready
for its own now.
What I'm saying to you, in answer to
your question about the universality of
the acts I've been involved with in one
capacity or another, is that a lot is
dictated by commercial considerations. And because American AOR
dried up for the most part, and was not
prolific as it was in '67 to '72 or '73, to
become a sizable label we had to go
into pop and black music, which relies
more heavily on the song, and not AOR
play which has a harder rock edge. We
built up
we certainly had the biggest growth of any company in the
business, and would say in the pop or
black areas we were either number
one, two or three every year. That's
what accounted for our ability to survive and to diversify and grow.
You must have been right at the forefront of breaking black acts on pop
radio and butting heads with MTV to
get black acts on there. Was that a
frustration?
Candidly, no. never came to that with
MN. don't think MTV avoided black
acts, any more than an AOR station.
How many black acts does WNEW [in
New York City] play?
Good question.
They don't play them, not because
they're against blacks, but because it
doesn't fit their format. Their format is
hard rock, or rock 'n' roll, and there
aren't that many black rock 'n' roll acts.
You can't ask them to play Dionne
Warwick or Ray Parker. Yes, one or two
Ray Parker records, maybe. But you've
got to understand the other person's
problem. It's certainly not racial prejudice. It's based on segmented formats.
Once you understand the problems of
MN or radio you recognize that it
would be silly. It doesn't fit their format.
never bumped heads at all with them.
did bump heads with AOR radio because of their conservatism, and their
not playing Lou Reed's Street Hassle
or not playing some groups in Middle
America or the South. It's shocking,
not playing some of the avant-garde
stuff. think that's terrible. Until KROQ
I
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JAMS JOPLIN
[in Pasadena] and WBCN [in Boston]
showed that new music can play, you
were there in a bastion of oldies but
goodies. It was terrible, except for
harder rock stuff. Even now-where's
the new Dylan? Where's the new
Springsteen? Where's the new Dan
Fogelberg or Jackson Browne? It's
I.
horrendous to me that there's no new
artists coming along with music that is
lyric -oriented!
Are you blaming this on the stodginess
of AOR radio?
Yeah! Absolutely.
with true poetry and excitement. She
They don't encourage these sounds?
Absolutely not. It has to be shoved was very warm and personal and
down their throats pretty much. Yeah. would always drop in, so we estabIt seems that it still hasn't caught on. If lished a personal friendship and relayou want to hear New Wave in New tionship. Then when she got hurt and
York, you've got to tune in to WLIR on her neck was in a brace for a year she
lived right here at One Fifth Avenue,
Long Island.
Well, for your definition of New Wave. and would go down there to visit her.
Big New Wave, in the broader sense, Because she's bright. She's a Renaishas become mainstream music today. sance woman. She's an artist in her
True.
own right, not only as a poet, but she's
mean, Duran Duran and Culture Club an artist from an artistic point of view.
and The Thompson Twins are Top 40, She was literate; you know, she lived
primarily. They still don't give the expo- for years with Sam Shepard. She was a
sure to Elvis Costello or X. No, they delightful, stimulating person to both
don't. Graham Parker is great! He talk to and be around.
doesn't get the kind of play in the What's happened to her now? I underSouth or Midwest that he should get. stand she got married.
Nowhere near.
Enigmatically-not enigmatically beWill they ever break nationwide, ex- cause she got married; she's certainly
cept for the New Wave acts that have entitled-the enigmatic part is that in
her marriage and in her pursuit of docrossed over to pop success?
Today, first of all, AOR doesn't have mestic and personal happiness, she
the strength it did five years ago. Con- really dropped out of the jungle of mutemporary Hit Radio, the equivalent of sical warfare, so to speak. She's had a
had no
Top 40, now dominates. It's a shame child. She did reappear. ..
that the new artists who are literate and contact with Patti, not even a phone
lyrical and articulate and intelligent, lyr- call for over three years. No one did,
ic -oriented as distinguished from hard- except her mother. It wasn't that was
er rock -oriented, don't have the ave- phoning her; didn't ask for product.
nues for exposure of their music; ergo, We were so close,
figured, if she's
record companies shy away from it. happy, who am
to even remotely
How long can you keep banging your bring up the subject of music? Then,
head up against the wall if you're not several months ago we had a tenth
anniversary party for Arista. We took
going to get exposure?
In that line, let's talk about Patti Smith. over the Museum of the City of New
You seem to have a very special rela- York.
didn't even invite her; didn't
have her address or her phone numtionship with her.
do because she was one of very few ber. The photographers were there. It
originals. You know, when you start a was a major event, if you will. All of a
new record company and you're able sudden there's this incredible stir, and
to come up with an original who breaks who walks in unannounced, no adall over the world as she did .. .. She vance notice, but Patti with her husdid it in her own style and her own way, band Fred. She had heard about it
with her own charisma, with very few through her manager. She came in and
compromises and condescension, threw her arms around me and said, "I
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just had to do this for you." didn't ask
her anything about recording. She
showed me pictures of her child. She
seemed happy. She was overwhelmed
by the attention because there were a
lot of TV cameras and press there,
clicking away. She was a little shaky
because of that. Because it was really
I

a return from

absolute isolation, it appeared to me. But she was extremely
warm. She said she'll come back.
Where's she living?
Detroit.
You used the term musical warfare.
Re -reading your book, it does seem
like warfare. Is it, really?
Well, it can be. mean, on a day-to-day
basis it's not.
It sounded like it in the book.
Well, I'll tell you. That book coincided
with an explosion of original talent in
every area. wish there was such an
explosion today. You get the warfare
when a hot new artist comes along,
and we all go after that artist at once.
But since there are so few of those
today in America, the opportunity for
I
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hat a shame the
literate, articulate new
artists who are more
lyric-oriented than hard
rock-oriented don't have
avenues for exposure of
their music.
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DAVIS AND
SLY STONE

think he's original and exciting, and
was really turned on, which was the
first time in a long while. Not that
haven't been turned on to an artist,
because there is a black artist I'm
launching, Whitney Houston, that I'm
very excited about. But we're talking
here now about rock, as opposed to
black and pop. am very excited about
the black roster that we've built here.
It's spectacular, I think. mean, working with Aretha, and having the success we've had in re -launching Dionne
Warwick
I want to get into that in a minute, but
before we do, tell me-when you're
going to make an offer for an artist,
what do you look for?
A new artist?
Either new or old.
It's vastly different. In the established
category, sometimes the talent is just
there. The question is how much money they're asking, and whether you
think they're going to go out of style.
You have to make a judgment, creatively, as to where that artist is at.
Because sometimes artists and their
managers ask astronomical monies.
You've got to believe they can retain
their superstardom. Or are they going
to diminish in popularity?
With a new artist it depends on the
category of music. If it's rock, look for
originality. Also, today you've got to
look for hit songs. Very few artists
break from AOR today. Years ago, and
for many, many, many years, you could
break from AOR play; the category
was sufficient to sell millions of albums
for Pink Floyd without a Top 40 single,
or Bruce Springsteen, or other artists.
Today, you gotta have a single, so
you're also looking at their song sense,
and looking at their musical -composition sense-apart from charisma. So,
in the rock area, it's either commercial
appraisal of material or looking from an
originality point of view. In the pop area
you're listening for hit songs. In the
black area you're listening for where
the material is coming from, whether
there will be hit songs; plus the artists'
ability to entertain, and the kind of vocal ability they have.
How about stage presence?
Stage presence is more in the rock
area, and the black area, too. It really
varies so much. didn't look for stage
presence when signed Springsteen.
I

I
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that kind of competition at the artist signing level is not nearly what it was
from 1967 through 1973. The biggest
new, original talent, in my opinion, is
Prince. To my knowledge he was first
offered to Columbia, and I don't know
what happened there, but they did not
get him for whatever the reason, and
then he went to Warner Bros. So it
wasn't that anybody knew of Prince.
He was part of a local group that was
creating noise. It wasn't that everybody
was going after this hot new group;
mean, it doesn't happen. Now it happens in the banking deals to some
extent.
How do you mean?
Well, if you hear that a Bowie is free, or
a McCartney or an Elton John or The
Rolling Stones, then there's competition, obviously. I'm sure that Atlantic
wanted to retain The Rolling Stones.
You call them banking deals because
of the vast amounts of money involved?
Yes. Very few of those deals have ever
made money for the label. They usually
are deals where the artist uses the
I

percent of my
time is in the creative
Eighty

arena-discovering new
talent, finding good
material for established
artists, and watching an

album evolve.

....

competitive interest of the companies,
and walks away with an enormous sum
would think that the
of money ....
history of the last seven years should
be a clear message to all record companies to stay away from these banking deals, because they just don't
I

make money.
Why do record companies pursue
them? Is it a prestige thing?
Part of it is that. Part of it is miscalculation-not recognizing when an artist
has peaked, and thinking it is going to
go on. Of course, certain artists do go
on for a long time. But would say the
history of most of these deals is that
the company has lost considerable
sums of .money.
One thing I have never understood is
I

how different record companies can
come up with such widely divergent
offers for the same artist. I just read
somewhere that one record company
tripled the offer made by another company for a certain artist.
There is a different mentality at almost
every record company. I'm amazed a:
some of the deals that hear of. can't
even believe that a rational businessman would offer those amounts of

I

I

I

money.
Let's talk about The Cars.
Well, that was a brand-new group, that
was signing
wasn't a banking deal.
them for the standard terms of a new
artist, which at the time probably was
$25,000 and a recording budget of
$100,000 to $125,000.
This was around when, '76?
Probably, yeah. It's not that different
today. I'm just now signing an artist
that I've gotten excited about. The first
American rock artist in a long time. I'm
closing the deal at $25,000 to sign,
and a $130,000 recording budget.
Who's the artist?
He's not signed so I'll only tell you that
I

I
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It was just pure originality of lyric content. He was very uncharismatic as a
rock personality when he was signed
in '72. He really was not a major performer onstage. He didn't move
around. He was totally different than he
is today. He developed into the best
rock 'n' roll performer alive over the
years, on his own. But nobody knew he
would, neither John Hammond, who
brought him into my office, nor I, who
then appraised him. said ro to 10 or
12 or 15 or 30 John Hammond actsand then said yes to Springsteen.
That's why feel, candidly, very close
to the signing process involving
said no to a
Springsteen. Because
few acts, the previous week, that John
might have been interested in, and this
one was different. His lyrics were
piercing.
can remember going on
closed-circuit TV just reading his lyrics,
saying you're not going to break him
because of his musicality, but his lyrics
are spectacular, and listen to this imI

tf'

I

I

I

recited his poetry to the
agery, and
Columbia sales force. Yes, and had
the videotape sent out to be shown to
every retailer. Because that was the
apprcach we were taking. And he
didn't 'break right away. He came, really, out of the folk/rock poet tradition,
but he has developed into the most
incredible live performer. Joplin, on the
other hand, was a vibrating, charismatic, exciting, exhilarating live performer
from the day first saw her. knew
had to have her.
Talking about getting on closed-circuit
TV to your Columbia sales force, is that
a big part of your job? Keeping your
promotional people and salespeople
and marketing people motivated and
excited about acts?
leave that to others within the company, but it's part of it, yes. But find that
today the sales and promotion forces
are so sophisticated, much more sophisticated musically. Originally, it was
had to do, bea great part of what
cause when inherited Columbia they
were all so middle-of-the-road oriented, into the music of Mitch Miller and
Andy Williams, who was a great seller,
and Tony Bennett and what have you,
that a lot of orientation was required.
Today, not that much orientation is required, and they pretty much pick up
on their own, whether someone is a
really great talent or not. Most of my
time, 80% of my time, is spent in the
creative arena, at the artistic level of
finding new talent, finding material for
established talents who don't write for
themselves, and watching an album
evolve. All these cassettes on my desk
are either songs for artists or albums in
preparation. I'm monitoring, listening to
them, helping pick the singles, editing
the record, and in a few specialized
cases, going into the studio to produce
it, if it's a song found for a pop act or a
black act. That's 80% of my time.
Do you think you are different in that
way from most other major record I
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company presidents?
think that it's probably different -from
most. It's not singular, but think that a
lot of executives who have been very
successful in their own right operate in
their own style, which is not quite as
creatively oriented.
I
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This is the first section of a two-part

interview.
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science marching on and all that, the sonic
differences between brands of a given hi-fi component are often reduced to subtleties. Loudspeakers, however, are the notable exception; they remain an
enigma. Maybe that's what makes them so much fun. There
are roughly 1,500 home loudspeaker models on the U.S.
market. Each model has, by and large, its own distinct sonic
character. Why so many different sounds? Some certain
response must be correct; why can't loudspeaker designers
consistently approach it?
Consider, for a moment, the typical audiophile venturing
to the local high -end shop to audition amplifiers. For this
purpose, he requests a pair of the most "revealing" speakers available. These are graciously provided. As our friend
struggles to hear the audible implications of the sub -subsonic filter versus the damping factor of 10,000, he moves
his head-not much, just a few inches here and there. Each
time he moves his head, the response he hears from the
speakers, as measured by conventional methods, is changWith

ing by more than a few dB. He never even notices-and he
is a very fussy listener. Actually, he so likes the loudspeakers that he pronounces them to be beyond "revealing"; he
pronounces them positively "merciless."
Clearly, conventional frequency -response measurements
are not sufficient to quantify loudspeaker performance in a
meaningful way. In fact, the measurement techniques most
often used to test speakers are engineering conveniences
34
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only. They do not take into account the characteristics of the
human hearing system and so do not always relate very well
to listening tests.
The other thing they don't take into account is music.
Where and how music is recorded profoundly affects the
requirements for accurate reproduction. It is too simplistic to
say that accuracy is absolute. Stereo recordings contain
precious little information about how spatial characteristics
should be reproduced. Both practically and mathematically,
two electrical voltage signals cannot fully define the sound
field in a listening room. It is unfortunate but true: Every
loudspeaker is more than a reproducer, it is an interpreter.
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These are not just engineering problems. They cannot be
solved by designing better drivers or using different speaker cable. The answers lie in understanding human hearing
in relation to sound reproduction. How do we perceive the
location of a sound source? What actually causes toral
coloration? What makes a room sound large or small? And
the bottom line: How do all of these considerations relate to
loudspeaker design?

Kenneth L. Kantor is Director of the Advanced
Development and Research Division of Teledyne
Acoustic Research in Canton, Mass.
AUDIO/JULY 1985

The new MGC-1 speaker from Acoustic Research

is based on a body of psychoacoustic data
which is well documented but little known,
rather than on rabbit-from -the -hat trickery.
The design uses side -firing drivers, which are
fed a delayed and contoured signal, to establish
a firmly fixed soundstage that is both wider and
deeper than the space in your listening room.
35
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Fig. 1-Time response to a 10-4
pulse of a conventional speaker
system in a typical listening room,
with microphone at listening position.
(All vertical amplitude scales are
linear except where otherwise noted.)
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speaker to a 10- µS pulse in a
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essence, psychoacoustics is the
science that relates the properties of
sound sources and listening environments to our perceptions of them.
Modern psychoacoustics was born in
the middle of the 19th century with the
publication of the classic book On the
Sensations of Tone, by the German
physicist Hermann von Helmholtz [1].
That von Helmholtz could learn as
much as he did, using the primitive
mechanical means available to him, is
remarkable. It wasn't until electronic
signal generation and measurement
became possible that the science of
psychoacoustics really took off, fueled
by the advent of telephony. While cur
understanding of human hearing is far
from complete, there is psychoacoustics work covering most aspects of
sound perception. Buried in 100 years
of research are a number of studies
very relevant to loudspeaker design
and measurement.
Psychoacousticians have determined that the ear is sensitive to more
than just the frequency content of
sound signals; temporal and spatial
properties also affect perception. For
amplifiers and the like, this presents no
problem; the time distortions caused
by electronic devices are minute compared to the ear's sensitivity, and these
devices are irrelevant to the spatial
characteristics of the reproduction system. Loudspeakers, however, have
very complex temporal and spatial responses. Whenever a loudspeaker is
used to reproduce sound, the audio
signal undergoes spectral, temporal
and spatial distortions which profoundly affect our perceptions. By understanding the nature of these distortions, we can reduce their influences
and even exploit them to improve per;
ceived reproduction accuracy.
It is well-known that when a speaker
is used in a listening room, only a portion of the sound reaches the listener's
ears directly from the drivers. Some of
the energy is reflected by the speaker
cabinet itself-off of grille frames, trim
rings, and cabinet edges. Some of the
sound bounces once or twice off the
room boundaries before reaching the
ear; some bounces around the room
for quite a while before being absorbed. The longer the reflected path,
the later the sound arrives.
In

I

The characteristics of the first -arrival
signal dominate our perception of the
location and timbre of sound sources.
To determine the influence that a given
echo will have on this perception, it is
necessary to know its amplitude, its
spectrum, its delay time and the direction from which it arrives. With this in
mind, let's examine the behavior of real
loudspeakers in home listening rooms.
Figure 1 shows the time response of
a conventional loudspeaker to a single,
10-1.LS pulse; the horizontal scale totals
4 mS, with each division being 200 µS.
The measurement was made in a typical listening room, with the microphone
at the listening position. If the reproduction from the speaker were perfect,
and the room added no reflections, this
response would look like the ideal
shown in Fig. 2.
There are three predominant reasons why the response is distorted.
First is the dispersive nature of the system. In other words, signals of different
frequencies reach the listener at different times. Since the pulse contains
many frequency components, these
time delays change its shape.
Dispersion is due to the physical
separation of drivers covering different
frequency ranges, to electrical phase
shifts in the crossover networks, and to
mechanical phase shifts in the drivers.
The subject of loudspeaker dispersion
was first examined in detail by Richard
C. Heyser [2], who went on to develop
useful mathematical and measurement
tools to study it. Prior to Heyser, most
speaker designers used frequency response alone as a quality index.
Heyser's work was not in psycho acoustics per se, as it dealt little with
human perception. However, it did establish an important link between loudspeaker engineering and the large
body of psychoacoustics dealing with
temporal aspects of sound perception.
The second type of pulse distortion
seen is the occurrence of delayed and
attenuated repetitions of the initial
pulse, caused by reflection and diffraction from cabinet elements. In this
example, these occur for about 400 µS
after the initial pulse, corresponding to
delay paths of about 14 cm. The third
type of distortion present is floor reflection, seen at about 2 mS after the initial
pulse.
Some of the ways in which the signal
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Conventional frequency
response measurements are
engineering conveniences;
they are not sufficient to
quantify speaker performance.
1
deviates from the ideal can
lead to both tonal and localization errors in the perceived sound. The audible effects of signal dispersion have
been the subject of much investigation
and heated debate. Blauert and Laws
[3], and others, have concluded that
phase shifts can affect the timbre of
special test signals, but only when the
delay times are much longer than typically found in home loudspeakers.
Most researchers agree that phase delays of less than about 1 mS will not
cause tonal coloration in a loudspeaker. However, their effect on localization
is less well -understood. It is known that
if the phase shifts between two stereo
loudspeakers differ even slightly, imaging can suffer. The effects of consistent phase shifts on imaging are unknown; every speaker designer has an
opinion on the matter. Improving loudspeaker performance in other ways
tends to reduce phase shifts, anyway.
The effects that very early reflections
have on localization have been studied
by many researchers. Blauert [4] found
that reflections up to about 600 µS can
distort transient localization. Kates [5]
examined the problem of very early
reflections caused by loudspeaker
cabinets and found that, in addition to
tonal coloration, they cause image
blurring and ambiguity. It is clear that
for best imaging, and for minimum tonal coloration, early cabinet reflections
should be minimized.
As we begin to examine reflections
with longer delay intervals, we find that
their effect on localization diminishes.
Tonal coloration becomes the major
problem until times beyond roughly 20
mS are reached, when reflections begin to affect perceived ambience. The
degree to which reflections of different
time delays distort the perceived spectrum has been measured by Atal,
Schroeder, and Kuttruff [6]. Their results agree well with studies of loudspeaker reflections done by both
Kates [7] and Salmi and Weckstrdm
[8]. All indicate that reflections occurring at about 2 mS are the worst offenders. From this we can infer that the
floor reflection seen in Fig. 1 will cause
tonal coloration to an extent underestimated by conventional measurement
techniques, a conclusion reached also
by Kates. The floor reflection can also
stretch the sonic image in the vertical

in Fig.
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plane when the speakers are reproducing sustained tones.
Figure 3 shows the same signal as
Fig. 1, displayed over a longer time
scale. The horizontal axis is now 20
mS; each division is 1 mS. Reflections
from the various room boundaries are
clearly visible. These reflections cause
significant spectral coloration and
some imaging errors. By noting at what
point in time a reflection occurred, it is
possible to calculate how far the reflected sound travelled, compared to
the direct sound, before reaching the
listener. To do this, multiply the echo
delay time (in milliseconds) by 1.1 to
get feet. For example, a reflection off a
wall located 2 feet behind a speaker
would have to travel about 4 feet farther than the direct sound before being
heard. This reflection would therefore
reach the listener about 3.6 mS after
the direct sound (4 divided by 1.1
equals 3.64).
Figure 4 shows the response of the
speaker over 40 mS; each division is 2
mS. Only a few distinct reflections
emerge from the background reverberation after 20 mS. While the reproduction of certain types of music might
benefit from the presence of some reflections later than 20 mS, the early
reflections we see from the loudspeaker cabinet and listening room distort
both localization and perceived spectrum. To assure the greatest reproduction accuracy, it is desirable to have as
little reflected energy as possible
reach the listener for the first 20 mS
after the first arrival. Beyond this time,
the effect of reflections on localization
is minimal, and their effect on timbre is
largely diminished.
In a given room, the density of early
reflections is a function of loudspeaker
directivity [9]. The more directional the
radiation, the less the excitation of the
room. This suggests that a more directional loudspeaker will be less subject
to room -induced colorations. If the radiation could be accurately aimed toward the listener, an additional benefit
would be realized: The listener would
be assured of receiving the greatest
proportion of the radiated energy directly, thus increasing the ratio of direct to reflected sound and further reducing colorations. Additionally, if it
were possible to position directional
speakers such that each ear was rela-

tively well -isolated from the opposite
speaker, it would lead to better stereo
separation and a broader soundstage.
It is not possible to determine a single, ideal response for a loudspeaker's
long-term reflection pattern. For some
program material, reproduction would
be most accurate if the speaker/room
combination added no reflections at
all. This "headphone" type of reproduction might be appropriate for binaural recordings and for synthetic studio material. On the other hand, accurate reproduction of "live" recordings
is known to be improved by the presence of significant room reflections
well beyond 20 mS. This seems to be
the case even if there are such reflections contained in the recording, due to
the fact that recorded reflections arrive
at the listener coincident with the direct
sound and so provide no spatial cues.
Barron [10] studied the influence of
later reflections in concert halls and
concluded that for the best spatial impression these should be mostly lateral-that is, coming from the sides of
the listener. Ando [11] studied the effects of later reflections both in concert
halls and with loudspeakers, and
found that reflections well beyond 20
mS added subjective realism to reproduced sound. Ando was able to determine both specific delay times and
specific angles from which reflections
should arrive for the most subjective
benefit. Although these times and angles change slightly, depending on
certain properties of the music, they
are consistent enough to be applied
usefully to both concert -hall and loudspeaker design. Ando found that retlections arriving from angles that produced the lowest interaural cross-correlation-that is, the largest mathematical difference between the signals at
the two ears-yielded the best subjective results.
Differing listening rooms and differing program material suggest the need
for a loudspeaker that allows independent control of the reflected energy
beyond 20 mS. This would enable the
system to provide optimum long-term
response with different kinds of recordings and music. It would also solve a
major dilemma which has plagued
loudspeaker designers for years:
Whether to optimize the anechoic
spectrum or the room spectrum. Inde37

FRONT WALL

Fig. 5-Top view of
MGC-1 (right -channel

speaker), showing
radiation directions for
direct and ambient
sound.

pendent control of the later energy
would allow the frequency equalization
of the room reverberation alone, without sacrificing early -arrival accuracy.
Clearly, for optimum reproduction both
must be correct.
Considering the psychoacoustic is-'
sues covered so far, we can summarize our goals for a loudspeaker as
follows:
Provide flat first -arrival frequency
response.
Reduce all reflections at times
less than 20 mS, to improve imaging
and reduce tonal coloration.
Allow frequency equalization of
the room reverberation without affect-
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MGC-1 (dimensions
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ing first arrival.
Provide the option of variable lateral reflections later than 20 mS, with
optimum arrival angles.
Aim the main radiation directly at
the listener from directions that will produce the most stereo separation, i.e.,
the lowest interaural cross -correlation.
Keep phase delays under 1 mS,
worst -case.

A New Approach
What we want is a loudspeaker that
provides the clarity and detail of a directional electrostatic unit together
with the full, rich ambience of an omni,
and then some. We want to be able to
adapt this speaker to the requirements
of different rooms and recordings. We
want excellent imaging and excellent
frequency response. It's your basic,
run-of-the-mill audiophile erotic dream,
but perhaps not impossible.
A good solution to the early -reflection problem seems obvious enough,
in theory if not in practice. The ideal
design should limit the radiation angles
in both the horizontal and vertical
planes, aim this radiation at the listener
from the correct direction, and take
care to avoid cabinet reflection and
diffraction effects. The radiation pattern should be even [12], and restricted only enough to avoid significant
wall, floor and ceiling reflections. We
would also like the radiation angle of
the loudspeaker to be as constant as
possible versus frequency, at least
above a few hundred hertz, where the
ear becomes more sensitive to reflection problems.
That leaves the problem of controlling the long-term impulse response. If
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Psychoacoustically, the ideal
speaker would let the user
control the ambient field to
enhance, rather than distort,
sound accuracy.

we built a speaker whose directivity
could be varied, we could control the
total amount of reverberant energy, but
not the reverberant frequency spectrum. Also, in a small room we would
still have a dominance of early reflections. Berkovitz [13] identified this
problem and suggested an approach
using digital signal processing (the AR
ADSP, Adaptive Digital Signal Processor). While this method has been
shown to work effectively, it remains
very expensive and dependent on listening position.
Assuming that the proper choice of
radiation pattern adequately reduces
room reflections from our speaker, it is
possible to consider adding a supplementary radiation system to provide
the desired late reflections after a sufficient delay. This second system could
be oriented to optimize the directions
of later reflections and could be equalized and adjusted independently of the
main system. If the time delay were
made adequately long, and the radiation pattern of the second system were
controlled so as not to produce strong

wave interference with the direct
sound, the perceived tonal and localization properties of the main system
would be, in theory, unaffected.

System Details
The Acoustic Research MGC-1 loudspeakers are based on the concept of
a controlled -directivity main system,
with supplemental radiation of the ambient field. They include an electronic
control unit which allows the user to
adapt the ambient radiation parameters to a variety of installation situations
and program requirements.
In order to obtain the correct signal arrival angles, the MGC-1 loudspeakers are constructed as a mirror -image
pair. Figure 5 is a top view of the right
speaker, showing the radiation directions for both the direct and ambient
sound. It was determined that these
signals should arrive at the head of an
optimally located listener from angles
of 26° and 54°, respectively; 0° is defined as directly forward of the listener.
The angles were chosen to provide

minimum interaural cross -correlation
for both the direct and reflected energy, in accordance with Ando's data.
The angles define the speaker cabinet
shape as well as the optimum speaker
AUDIO/JULY 1985

and listener positions in a given room.
The user wishing to fully exploit the
radiation geometry would arrange the
system as in Fig. 6. All the relevant
dimensions are computed as fractions
of the width of the front wall, labelled
W; the calculations are very simple and
result in a floor plan very similar to that
typically encountered. The distance
between the listener and the rear wall
does not affect the radiation angles as
such, but it is recommended that this
distance be greater than 3.5 meters
(111/2 feet), if possible, to avoid an early reflection from behind the listener.
Figure 7 shows the arrangement of
transducers used to radiate the direct arrival sound. It was decided that all
drivers covering frequencies of importance to localization be placed on approximately the same acoustic center.
This assures that signals of differing
frequencies are heard at the same
height, and it reduces vertical interference problems. Since woofers are best
located near the floor, their crossover
frequency (250 Hz) was made low
enough to avoid interference effects
and vertical image shifts.
The low end is radiated by two 8 inch acoustic -suspension drivers, with
a low -frequency -3 dB point of 39 Hz.
The range from 250 Hz to 1 kHz is
covered by two 4 -inch drivers, one
mounted above the upper -frequency
radiators and one mounted below. This
results in an acoustic center coincident
with these radiators and very little vertical interference at the 1 -kHz crossover
point. The vertical spacing of the 4 inch units was calculated to produce
nulls in their vertical radiation pattern at
the angles where detrimental floor and
ceiling reflections would otherwise be
likely. The frequencies from
kHz up
are radiated from a 11/2 -inch dome and
a 3/4 -inch dome. These domes operate
on a single magnet structure so that
they may be placed close enough to
avoid vertical interference at their 5 kHz crossover point.
The midrange and high -frequency
drivers are surrounded by carefully designed pieces of acoustically absorbent foam. This foam is used to control
the radiation pattern of the direct
sound and to eliminate cabinet reflection and diffraction effects. The foam
does an excellent job at frequencies
above about kHz. The system main1

1

tains very uniform front radiation in all
planes until about 30° off the primary
axis. Beyond this angle, the radiation
rolls off smoothly, with no lobing. Polar
measurements at three frequencies
are shown in Fig. 8.
Below
kHz, the system becomes
increasingly less directional. Since the
radiation is angled toward the listener,
this causes no problems with side -wall
reflections. The floor and ceiling, however, would create trouble were it not
for the vertical radiation nulls produced
by the separation between the 4 -inch
drivers. These nulls begin to form at
frequencies where the foam loses effectiveness; the result is a relatively
constant vertical directivity from below
500 Hz to almost 20 kHz.
Other methods of controlling the radiation pattern were tried. If single drivers, electrostatic or dynamic, are used
to cover broad frequency ranges, it is
virtually impossible to achieve constant directivity; either the radiation angle is too wide at low frequencies or it
is too narrow at the top end. Computer designed arrays of up to 31 drivers
were also tried. One such attempt is
shown in Fig. 9. These invariably suffered from severe lobing and unacceptable on -axis time and frequency
1

responses.
Both theory and experimentation
suggested that the ambient radiation
be restricted to midrange information.
Frequencies above 5 kHz were found
to greatly increase the tendency of listeners to hear a discrete echo-an undesirable effect-while adding little to
the sense of ambience. Delaying frequencies below 300 Hz also added
little to the subjective performance.
Due to the longer wavelengths of these
lower frequencies, it is difficult to restrict their radiation pattern and avoid
interference with the direct sound.
To provide the electronic delay required to place the first echo beyond
the 20-mS time window, and to control
the spectrum and level of the ambient
field, a dedicated electronics unit is
used to power the ambient drivers.
This unit taps off a signal from the input
terminals of each speaker and returns
a processed and amplified signal to
the ambience drivers. Connections are
provided to allow the user to insert an
equalizer in the ambient amplification
chain, or to use the AR Stereo Remote
39

allows the user
to adapt the ambient radiation
parameters to a variety of
installation situations and
The MGC-1

program requirements.
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Control (see Audio, January 1985) to
vary the room ambience from the listening position.
Controls on the electronics unit include an overall ambience level adjustment, individual left- and right -channel
level adjustments, and individual channel delay adjustments. These
controls allow the user to adapt the
system to a wide variety of listening
rooms and placements. Each speaker
may be placed anywhere from 1 to 10
feet from the side wall, while maintaining correct response.
The control unit also gives the user
the ability to determine how the ambient signals are derived. Normally, stereo left and right ambient signals are
sent to the left and right speakers.
However, the ambient signal can be
made monaural to reduce the sound
stage on overly ambient recordings.
Conversely, the ambient signals can
be L
R and R
L to extract and re radiate recorded ambience. This setting can give very realistic results with
good concert -hall recordings, and can
create striking spatial effects with studio recordings, both largely independent of listening position.
The ambient sound is radiated by a
6 -inch cone driver and a 1 -inch dome
tweeter. It is intended that this radiation
reflect off the side wall before reaching
the listener. This diffuses the ambient
sound somewhat and creates the desired arrival angle of 54°. It also adds
an acoustic delay to the onset of the
ambient field, to supplement the external delay provided by the electronic
control unit. To ensure that very little of
the ambient radiation reaches the listener directly from the side drivers,
they are surrounded by absorbent
foam in a manner similar to that of the
main system.
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early prototype of the MGC-1, which had a directional array.
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Fig. 10-Response of MGC-1 to
10-4 pulse, measured on -axis.
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Fig. 11-Same as Fig. 10, measured
off-axis.
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The final version of the MGC-1;
ambience drivers are in niche

on the left.
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Measured Performance
Let's look at how the performance of
the MGC-1, as measured by AR's engineers, compares to that of the conventional system we examined earlier. In
the process, we can formulate some
new loudspeaker measurement techniques to better quantify perceived
sound quality.
Figure 10 displays the response of
the MGC-1 to a 10-4 pulse; the horizontal scale is 4 mS, with each division
being 200 p.S. The measurement con -
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ditions are identical to those used earlier with the conventional system. The
relative coherence of the pulse, the
reduction of early cabinet effects, and
the attenuation of the floor reflection
can be seen. Figure 11 shows the
same measurement taken 25° off the
primary axis, demonstrating a consistent response over the desired coverage area. Figure 12 expands the horizontal scale to 20 mS. It is easy to see
that the room reflections are significantly decreased as compared to the
conventional system. The long-term response of the system is shown in Fig.
13. The electronic controls were set to
provide moderate late reflections. The
energy after 20 mS is similar to that of a
conventional speaker used in a much
larger room.
By interpreting the data we discussed previously concerning the influence of reflections of different delays, we can derive a "weighting"
curve applicable to the measurement
of speakers in rooms. This will help us
assess the extent to which room reflections will cause spectral coloration for
a given speaker, room, and position
combination. Such a curve is shown in
Fig. 14. Reflections prior to 600 µS are
discounted, since they must be studied separately to determine their origin
and effect on localization. Also, decreasing importance is placed on reflections after 20 mS, as their desirability is program -dependent.
Figure 15 shows this weighting process applied to two different loudspeakers in the same room and location. The top graph is for the MGC-1
with its ambience radiation switched
off; the bottom is for the conventional
system analyzed earlier. From the
weighted echo amplitude, we can
compute the echo energy versus time,
as shown in Fig. 16. Now the differences between the two loudspeakers
become very clear.
We can go one step further in this
process by computing the spectrum of
the weighted echo-amplitude data.
This is shown in Fig. 17. One curve is
.for the MGC-1; the other is for the conventional system. These curves are a
comparative indication of how good a
job a certain loudspeaker will do at
delivering an "anechoic" first arrival to
the listener. The lower the curve, the
less the reflection -induced coloration
AUDIO/JULY 1985

of the speaker. It is worth noting that
the curve does not directly depict either the anechoic or the room spectrum of the loudspeaker. The idea is
not to make the echo spectrum flat, but
to reduce it. Listening tests have
shown that there is a good relationship
between this approach and subjective

impressions.
As mentioned earlier, psychoacoustic experiments have indicated that reducing the interaural cross -correlation,
or IACC, of a reproduced signal is subjectively preferable. Since a lower
IACC implies a greater difference between the signals at the two ears, it
could be inferred that this leads to
greater stereo separation and a broader soundstage. This inference is only
valid if just one speaker from the stereo
pair is used for the measurement of
IACC. The precise relevance of measurements made with both speakers at
once is still unclear [14]. In other
words, psychoacoustics researchers
know that IACC affects stereo localization, but they are not sure exactly how;
it is clear, however, how IACC affects
ambience and soundstage width. Figure 18 shows the IACC of the MGC-1
reproducing white noise. For comparison, the conventional system is shown
under identical conditions in Fig. 19.
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12-Same as Fig.

10, with time

scale lengthened to 20 mS. Note
reduced room -boundary reflections as
compared to Fig. 3.
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Fig. 13-Long-term (40-mS) response
of MGC-1 to 10-4 pulse, with
electronic controls set to provide
moderate late reflections similar to
those of conventional speakers. in a
larger room.

Subjective Performance
Sooner or later you have to plug the
theory into the ear. The proof is in the
pinna, as the old saying goes. With this
in mind, objective and subjective listening tests were conducted to compare the performance of the MGC-1 to
that of high -quality conventional loudspeakers. In the course of this testing,
several interesting points emerged.
With the MGC-1s, virtually all listeners indicated that they heard a sound stage wider than the actual speaker
separation. With the ambient radiation
switched off, this effect was modest,
typically about 15° beyond each
speaker. When the ambient radiation
was added, the soundstage extended
to the 54° angle of the first reflection,
equal to about 28° beyond each
speaker. As expected, the soundstage
reproduced by conventional loudspeakers rarely extended beyond their
actual separation.
On music signals, localization remained very stable as changes in the

Fig.

14-Time-weighting curve for

assessing spectral coloration due to
room reflections.

1

ME

mS

Fig. 15-Time-weighted echo

amplitudes of MGC-1 with ambience
radiation switched off (top), and of
conventional speaker (bottom).
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Listeners found the MGC-1's
soundstage to be wider than
the actual speaker separation,
especially with the ambience
radiation added.

w

16-Echo energy vs. time for
MGC-1 (top) and conventional
speaker, calculated from Fig. 15.
Fig.

4EOUE rx.t - Mt

17-Computed echo -amplitude
spectra of MGC-1 and conventional
speaker. (Vertical scale: 10 d8/div.)
Fig.

ambient level were made, up to the
point where an excessive amount of
ambient energy was being radiated.
Listening position was found to be lar
less critical than we had originally predicted. It was surprising to find that the
stereo image never collapsed into one
speaker, even when the listener was
located directly in front of it. Presumably, the increased proportion of delayed energy reaching the off -axis listener partially compensates for the
"precedence effect," allowing localization toward the opposite loudspeaker
to be maintained.
Subjective reaction to the system
was always positive. Listeners preferred some amount of ambience radiation with all types of music. The delayed signal was described as making
the image more stable, the ambience
more natural, and the sizes of sound
sources more lifelike. Many listeners
commented on the sensation that the
small listening room had been replaced by a larger one, more like the
recording environment. This effect was
very pronounced when using the loudspeakers' difference -signal mode of
ambience derivation.

Conclusions

TIME

- m5

18-lnteraural cross -correlation
(IACC) of single MGC-1 reproducing
white noise.
Fig.

19-IACC of single conventional
speaker reproducing white noise.
Fig.

The traditional view of loudspeaker
design concentrates on purely physical measurements and ignores many
important characteristics of the human
hearing system. This approach inherently limits the degree to which subjective loudspeaker performance can be
improved. The psychoacoustically ideal speaker has a more complex set of
functional requirements. It must deliver
to the listener a first -arrival signal that
is correct in frequency, time, and direction. It must also provide some
means for the user to control the ambient field of the listening room so that
this field enhances, rather than distorts, reproduction accuracy.
Our approach to the design of the
MGC-1 has been to create a system
with optimized, independent radiators
for the direct and ambient sound. We
believe that the positive reactions of
listeners provide the ultimate validation
q
of any loudspeaker design.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 18
kHz; to 20 kHz with Cr02 and metal
tapes.
Harmonic Distortion: 0.8%.
Signal/Noise Ratio: 72 dBA with
Dolby C NR.
Separation: 40 dB.
Erasure: 70 dB.
Input Sensitivity: 50 mV.
Output Level: Line, 775 mV; headphone, 2.8 V.
Flutter: ± 0.1% wtd. peak.
Fast -Wind Time: 75 S for C-90 cassette.
Dimensions: 17.7 in. W x 6 in. H x
13.1 in. D (45 cm x 15 cm x 33
cm).
Weight: 20.4 lbs. (9.2 kg).
Price: $1,400; B205 remote -control
transmitter, $125.
Company Address: 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, Tenn. 37210.
For literature, circle No 90
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The Revox B215 cassette deck uses sophisticated micro processing for many internal functions. There are actually
three microprocessors: One for the time counter, another for
the automatic tape -matching system, and the third for
housekeeping and for control interfacing with other components in Revox's B200 series.
All units in this series can be operated from the same
optional remote -control unit. But they can also connect, via
rear -panel serial ports, to a separate interface box which
can then be connected to a home computer (for programmed control) or to infrared remote -control receivers in
other rooms. With the Revox units interconnected in this
way, one could simultaneously start the 8215 tape deck and
switch the receiver to "Tape" mode by pressing "Play" on
the remote transmitter-whether the transmitter is pointed at
the receiver, the B215, the interface unit, or an infrared
receiver in another room.
The most important use for the on -board microprocessing
is the automatic alignment to match the characteristics of
any tape used. In just 20 S, adjustments are made automatically to bias, record sensitivity and equalization to ensure
flat response, good Dolby NR tracking and low distortion.
Information on the internal settings can be stored for two
Type tapes, three Type Ils, and one Type IV. The B215 also
incorporates the Dolby HX Professional system, which varies bias during recording in accordance with the spectral
makeup of the signal for lowest distortion overall.
The microprocessor -controlled time counter yields
elapsed -time indications after only a few seconds of play,
no matter where the cassette is started. A selected elapsed
time can be entered, and a fast -wind made to that point.
Two time addresses can be stored for one -button fast -wind
returns, or for looping (continuous play) between them.
Another helpful feature of the B215 is a system which
automatically sets recording levels. Automatic fade-in and
fade-out during recording is an additional nicety.
The tape drive uses four motors, two for the direct -drive
capstans and two for spooling the tape. An optical end -of tape sensor stops the transport at the start of the clear
leader, instead of at its end. This positions the tape exactly
where recording can be restarted as soon as the cassette is
flipped; time is not lost while the leader passes the heads
once in each direction.
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Fig. 1-Record/playback

responses using Dolby C
NR. Top three traces
made with Maxell UD-XL I
(Type I), TDK HX-S (Type
II) and TDK MA -R (Type
IV), all at Dolby level.

Bottom three traces with
the same tapes but at
-20 dB. (Scale: 5 dB/drv.)
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Control Layout
The B215 deck is large, but it has a friendly look, with
brushed aluminum as the top of the front panel and dark
gray for the lower part. The black designations on top and
the white ones below are very easy to read over a wide
range of lighting levels, making the B215 one of the best
units in this regard. The very large, aluminum pushbuttons
and the large, medium -gray and red ones all stand out
clearly from the panel and require just a light touch for
actuation.
After the deck is plugged in but before it is turned on, a
red standby indicator illuminates in the "IR -Sensor" window
at the upper left end of the gray panel. The deck can be
turned on in either of two ways, with the B205 remote control
or with the "Power" pushbutton at the upper right of the front
panel. With turn -on, the red indicator goes off, and the "Real
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Time Counter" and "Peak Program Indicator" LCDs appear.
The counter display shows "--:--" over "Min" and "Sec" to
remind the user that calibration has not been done for an
elapsed -time indication. The "Peak Program Indicator" has
"L" and "R" horizontal meter scales and calibrations from
" 30" to " + 8" in between. Just to the right of the meters is
"Bal" with an arrow above it, pointing up (next to the "L"
scale), and an arrow below it, pointing down (next to the "R"
scale). At the lower left of the same display area, "Source"
announces that the incoming signal is being monitored.
Additional details of these displays will be given while discussing the use of the pushbuttons.
To the right of the displays are the "Set Level" and "Fade
In/Out" pushbuttons. "Se: Level" automatically sets the digitally controlled input -level attenuator while you play the
loudest portion of a disc, so that the highest recording levels
will be just below the point where unacceptable distortion
would occur. Automatic setting continues as long as the
button is held in, so the actual time taken is determined by
the user.
With the "Fade In/Out" button, the signal can be faded
between full off and the preset attenuator level, whenever
desired. You cannot, however, vary the fade speed or interrupt the fade halfway. Fades can be made any time during
recording without stopping the transport.
Fading is also invoked by the "Pause" control, which is
grouped, with the other transport -control buttons, to the
fade button's right. There is an automatic fade-in if recording is started from record -pause mode (rather than "Stop"),
and an automatic fade-out if you interrupt recording with the
"Pause" instead of the "Stop" button. Pressing "Pause" also
automatically switches the monitoring back to "Source," in
anticipation of continued recording-a convenient feature.
It is possible to switch among modes as desired, and
punch -in recording is possible by holding "Rec" and "Play"

-
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helpful feature
automatically sets the
recording level so the
highest peaks are just
below the distortion point.
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Fig. 2-Record/playback

responses. Upper four
traces, all made with
Dolby C NR, are: +6 dB
on Maxell UD-XL I, +4 dB
on TDK HX-S, +6 dB on
TDK MA -R, and +10 dB
on Maxell UD-XL I.

Bottom trace shows
overlaid responses with
Dolby B and C NR and
without NR, all made on

UD-XL tape at -14 dB.
(Scale: 5 dB/div.)
I

above constitute a nice collection of
features for the serious recordist.
In "Rec/Pause," the meter display shows "Source" and,
above, a flashing "Record." Pushing "Pause" again initiates
recording, with the display indicating the change in monitor
status from "Source" to "Tape."
Below the transport buttons are nine gray pushbuttons
plus the "Store" button, which is red. The top row consists of
"Loop," "Recall," and two "Address" buttons, "Loc 1" and
"Lbc 2." The next row is for "Cancel" and the aforementioned "Store." The bottom row has "Save Status," "Play
Time," "Min," and "Sec."
When a cassette is first inserted, "Real Time Counter" is
blank, as mentioned earlier. With a push of "Play Time," a
standard tape length (whichever you used last) will be
displayed; successive pushes will step the indicated length
from "C 46" to 'IC 60" to "C 90" to "C 120," and back to the
start again. After the selection of the correct length, a few
seconds of playing or recording will get a calibrated,
elapsed -time reading in the counter display. After calibration has been completed, a start of recording will automatically store the "Min/Sec" address (tape location) in "Loc 1."
By use of the "Min," "Sec" and "Store" buttons, and then
"Loc 1" or "Loc 2," any location on the tape can be put in
memory. Except when in record mode, a push of "Loc 1" or
"Loc 2" will initiate a fast -wind to that exact point on the
tape. The counter display shows "Loc" and "1" and/or "2"
above it when there is an entry or two to indicate. When both
at the same time. The
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locations are used, a push of "Loop" will initiate continuous
play and rewind cycling between the two points, even fast winding to the start point from any location on the tape.
Arrows appear between the tops and bottoms of the "1" and
"2" in the display, reminding the user that the deck is in
"Loop" mode. "Recall" and a location button will get a
display of the corresponding tape -time location. "Cancel"
will, of course, clear the memory of whichever button is
pushed.
"Save Status" is used to store all recorder settings including level, NR system, balance, etc., in a nonvolatile memory
for use with a timer (which, of course, shuts off all power to
the recorder for a period of time).
Under the counter and meter displays are 11 pushbuttons, 10 gray and one red. The top row, just to the right of
the infrared sensor mentioned earlier, has two buttons for
input level ("-" and "+") and two for balance ("L" and
"R"). When an input -level button is held in, a relative level
from "-00" to "+ 10" appears in place of the "Min/Sec"
readout. A brief push will get single steps up or down, and a
hold will obtain continuous stepping which increases in
speed as the button is held in. The arrows above and below
"Bal" show when there is electrical balance, but the level
indication must be used to find the best setting.
The second row of buttons under the displays consists of
"Tape Type," "NR System," "MPX," and the red "Align."
When a cassette is first inserted into the holder, tape type is
automatically sensed and displayed, provided that the cassette has the sensing holes which indicate this information.
"Tape Type" allows manual setting for "Type I," "Type II,"
"Type 11-120 µS," and "Type IV." All are self-explanatory
with the exception of "Type II -120 µS." This is an unusual
and useful feature for the serious recordist: If there is a
more -than -average amount of energy in the higher frequencies, the results with a Type II tape may be better with
120-µS EO instead of the usual 70 µS. The selected tape
type is announced along the bottom of the meter display,
Type to Type IV, left to right.
The selection of "MPX," "Dolby B," or "Dolby C" is similarly indicated along the top of the meter display. "MPX" is an
on/off selection, and "NR System" steps the choice from off
to "Dolby B" to "Dolby C" NR.
Alignment, in the case of the Revox B215, means electronic adjustment of the recording function and not the
mechanical adjustment of a record or playback head. A
push of "Align" with the deck in record/pause mode starts
the process that adjusts bias, record sensitivity and equalization for the best responses with low distortion, both with
and without Dolby NR. It's a 20-S procedure, and while it's
functioning, "Align" appears at the lower right in the meter
display. There are a total of six memory locations for alignment information: Two for Type tapes (Al and A2), three for
Type II (Al, A2, A3), and one for Type IV (Al). With the use
of "Align," the settings are automatically put into memory,
normally Al location. To save the settings for another tape
formulation without disturbing the information in memory Al,
push "Align" and then the "Pause" button to step to the next
memory location. Overall, this is a very good way to handle
tape matching, with the convenience of storing the matching -condition information for the tapes most used. These
I
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SONY INTRODUCES
A CLEAR CASE FOR SOUND OFA
DIFFERENT COLOR.
It's different alright. Clearly different.
fact, it's unheard of.

In

Imagine sound so rich and dazzling,
so dynamically out -of -this -world, so clearly
clear, so oh so colorful..
.

Imagine rock's sonic sounds sounding
supersonic. And soul's fiery tones breathing

fire. And a very vivid Vivaldi. And jazz that
jumps.
Imagine all tha: explosive vibrancy in
a clear cassette that gives you a dear
view of exactly how much Sony tape is left.
Unheard of? Or course. Every other
tape pales by comparison.

eztn
Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card

The drive, which had
a look of long-term
durability, ran very

quietly-perhaps the best
of any I've yet tested.

cards was excellent, with slight flux at a few hand -soldered
points. There were a total of four fuses, all in clips.

Measurements
The playback responses of the Revox B215 were the best
have measured to date, with many points within ±0.3 dB
of the reference level. Playback of a standard flux level was
indicated correctly, and tape play speed was 0.2% fast, at
I

the most.
For record/playback measurements,
used "Align" to
match the deck to a large number of tapes having a wide
range of bias and sensitivity characteristics. For the test
signal. used what call "PN/Music"-pink noise rolled off
at 2 kHz-to ensure accurate assessment of the performance with Dolby C NR. (Testing with sine -wave signals
can give a misleading impression of response irregularities
with Dolby C NR.) The record/playback responses were at
least very good with every tape tried, and excellent with
most. Maxell UD-XL I, and TDK HX-S and MA -R, were
judged to be the best overall and were therefore used for
the detailed tests that followed. Excellent results were also
obtained with these Type tapes: BASF Pro Super, Fuji
FR -I, Maxell XL -S, PDMagnetics Tri-Oxide Ferro HG, Sony
AHF, TDK AD and AD -X, and Yamaha NR -X. Type II tapes
with excellent results included BASF Pro II Chrome, Fuji
FR -II, Maxell UD-XL II and XL II -S, PDMagnetics 500 Crolyn
HG, Sony UCX and UCX-S, TDK SA -X, and Yamaha CR.
Among Type IV tapes, Maxell MX, Memorex Metal IV, Sony
Metallic, TDK MA, and Yamaha MR were excellent. was
further impressed by the fact that the B215 got very good
responses with BASF Metal IV in the C-120 length, much
better than other decks have tried.
Revox did not provide detailed information on the alignment process, but a little detective work with the aid of my
Hewlett-Packard computing counter got these clues: There
is a sequence of four tones-17.4 kHz, 477 Hz, 17.4 kHz,
and 3.7 kHz-with many stepped -level changes in the first
three tones and a relatively small and smooth change in the
level of the final tone. The deck's output was muted during
"Align," but it was possible to observe the sequence with
playback later. There were many changes during the 20-S
process, and could see that there were many comparisons
made between 477 -Hz and 17.4 -kHz outputs at a number of
absolute levels. It appeared more than likely that settings for
bias and record sensitivity were very accurately set for good
responses and low distortion. The 3.7 -kHz level adjustment
was judged to be the final touch-up for the flattest responses across the band.
Figure shows record/playback responses, with Dolby C
NR, for the three selected tapes, both at Dolby level and 20
dB below that. All of the responses are very flat, including
those at 0 dB. (I should point out that with the PN/Music test
signal, there will be less high -end roll -off in the playback
because the rolled -off test signal causes much less tape
saturation.) Having made that parenthetical note, call attention to Table I, which lists the -3 dB limits for all three
tapes, with and without Dolby C NR. These tests were made
with sine -wave test tones which were not rolled off at the
higher frequencies. The results were outstanding at Dolby
level: The low -end responses dipped down 3 dB at 22 to 24
I

I

Fig.

3-Tests of two gain -

adjustment functions.
Curved trace shows
fade-out from 0 dB to
maximum attenuation,
and fade-in from
maximum attenuation to
0 dB. Stepped trace
shows action of "Set
Level" function as input
is increased in 10 -dB
steps from -70 to 0 dB
(see text). (Vertical scale:
10 dB/div.; horizontal
scales, 1 S/div. for fader,
5 S/div. for "Set Level" test.)

I

I

I

I

I

I

memories are also nonvolatile, holding their contents even if
the recorder's power is disconnected.
Along the bottom row of buttons below the display are the
headphone jack, all the way to the left, two "Phones Volume" buttons ("-/+") and the "Monitor" selector (causing
"Source" or "Tape" to appear in the meter display). The
headphone level can be set to one of eight steps. My
immediate reaction to this design was a bit of skepticism,
but reserved judgment until actually tried listening.
The shallow, vertical well for the cassette has a very open
design, which gives outstanding access for any sort of
cleaning or demagnetizing. Inserting a cassette was a simple process of putting the top in first, then pushing in the
bottom. liked the finish and the ruggedness of the drive
elements, particularly the large diameter of the capstan
shafts.
On the B215's back panel are the expected stereo pairs
of in/out phono jacks. There is also a DIN -type socket for the
serial interconnection link with other Revox equipment. The
power cord is detachable.
Removing the steel top and back covers allowed examination of the interior. The chassis has a rigid, box -girder
construction, providing excellent support for the transport
system and the circuit cards. The large flywheels were very
evident, and the rest of the drive was judged to be very well constructed, with a definite look of long-term reliability. The
drive was very quiet, even in play mode-perhaps the
quietest of any deck I've tested to date. The soldering on the
I

I

I
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You Have Two Chances to
\ir- a New BMW 3181. In a
rior-d of imoorts, few are truly
uncpmmon.And only one can be
judged as the clear leader in its
dass. It takes quality. Consistency. Heritage. And taste that
separates it from the crowd.
If you're driven by uncommon
taste, try your hand at The Des
Equis Uncommon Import Sweepstakes. We just doubled your
chances to win one of two new
BMW 3181 sedans. And when
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OFFICIAL RULES/NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
I. On an Official Entry Form or plain piece of paper no larger than
5- es- (one sde only), hand print your complete name and
address and the answer to this Sweepstakes question: How many
red X's appear on the labels of a Dos Equis bolt e? The correct
answer to this question can be found only on bottles of Dos Equis
or on the Dos Equis Sweepstakes Display available at your participating Dos Equis retailer or see Rule 4 below
2. Mad your completed entry In a hand addressed envelope no
larger than 4f6 x 911' le *0 envelope) to: Dos Equts Uncommon
Import Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 4373, Blair, NE 68009. Limit one
entry per envelope. Al entries must be received by Septamber 9,
1985. Not responsible for lost. misdirected or delayed mail
3. Winners wlllbe determined in a random drawing horn among all
correctly answered entries received under the supervision of Me
D.L Blair Corporaton, an ndependent Judging organization, whose
decisions are 'Mal on all matters relating to this offer The odds
of winning depend upon the number of correct entrees received
4. you may receive the Correct answer to the Sweepstakes question by sending a sell -addressed, stamped envelope to: Dos Equis
Uncommon Import Answer, RO Box 4394, Blair, NE 68009. Residents of the State of Washington only need not affix postage to
self-addressuc envelopes. ALL requests must be received by
August 18, 1985.
5 This sweepstakes Is open to residents o1 the United States who
are of legal drinking age in their states M residence at the time
of entry All -Brand Importers, Inc.. Moctezuma Imports, Inc.. Pearl
Brewing Co., and Terramar Importers. Inc. their affiliates, subsidiaries. distrioutors. advertising and promotion agencies, retail
alcoholic beverage licensees and the families o' each are not
eligible. This sweepstakes Is void in the states of OH, TX, KS, MO,
UT, PA. CK, and wherever prohibited by law
6. Taxes on prizes are the sole responsibility of he prize winner. All Federal, State and local laws and regulations apply For the
name of the prize winner, send a SEPARATE self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Dos Equis Uncommon Import Winner. PO Boa
4235. Blair. NE 68009. No substitution of prize is permitted Prize
winner will be obligated to sign and return an Affidavit of Eligibility
within 10 days al notification. In the event of nor -compliance
within Mis time period. an alternate winner will be selected. A prize
returned to the D.L Blair Corporation or to the sponsor as undeliverable will be awarded la an alternate winner
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ypu thirst for uncommon tas:e in
a 1 imported beer, try light taing
Doa Equis. Clearly, number one
in its class.
Here's How to Er ter. Just full
in and mail the entry coupon
below. Write in the total nurrber
of red X's appearing on all the
labels on a bottle of Dos Equis
and your name and address.
With two BMW's to 3e won, it's a
clearly better sweepstakes
from the beer that's clearly, number one in its class.

Have Two Chances to Win a BMW 3181 Sedan.
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Enter ne in The Uncommon Import Sweepstakes.
Total number of red X's appearing on the labels of a bottle of Dos Equis:
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Mail to: Dos Equis Uncommon Import Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 4373, Blair, NE 68009
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01985, Ceryeceria Moctezuma SA.

The B215 had the best
playback responses I've yet
measured. Record/play
response was at least good
with every tape, excellent
with most.
Because it also
controls other
Revox components,
the B205 remote
unit has more
buttons than the
B215 tape deck.

Hz, came back up somewhat, and finally rolled off at 9.4 to
10.4 Hz. Figure 2 shows record/playback responses with
PN/Music at higher levels. The outstanding Dolby NR tracking is illustrated in the bottom trace, where the results at
-14 dB for no NR, Dolby B and Dolby C NR are all overlaid,

making just one trace.
Table II lists a number of measured record/playback
characteristics, all excellent. The measurement for 10 -kHz
phase error and jitter between channels was one of the best
have ever seen, and the multiplex filter was positioned
exactly. The level of bias in the output during recording was
very low.
The level of the third -harmonic distortion (HDL3) was mea I

sured, with Dolby C NR, as a function of level for the three
tapes, and as a function of frequency at -10 dB with TDK
HX-S tape. Table Ill lists the distortion in the output from
-10 dB to the points where HDL3 equals 3%. The distortionlimit levels are somewhat low, but the distortion figures for 0
dB correspond very closely to specifications. The mid -band
distortion was not as low as some other decks' (Table IV),
but 0.24% at the frequency extremes is very good.
Signal/noise ratios were measured with and without Dolby
C NR, with both IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings. The
results in Table V are a close match to other high-performance decks at Dolby level, but are somewhat low with
reference to the 3% limit point. This does, of course, correlate to the somewhat low 3% points measured earlier. Perhaps we should recall the deck's outstanding frequency
responses to remind us of the trade-offs involved in recorder
design.
Table VI shows measurements obtained for a number of
input/output properties. Everything seemed quite in order,
but the overload level of 2.65 V calls for caution on the part
of users who might feed the deck from equipment whose
output capability is greater than this.
Figure 3 shows time and level plots of "Fade In/Out" and
"Set Level." The sweep rate for the fades is 1 S/div. The
fade-out takes about 2.4 S and the fade-in a little over 1 S,
both acceptable times.
first attenuated the
To test the "Set Level" function,
output from my test generator by 70 dB and set the B215's
input level control to "-00" to challenge the automatic function with an extremely low-level test signal. The B215 automatically and rapidly readjusted its input attenuator to its
maximum setting, "+ 10," but, as Fig. 3 shows, the resulting
record level was still only
35 dB.
then increased the test generator's output in 10 -dB
steps. For the changes from -70 to -40 dB of generator
output, the B215's attenuator remained at "+ 10," and recording level rose in accordance with the input -level
changes. When the generator's output reached -30 dB,
recorded level shot past its final limit, dropped briefly, then
settled at the desired recording level, and the B215's attenuator reset itself to "+8." The action on subsequent 10 -dB
sharp rise, two
jumps in generator output was the same
sharp drops, and a final adjustment. The attenuator readout
reflected these changes: "-2," "-12," and "-22." The
B215 set its recording level below the distortion limit on
these final four input -level steps. Because of its obvious
stepping, "Set Level" should not be used during actual final
recording, but it is a great convenience for setting up.
The input -level pushbuttons were used to make the
deck's input attenuator step from maximum (+ 10) down to
-dB steps from + 10 to -44, followed by
no. There were
46, -48, -51, -54, -60, and finally -Do. Each of the
steps was substantially without error, and the tracking be54.
tween sections was within 0.1 dB from + 10 down to
These results are much superior to anything else that have
checked in the past.
There are eight positions for balance on either side of
zero. The first "L" step, for example, increases "L" level by 1
dB; the second "L" step decreases the "R" level by 1 dB;
the third step increases the "L" level by another dB, etc.,
I

-

I

Table I-Record/playback responses
With Dolby

Tape Type
Maxell UD-XL
TDK HX-S
TDK MA -R

I

limits).

Without NR

C NR

-20

Dolby Lvl

(-3 dB

-20 dB

Dolby Lvl

dB

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

22
22
24

21.1
22.7
23.4

8.2
8.3
8.4

23.1
24.5
23.1

23
23
24

14.1

8.5
8.6
8.8

24.6
25.5
23.9

16.0
17.0

Table II -Miscellaneous record/playback

characteristics.
Erasure
At 100 Hz

At

Sep.
1 kHz

59 dB

66 dB

10 -kHz A/B Phase

Crosstalk
At

1

-93

MPX Filter

kHz

Error

Jitter

At 19.00 kHz

dB

25°

7°

-32.7 dB

-a

-

-

Table III -400 -Hz HDL3 (%) vs. output level
(0 dB = 200 nWb/m).

I

Output Level
Tape Type
Maxell UD-XL
TDK HX-S
TDK MA -R

50

I

HDL3 =

NR

-10

-8

-4

0

Dolby C
Dolby C
Dolby C

0.10

0.14
0.22
0.22

0.27
0.46
0.50

1.0

0.14

0.17

1.1

1.2

1

+4
2.7
3.0

3%
+3.1 dB
+4.2 dB

+4.0dB
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f you haven't discovered the ultimate truth about audio cassettes,
you're about to. No one makes
finer normal or high -bias audio
cassettes than TDK.
But don't just take our word
for it. Take the sound of our AD -X
and SA -X Pro Reference Series
audio cassettes as proof. Each is
designed to deliver unmatched
performance for every type of
music.
When you record in the normal -bias position with the Avilynbased AD -X, you'll discover the
higher MOL, broader frequency
sensitivity, and greater headroom.
All this enables AD -X to handle
your most demanding program
sources-without distortion.
© 1985 TDK Electronics Corp.
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SA-X, with its un.que dual
coating of Super Avilyn particles,
actually goes beyond the former
limits of high -bias. With increased
sensitivity and higher MOL across
the entire audible frequency
range, SA-X delivers saturation free brightness and clarity never
before found in a conventional
high -bias audio cassette.
To assure you of an ultimate
performance play after play, our
specially engineered Laboratory
Standard mechanism provides
smoother tape transport and
better tape -to -head contact for
total reliability and trouble -free
performance.
You can also obtain the ultimate listening pleasure from two
Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card

'

- -

more TDK Pro Reference Series
cassettes: HX-S metal particle
high-bias-the ideal cassette for
digitally -sourced material-and
the world renowned MA-R metal.
Each tape in the series is designed to deliver the purest listening pleasure, plus long-time
performance reliability...thanks to
the assurance of our Lifetime
Warranty.
When you want the finest
musical reproduction attainable
in any audio cassette, keep
this in mind: Ultimately, you'll
select TDK.

DK®

THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE.

Flutter was marvelously
low, a consistent 0.10%
weighted throughout a

C-90 tape -the best I have
measured to date.

until, with the eighth step, "L" has been increased by 4 dB
and "R" has been decreased 4 dB. It is an interesting way of
balancing, and it could be the best way, at that.
The headphone volume adjustments were measured as:
Maximum (0 dB), -4.1, -9.2, -14.2, -20.2, -28.1,
-38.6 dB, and off. My first reaction was that the steps were
too coarse, but trials revealed that the changes seemed
quite right for whatever the user might desire
little
softer," for example. tried a number of headphones and
found there was enough gain to drive any of them to very
high levels.
Tracking between channels was outstanding, so there
was no need for balance trimming. The deck's output polarity was inverted in "Tape" but not in "Source" output mode.
Each of the horizontal bar -graph meter sections has 24
separate segments, although the bottom one in each meter
is always on. Scaling extends from "-30" to "+8," with the
lowest figures somewhat out of calibration. Accuracy was
good from " 18" to " 6," however, and the single -dB
steps from "-5" to "+8" were all within 0.1 dB -superb
over this important recording -level range. The dynamic responses of the meters met the requirements of the standard
for peak program meters, with response to
dB with a 10mS tone burst and a 1.4-S decay time. There were slightly
higher meter indications with the tone -burst offset, but there
should have been more of a change. The frequency response of the meters was down 3 dB at 7.0 Hz and 169 kHz;
the latter appears to be unnecessarily high.
Substantially no changes in tape play speed were detected with changes in line power from 110 to 130 V. Short-term
variations in play speed were less than ± 0.01%, excellent

-"a

I

-

-

-

1

indeed. The flutter was marvelously low and very consistent
throughout the length of a C-90, 0.010% wtd. rms and
± 0.023% wtd. peak. After checking the effect of changing
modes and loading and unloading the tape, concluded
that the B215 showed the best overall flutter performance
have measured to date.
The fast -wind speed was high, just 73 S for a C-90, but
the stops were smooth and gentle. Times required for
changing modes were very short, really too short to measure with a stopwatch. Cueing with fast -forward or rewind
and "Stop" worked well, and seemed quite natural after a
few trials. Calibration of the elapsed -time counter took about
7 S. With calibration made at the start of a cassette, errors
built up during the playing, totalling a minute or so halfway
through a C-90. Recalibration at that point reduced the error
to several seconds, which is very acceptable. This is a good
feature, but would expect better accuracy. In case of any
question, it would appear best to recalibrate the counter
halfway through.
I

I

I

Use and Listening Tests
The owner's manual has a very good (albeit undetaited)
text, well organized, with helpful illustrations. Technical
freaks would probably like more information on "Align" and
the use of the microprocessors. The manual does not mention that punch -in recording is possible. Brief use pointed
out to me that a cassette had to be advanced at least a
short distance for 'Align" to work; that was easy to do, and
the benefits were great.
No record clicks could be detected by ear or meter, even
when using Dolby C NR. There were very soft pause and
stop "clunks" down in the tape noise (no indication on the
monitoring meter). found that with "Stop," and more so with
"Pause," very short sections of the tape being used were
not erased completely -leaving little beeps from my earlier
tests. A very short rewind would be in order to prevent such
distractions if a tape is being reused and has not been bulk
erased.
For record/playback listening tests, used pink noise for
tracking tests and dbx-encoded disc versions of digitally
recorded originals: Wolftracks with John Kay and Steppenwolf (Nautilus NR-53/dbx PS -1084), music of Rodrigo (Varese Sarabande VCDM 1000.150/dbx PS -1032), and others.
The results were excellent. aided. am sure, by the peak responding meters, which were easy to read over a fairly
wide range of illumination levels. With recording levels set
quite high, did prefer the Type II results over Type I, and
the Type IV results over Type II; in each of these successive
comparisons, the bass became less muddy and the music
better detailed. Once again, concluded that, with listening
at high levels, the maximum recording level was best kept to
that for a distortion of about 1% -about 0 dB on the B215.
The Revox B215 utilizes its microprocessors for many
important and helpful things. "Align" performed very well,
and the responses were among the best seen to date.
Flutter performance was superlative, and the construction of
the transport was judged to offer long-term reliability. The
B215 is large, so it won't fit just anyplace, but it should have
considerable attraction for those who seek performance
Howard A. Roberson
and advanced features.
I

Table IV-HDL3 (a/a) vs. frequency at 10 dB
below Dolby level.
Frequency (Hz)
Tape Type

NR

50

100

TDK HX-S

Dolby C

0.24

0.17

,

400

1k

2k

4k

6k

0.14

0.16

0.08

0.10

0.24

I

Table V-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and
CCIR/ARM weightings.
IEC A Wtd. (dBA)

Tape Type

(a

Maxell UD-XL
TDK HX-S
TDK MA -R

I

DL

HD=3%

CCIRIARM (dB)

Without NR

W/Dolby C NR
@

DL

I

W/Dolby C NR

HD=3%

67.5
69.0

70.6
73.2

52.0

55.1

53.1

69.1

73.1

53.3

57.3
57.3

(a

DL

68.6
69.8
69.9

Without NR

HD=3%

(a' DL

HD=3%

71.9
74.0
73.9

49.4
50.6
50.7

52.5
54.8
54.7

Table VI -Input and output characteristics
at 1 kHz.
Input
Line

Level
Sens.

Overload

47 mV

2.65 V

Imp.,
Output
Kilohms
96

Line

Hdphn.

52

Level
Open Ckt. Loaded
779 mV
2.8 V

690 mV

0.52

V

Imp..
Ohms

Clip (Re:
Meter 0)

1.5k
219

+ 16.0 dB

I

I
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SOUND ADViCE: TURN ON
EQUALIZER Y AND TIZNE UP
YOUR NEW GM VAN.
Nothing harmonizes with the
new Chevy Astro and GMC
Safari vans quite as well as a
Delco EqualizerSZMusic System
-an exceptional option available on exceptional new
vehicles.
The Equalizer SLsystemspeakers, receiver and graphic

The system's grcphic

equalizer lets you conduct a
quñtet of bass, rridrpnce and
treble controls to score the
music to your indicual taste.
91

equalizer-is designed intc the
vans on the drawing board.
to their unique
ccoustical environments.
Up to six Delco Sound'
speakers, specially designed
to take the show on the road,
give the music concert -hall
So it's tuned

qua

dimension.
EqualizerV's Electronically
Tuned Receiver (ETR'M) is
engineered for drift -free
reception. And a new auto reverse cassette player with
nusic search and repeat,
doubles your musical options.

The sum of the parts tunes.
up your van in a wiole new
wcy. Give Equalizer an audition when you te:tcrivethe
new Chevy Astro cr GMC Safari.
Hear how Delco Electrcnics
tures up with the art of music...
through the science of sound.

DX: Delco Electronics

1\\

A DIVISION OF G FIEI!AL MOTORS

BRINGING YOU THE.4RT OF -MUSIC THROUGH THE SCIENCE OF SOUND,
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Verely looking at a Vercury
Coucar isn't enough for you
to aooreciate its true oeauy Its sleek, smooth
lines. Sylish roofline. Slooec wincshielc. Raises
rear ceck. And aircraft-insoirec Coors.
Because each of these, while contri outi nc to
Cougar's unceniaoly cooc looks, has a more important function that goes oeyonc simole cosmetics.
They each helo make Coucar more aerocynamic.
The Cougar's aerocynamic cesicn actually
hel os the car cling to the roac for m oressive hancline anc staoiliy
Anc that same oeautiful, yet functional, cesicn
slices through the wind to contrioute tc a
-c uieter rice. m orovec fuel economy
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it is"
Efficient encine cooling.
Anc an excellent feel for
the roac. We coulc tell you lots more aoout the
Mercury Cougar. About its lone list of stancarc
features. A3out its many attractive options. 3ut you
can get the whole story in the Cougar catalog. (Call
1-800-V ERCFAX for your coGy)
A Lifetime Service Guarantee is avai ladle at oarticioatinc Lincoln-Vercury sealers. See your local
Lincoin-Vercury dealer for cetails.
Sure, the V ercu y Cougar is oeautiful to look at.
3ut take one for a test crive. Or you'll never aooreciate
how oeautiful it really is.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Price: $1,300.
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20 Company Address:
kHz, ±0.3 dB.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.0025%

at

1

Sony Dr., Park
Ridge, N.J. 07656.
For literature, circle No. 91

kHz.

Dynamic Range: Greater than 96
dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
95 dB.

Number of Programmable Selections: 20.
Output Level: 2.0 V, fixed and variable.

SONY
CDP-650ESD
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

Phone Output Level: 28 mW into
32 ohms.

Power Consumption:
Dimensions: 16-15/16
in. H

x

16 watts.
in. W x 3'/e
13-3/16 in. D (43 cm x 8 cm

x 33.5 cm).
Weight: 19 lbs., 6 oz. (8.8 kg).

o

o0

Oo duo
o0

'

SONY
w .,.....
10

56
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Digital Compact Disc technology is moving along at a
rapid clip. Sony, one of the "founding fathers" of CD, measures its progress by, among other things, the generation
number of its players. The CDP-650ESD is Sony's third generation, top -of -the -line player; as such, it incorporates a
host of technical advances, both internally and externally,
which are worth mentioning at the outset.
Most important, perhaps, is the fact that Sony has, at long
last, swung over to digital filtering and oversampling-a
technique first espoused by Philips, their partner in the
development of the CD system. Moreover, Sony's use of
oversampling and digital filtering goes a step further than
anyone else's in that it employs a single master clock to
synchronize all decoding and digital -to -analog conversion
operations. The very significant benefits of this technology
became apparent to me when tested the unit and listened
to it, but more about that later.
Much of the advanced circuit integration developed by
Sony for their miniaturized car CD players and their acclaimed Model D-5 portable CD player is also found in the
CDP-650ESD, including the incredibly dense VLSI chip that
replaces the function of three ICs used in earlier -generation
players. The tracking, servo and laser pickup mechanism is
the same lightweight, lower -mass assembly used in the
aforementioned D-5 and car players; the motor which
guides the laser pickup and keeps it on track is a brandnew, linear unit which replaces the bulky, worm -gear motor
used on earlier models. This new motor enables the player
to access any point on a CD in 1 S or less-even track 99 of
a 99 -track disc, if any such were ever produced (besides
test discs)!
Random-access programmability has been increased to
20 selections, including programmed access to index
points on those discs which are index -configured. (More
and more such discs are appearing lately.) In addition to
specific, programmed play, Sony has incorporated a new
playing mode which they call "Shuffle Play." In this mode,
the selected tracks or index segments are played back in
random order. wondered what possible use this might be
to consumers; when inquired, was told that it might be
handy to have when playing a multi -track disc for background music or for dancing. The disc could be repeated
over and over, but the order of selections would be different
each time so that listeners wouldn't become bored. rather
think that this function won't be used by too many people,
but if nothing else, it does display the power of the microprocessor used in this machine. Another novel convenience
is the "Auto Delay" function, which allows you to delay the
playback of each chosen selection by 2 S. Repeat play and
AMS (Automatic Music Sensor, for rapid selection of a given
track) are pretty much the same as they were on earlier
Sony players.
I

or by initiating "Play" of a disc. Numbered keys from 0
through 20, plus a key labelled "+ 10," are located near the
panel's center and are used to call up desired tracks either
for immediate play or for programming. With the aid of the
"+ 10" key, it becomes easy to call up or program track
numbers higher than 20; for example, to call up track 44
(assuming there were that many tracks on a disc) you would
punch the "+ 10" button four times and then touch the "4"
button. The "Play, ' "Pause," "AMS" (automatic track advance and track retard), and play -mode keys ("Continue,"
"Single," and "Program") are to the right of the numeric
keyboard, while "Check" and "Clear" keys (for verifying
programmed instructions or clearing them from memory)
are just below the numeric keys. The "Stop" key and a pair
of manual -search keys are near the lower right corner of the
panel; the latter allow fast search in either direction while
listening to a disc.
At the lower left corner are the switches to turn the player
on and off, either manua ly or by an optional external timer.
Five more bu:tons are beneath the display: "Repeat" (which
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Control Layout
The front panel of the CDP-650ESD has a completely new
look, especially in the display area. The disc -compartment
drawer remains basically as it was on earlier mach nes. The
compartment drawer is opened by touching an "Open/
Close" key just to its right, and is closed by touching the
front of the drawer itself, by touching the "Open/Close" key
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Fig. 2-THD vs. frequency
at three signal levels.
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Sony has, at last, gone to
digital filtering and
oversampling, using a
single master clock to
synchronize all D/A
conversion operations.
Fig.

3-

Spectrum
analysis done
on early CD
player, showing
desired tone
(tall spike) and
spurious beat
tones.

4-

repeats a selection program or the passage between two
user -selected points), "A-B" (which sets those points in
memory), "Time" (to .select elapsed- or remaining -time display), "Auto Delay," and "Shuffle Play." At the lower right
corner are an output -level control (which varies both headphone output level and the level at the rear -panel variable
output jacks) and a stereo phone jack.
The display area on the front panel provides a variety of
useful data concerning the status of the player and the disc
being played. A "Disc" indicator lights up when a disc has
been inserted properly. When a disc is first inserted, a
"Track" indicator shows the total number of tracks contained on the disc for a few seconds, then displays the

SONY'S DAS-702ES: GILDING THE DIGITAL LILY?

SONY

..-

(=

'

..

and might well be needed in the future for certain other D/A decoding
chores. For example, the digital input
applied to this decoder need not be
confined to a sampling rate of 44.1
kHz (the standard CD sampling frequency). The unit can also handle a
sampling rate of 32 kHz (the standard
sampling rate for digital -audio broadcasting in Europe and elsewhere)
and the 48 kHz used in professional
digital recording with equal ease.
was curious to learn whether
would be able to measure or hear
any difference between the sounds
produced by the superb CDP650ESD operating on its own, and the
sounds produced by hooking up that
player (via its digital -output jack) to
the DAS-702ES. To satisfy my curiosity,
repeated virtually every measurement that
had made on the
CDP-650ESD alone, on the combination of the CD player plus the separate D/A unit. resolved to do a blind
listening test between the two setups
as well, using my associate to set up
the test in a random switching sequence and instructing him not to tell
me when he was switching setups
from one to the other. But I'm getting
a bit ahead of myself.
On the DAS-702ES, the digital input jacks are paralleled by a pair of
jacks identified as "Digital Outputs."
These provide a convenient feed through to pass the undecoded digital program material to other devices
which might require data in digital
format (such as, for example, some
future type of dedicated, digital taperecording mechanism, or even the
I

. ..'...- owiuL

I

I

I

I

Along with the remarkable Sony
CDP-650ESD Compact Disc player
tested for the accompanying report,
also evaluated another new product
from Sony, the DAS-702ES external
D/A converter. In essence, this unit
duplicates functions which must be
incorporated into any CD player, the
translation of the digital code extracted from a digital program source
(such as a Compact Disc) into the
closest possible replica of the original analog audio signal. In fact,
it's only usable with signal sources
I

having digital outputs, like the
CDP-650ESD, but no other CD players that know of so far. Thus, my first
I

58

reaction to this additional component
was to ask why anyone would want or
need it, since full decoding is performed by the D/A circuitry already
contained in every CD player (including the Sony CDP-650ESD, which is
intended to serve as a companion
piece for the DAS-702ES).
The people at Sony suggested that
this separate D/A decoder (or converter) is a state-of-the-art device
which, if connected to the CDP650ESD, would yield sound superior
even to that of the top -of -the -line CD
player itself. Furthermore,
learned
that the DAS-702ES offers greater
digital -to -analog decoding flexibility
I
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Sherwood car stereo:
Quality, innovation, and money left
over for the good times.
At Sherwood, we

because this display lets you know

long-range on -the -road listening.
(Sherwood was the first to introduce
AM stereo in separately available car

think you shouldn't

sacrifice your lifestyle for your car
stereo. So we make great car stereos
that don't cost like great car stereos.
Built into every one is the quality and
innovative design that has been

receivers.)

Computerized features. Advanced
digital tuning lets you enjoy two scan-

Sherwood's benchmark
for more than 30 years.
The result is performance that sets standards
for the more expensive
brands.

new CRD-180. It not
only performs with the
D1W
finest car stereos, it has
features you usually
find only on far more expensive units.
It has auto reverse, Dolby; metal tape
capability, pre -amp output with fader,
separate bass and treble controls, locking fast forward and rewind, and terrific
night illumination.

Great FM, and AM stereo. And the
CRD-I80 not only has electronic synthesizer tuning with MOS-FET front end
for super FM, it also has AM stereo,
opening a whole new world of exciting
© 1985,Inkel Corporation.
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New CRD-180.
Take, for example, our

411/111

stereo may not be the

L'11xrNlNl,l
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only thing on your
mind, but it's not the
only place you have to
put your money, either.
So have a little money
left for the good times,
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ning modes: Scanning all stations, or
just the ones in memory. This unique
preset scan feature works with the ability of the CRD-l80 to remember up to
12 of your favorite stations.

LCD display and digital dock. The
a multifunction
liquid crystal display (LCD) indicates
frequency, preset channel, local/distant,
stereo, AM/FM, Dolby, tape direction
and more. The CRD-180 is easy to use
latest in convenience,

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

®

F

what's happening, including time of
day, since it even has a digital clock.
Fits your budget. All of this innovation and performance comes in a
mini chassis, so this great car stereo
will fit just about
any car. And just
about any budget.
How much you
TUNE WI /OUT
pay for a great car
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but get all the car stereo you want.
Buy Sherwood.

S lie rs pod®
Quality and Innovation You Can Afford
13845 Artesia Boulevard, Cerritos,
California 90701.
In Canada, The Pringle Group, Don Mills,
Ontario.
'Dolby

is a

trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

The brand-new, linear
pickup motor enables the
player to access any point
on a CD in 1 S or less.
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Fig.
Same test as in
Fig. 3, done on
the Sony
CDP-650ESD.
Note absence
of unwanted beat

frequencies
above the
residual noise
floor.
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black box that will someday be used
to generate the video graphics signals encoded in certain CDs).
The only front -panel controls on the
DAS-702ES are a power "On/Off"
switch, a "Digital Input" switch (for
selecting between the two sets of
digital input signals which may be
connected to the unit), a headphone
jack for monitoring decoded output
using stereo phones, and an outputlevel control which regulates both
headphone and variable line -output
levels. The rear panel is equipped
with the aforementioned pairs of digital input and output jacks, as well as
pairs of fixed- and variable -level analog (decoded) output jacks.

number of the track actually being played. A time counter
displays the total amount of playing time on a disc when the
disc is first inserted, after which it reverts to displaying the
elapsed time of the track being played or the total time
remaining on the disc. A "PGM" (ProGraM) indicator illuminates when the player is in the standby mode for programming. An "Index" indicator shows the index number of the
selection being played (or, during the "check" sequence, of
index numbers programmed for future play). Lights on a 1 to
20 numeric grid show how many selections you've programmed. If you program more than 20, the word "Over"
lights up, along with the grid.
The rear panel of the CDP-650ESD is equipped with fixed -

involved in the digital domain, such
minute differences are not what determine which unit will sound better.
certainly couldn't take issue with that,
but I did want to make some measurement comparisons for my own
satisfaction.
In Fig. B1 you will find a graph of
frequency response plotted in the

same way as Fig. 1 of the CDP650ESD report. Note that at 18.5 kHz
there is already some attenuation of
response. Figure B2, plotting distortion versus frequency, confirms what
Sony admits: The separate D/A converter actually has slightly higher distortion at the three output levels I use
to measure THD. Signal-to-noise ratio

I

FR

L- 0.3dB

R- 0.4dB

18.5kHz

+2
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L
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1
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Measurements
Many of the published specifications supplied for the DAS-702ES,
though excellent in their own right,
are actually somewhat poorer than
the specs supplied by Sony for the
CDP-650ESD operating by itself! For

example,

frequency

response

claimed for the separate decoder/
converter, though extending from 5
Hz to 20 kHz, carries a tolerance of
±0.5 dB, as opposed to ±0.3 dB
and a range of 2 Hz to 20 kHz for the
player. Rated distortion for a 1 -kHz
signal at maximum recorded level
(using a 44.1 -kHz sampling rate) is
listed as 0.004%, as opposed to
0.0025% for the CDP-650ESD. Dynamic range is marginally lower than
that of the player alone, as well. And
so on.
Sony maintains that when you get
down to the published specs that are
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Music is a demanding master. Nowhere
does

it ask more of amplifiers

than in the

reproduction of musical peaks. It's in this
area of dynamic range that conventional

amplifiers fail. They simply run out of
energy before the sound does. Now, with
the increased dynamics

PROTON

of digital audio

discs and hi-fi video sound, there's more

INTRODUCES

than ever to hear... or miss.
DPD lets you hear

DYNAMIC

it all. Dynamic Power

on Demand *is a radical new design that

uses two different types

POWER

of circuits

to sup-

ply power. The first is ideal for most of the

ON DEMAND.

signals that music produces. The second

y

circuit stores power, and au-

tomatically takes over when the
The competitive amplifier

loudest musical passages require

runs out of reserve
capacity in 20 or 30 milliseconds; the D540 maitatains reserve power for

the big reserves; and,

it provides

3

power as long as the musical

nearly half a second!

peak lasts. That's what only DPD

PROTON D540

can do

- deliver its reserve

1

capacity up to 20 times longer
than other amps!

Competitive "High Current'. Amplifier

The result is performance

Rated
RMS
Power

that's fanatically faithful to your
favorite Benatar or Beethoven.

With more realism and dynamics
than you've ever heard before. But even

BECAUSE

of our remarkable

DPD is just the beginning

D540 integrated amp. Add to that a unique

MUSIC

dual action volume control, phono circuitry

DEMANDS IT.

for either moving magnet or moving coil
cartridges, complete record-playback flexibility, and the ability to bridge to mono. This
is the Proton D540 with DPD.
The demands

of music have never been

better fulfilled.
Proton Corporation 737 West Artesia
Blvd.

Compton, CA 90220 (213) 638-5151
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The CDP-650ESD
exhibited the flattest
frequency response of any
player I've ever tested.
Deviation from absolutely
flat never exceeded 0.1 dB.
and variable -level output jacks. There is also a multiple -pin
accessory connector which, the owner's manual cryptically
tells us, is to be used "to connect optional equipment which
will be available in the future." By this time, suspect, many
of us know that the "optional equipment" will be a black -box
accessory which will allow access to the video graphics that
will soon be available on Compact Discs. The addition of
this accessory will allow such digitally generated graphics

to be displayed on your TV screen while you listen to the
audio content of the same CD.
The rear panel also has a "Play Mode" initializing switch.

This switch sets the turn -on play mode, determining whether
the CDP-650ESD will set itself for continuous, single -selection, or programmed play when first turned on. The rear panel switch would therefore be set to the mode you want
most often, while the front -panel mode keys are used to

I

(unweighted, at least) was also a bit
poorer on the DAS-702ES, 94.9 dB as
against 97 dB for the CDP-650ESD
(see Fig. B3). About the only parameter that measured better with this decoder than with the CDP-650ESD
alone was separation, which, at mid frequencies, reached levels as high
as 86 dB and remained higher than
82 dB at 20 kHz.
Using the same test disc, photographed the usual square -wave, unit pulse and phase -shift signals as they
appear on an oscilloscope in order to
compare them with the photos obtained for the CDP-650ESD unit. Try
as might, couldn't see the slightest
bit of difference between Figs. B5,
B6, and B7 and the corresponding
photos taken for the CD player alone.
Can you?
I

I
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Next, I was ready for the "moment
of truth." Dutifully blindfolded, asked
my assistant to play some of my favorite CD tracks through both setups:
The CDP-650ESD outputs feeding
my reference system directly, and the
player's digital output hooked up to
the DAS-702ES, whose analog outputs were, in turn, hooked up to another pair of inputs on the reference
amplification system. Happily, there
was no problem adjusting for precisely equal outputs; when you deal
with Compact Disc players, output
levels are easily controlled and referenced to maximum recorded level. In
this case, maximum recorded level
provided an output of exactly 2.0 V
rms for both setups.
After extensive listening, have to
tell you that could not, at any time,
distinguish between the sound of the
two systems. They were both marvel I
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DAS-702ES.
ous, of course, but until have a need
for a decoder that will handle digital
information using a sampling rate of
either 32 or 48 kHz, myself see no
reason to invest in this separate decoder, however more sophisticated
its circuitry may be.
Dealing in this rather controversial
area of esoterica (which is not my
usual habitat,
might add),
don't
want to let the matter stand there. I
have a feeling that am going to be
deluged by a sack of mail from readers who will tell me that of course they
I

I

I

I

I

cc

o>

5k IOk 20k
FREQUENCY- Hz

can hear an obvious improvement
when the separate (and costly) D/A
converter box is used to do the digital -to-analog decoding. In order to
forestall such a deluge of mail, I'm
going to strongly urge Editor Eugene
Pitts to allow other ears to conduct
similar testing. If those ears disagree
with my conclusion, will not be upset
or the least bit insulted. will, in fact,
conclude that perhaps Sony had very
good reasons after all for introducing,
as a consumer product, a component
part of a Compact Disc player which
I

I
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Camaro Z28

If this leaves you cold,

check your pulse.
Gleaming under that low, sloping
hood are the tuned runners and
big silver air plenum of a new
available 5.0 Liter Tuned -Por: Fuel Injected V8. Waiting to transform
computer-metered injections of
fuel and air into 215 norsepawer.
You sit just feet away from that
power and torque, bolstered in a
bucket inside an aerodynami:
envelope of curves, spoiler and
front air dam. Connected to a
suspension system ready to
respond with mere twitches of the
leather-wrapped steering wheel.
Ignite the fire called Camaro
Z28. At your Chevrolet dealer's,
financing or leasing one is as easy
as saying GM AC.
Lets get it together...
GM
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This feature -laden player
has just about every
convenience I would want.
They're easy to use and are
augmented by the wireless
remote control.
change from that play mode. Finally, the rear panel houses
a special digital -output jack-a first for any CD player, as far
as
have been able to determine. At this jack, you can
access the full digital code picked up from a CD by the laser
pickup, before it is converted to an analog signal by the
player's own D/A conversion circuitry. Aside from the obvious ability to dub CDs onto a digital recorder while the
musical information is in the digital domain, this special
I

output lets you connect an external digital converter component, such as Sony's DAS-702ES (see sidebar).
The 41 -button remote control duplicates virtually every
control on the front panel, right down to the volume control.

Measurements
To begin with, let me state that the CDP-650ESD exhibited
the flattest frequency response of any CD player have yet
I

f

Fig. B5-Square-wave
reproduction, 1 kHz,
' DAS-702ES.

Fig.

B6-Single-pulse

test, DAS-702ES.

casual, nonaudiophile listeners made
the same sort of comments when I
was independently demonstrating
the unit's disc handling to them. They
were not prompted to give any sort of
comment on the sound; they volunteered the remarks. My conclusion is
that I like to listen to the new Sony in
preference to the old player, whether
or not there is any hard data from a
blind NB test backing up statements
on its sonic superiority.
The sound of the CDP-650ESD
when combined with the DAS-702ES
was, however, a different storyprobably because had troubles with
the converter right from the start.
sent the unit home, via UPS, since I
do my most serious listening there.
The switch controlling the digital output arrived broken, because of its
being located as the most vulnerable
component during boxed carrying
and because Sony uses the very
worst sort of packaging-crushable,
coffee -cup foam.
fixed the switch
once, and Sony fixed it (very quickly,
thank you) after two more trips. Neither fix would have been needed had
that switch not been placed at the
furthest possible point from the handle for the carry home and if not for
that awful foam. Neither is worthy of a
top -of -the -line product.
Anyway, I thought that the sound of
the combined Sonys was less good
than the sound of the 650 alone, but
still better than the first -generation
player. do not have sufficient switching facilities to be able to check this
sort of a three-way comparison, and I
think that my difficulties in getting the
702 working probably influenced my
judgment about its character. I'd buy
a 650, but in the absence of another
use, I'd pass up the 702.
E.P.
I

I

1.1III'I''!I
Fig. B7-Two-tone phasetest signal (200 Hz and
2 kHz), DAS-702ES.

sells (at $1,500) for more than the
best complete player they now have
available. I look forward eagerly to
further tests by others, since without
them will remain rather puzzled by
this D/A converter-feeling all the
while that perhaps I'm missing the
point somewhere....
L.F.
have done some fairly extensive
NB tests, with very close mid -band
level adjustment, as well as many,
many hours of open subjective listening to the CDP-650ESD in comparison with the first -generation player
I

I

64

that had perhaps the most highly respected sonics. In the open listening,

there was a smoother, less -shrill
character to the Sony that sounded
as if all frequencies from about 4 kHz
and up had been shelved down
about a quarter or a half dB. There
was an edge to the sound of the other
machine, as if a bit of interstation FM
noise had been added, noise which
was whistley, whiny, and scrapey in
character. These differences tended
to go away for me when was doing
the NB tests. However, three other
I

I

I
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There's a big difference between real
music and "hi-fi". Unfortunately, as you

spend more and more on your stereo
system, all you usually end up with is more
spectacular "hi-fi". This doesn't have to be
the case. With a Linn/Naim system, every
additional dollcr spent actually results in
a musical improvement.
This doesn't mean that a system that can
provide music in your home must cost a
fortune. While the Linn/Naim "Six Pack"
system pictured above sells for nearly
$20,000, other Linn/Naim systems start at
well under $2,000. And, for less than a

Scr1bEK

LOV- OF VJSC
thousand, substantial improvements can
be made to your existing system.
Whether you choose to improve your
current system, or start with a complete
Linn/Naim system, your Linn dealer,
because he fully understands that there is
a hiercrchy to the system, can see to it that
each purchase does indeed bring you
more enjoyable music, rather than simply
more spectacular "hi-fu".
For additional information on Linn
and Naim components and the
hierarchy of a hi-fi system, contact your
Linn/Naim dealer.

Distributed in the United States and Canada by:
6842 HAWTHORN PARK DRIVE, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46220
ALDBURN ELECTRONICS, LTD., 50 ROLARK DRIVE, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1R 4G2

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.,
Enter No. 5 on Reader Sery ce Card

See dealer listing on page 100.

Sound quality of the
CDP-65OESD is absolutely
magnificent, far better
than Sony's first
generation of players.
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tested. As you examine Fig. 1, a plot of frequency response
for the left- and right -channel outputs, you are not going to
see very much because the plot of output, for the most part,
fell smack on the 0 -dB line of the graph. Maximum deviation
from absolutely flat response was never more than 0.1 dB,
and, as you can see from the notations on the graph, at the
highest test frequency (20 kHz), deviation from flat response
was 0 dB.
Harmonic distortion at mid -frequencies for a maximum
recorded level signal measured under 0.003%. have tested other players with such low distortion, but have never
run across a player that exhibited such a low distortion
figure at high frequencies (0.01% at 20 kHz). Part of the
explanation lies in the fact that Sony has swung over to a
combination of oversampling and digital filtering-but that's
not the whole answer, since many other manufacturers have
employed these circuit techniques before. Another factor is
the use of a single master clock (as opposed to several
nonsynchronized clocks) to synchronize the decoding operations to the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate of Compact Discs.
Figure 2 shows how harmonic distortion varied with frequency for recorded levels of 0, -24, and -30 dB.
Figures 3 and 4 are perhaps of even greater interest.
Figure 3 shows what happens when a test signal is recovered by an earlier generation CD player. The tall spike
represents the desired output signal, while shorter, spurious
components to the right represent undesired output resulting from nonlinearities in the system and from the use of
multiple digital clocks in the decoding system. The same
signal, reproduced by the Sony CDP-650ESD, was scanned
by a spectrum analyzer in the same way, and the output
over a wide spectrum of frequencies is shown in Fig. 4. All
that you can see now is the desired output at the left and the
random, residual noise floor. There are no unwanted "beat"
frequencies at any other point in the display!
Unweighted signal-to-noise ratio measured a very high
97.0 dB, increasing to 102 dB when an A -weighting network
was used (see Figs. 5A and 5B). SMPTE IM measured only
0.002% at maximum recorded level and 0.015% at -20 dB
recorded level. IHF IM (twin -tone) measured only 0.0021%
at 0 -dB level and 0.0021% at -10 dB level. Stereo separation, plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 6, ranged
from 82 dB at mid -frequencies to around 76 dB at high
I

I

frequencies.
This player's reproduction of a 1 -kHz square wave is
shown in Fig. 7. Notice how much closer this waveform is to
a true square wave than were the waveforms other players
reproduced from this signal in earlier tests. It's not just that
the "ringing" on the leading edge of the square wave,
associated with the use of steep, multi -pole analog filters, is
absent. There's also much less of the low-level ripple normally seen on the horizontal portions of the square wave
with players using digital filtering and oversampling. This
suggests very minimal phase shift for the square wave's
higher order (high -frequency) components. The virtual absence of any phase shift indicated by the comparison of
200 -Hz and 2 -kHz signals on opposite channels in Fig. 9
confirms this. In Fig. 9, both the low -frequency (200 -Hz) and
higher frequency (2 -kHz) sine waves cross the zero axis in
the same direction, at precisely the same time.
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NEED APPLY.

Only one kind of driver should be readingthis
ad. One who's serious about performance.
Because Bridgestone's Potenza is one
serious performance radial.
Bridgestone's Potenza V- and H -rated
radials are born from the same serious highspeed technology we've put into action on the
racetracks of the world.
A straight -groove, water-channelirg tread
pattern and racing -like compound give
Potenza a firm hold on the road, wet or dry.
And a unique wire -reinforced, hard -rubber
insert around the rim keeps the sidewall
flexible, for even contact pressure during hard
cornering and braking.

c 1985

adds up to serious performance. That's
why you'll find our tires under some of the
top performers on the road-and on the
It

track-today.

Maybe it's time you got serious about your
driving. If you already are, maybe i='s time you
got Bridgestone's Potenzas: RE91 in 50/55
series, 147V in 60/70 series and the 137V
for 60 series.
See your Bridgestone retailer.

15JllIDGESi011E

Bridgestone Tire Company of America. Inc.. Torrance. CA

This player is likely to
convert those few diehards
who are not yet convinced
that the CD is the best
thing to happen to home
audio in many a decade.
Use and Listening Tests
This feature -laden player has just about every convenience would want in a CD player. Furthermore, the features are easy to use and are all augmented by the multifunction, wireless remote -control unit which is supplied with
the CDP-650ESD. About the only possible feature that Sony
has left out is access to a given point on a disc according to
time (minutes and seconds into a given track). Sony says
that their own opinion surveys of CD -player owners indicated that this feature is rarely used (and seldom requested),
while accessing by index (which this player does offer) is
increasingly desired.
When first read that the CDP-650ESD could access any
point on a disc within S or less, presumed that this was a
bit of promotional exaggeration, but I felt that no one would
really quibble if, in fact, the laser pickup took 2 or even 3 S
to reach its destination. Much to my amazement, the claim is
no idle exaggeration.
have a special test disc with 99
tracks on it designed to check accuracy of access and
other qualities relating to a player's tracking ability. This unit
found track 98 in no more than 1 S! realize that this feat, in
and of itself, doesn't really mean that much. But to my mind,
it tells me a great deal about the lightweight laser pickup
and about the accuracy, speed, and reliability of the new
linear motor used in this player. These assemblies and this
kind of pickup travel suggest that there will not be much
mistracking with this machine: All of its built-in, error -correction circuitry will be available for correcting or concealing
errors in discs, with none of it "spent" to compensate for
disc -reading errors caused by the player's poor tracking.
Sound quality of the CDP-650ESD is absolutely magnificent. It is far better than the sound quality of Sony's first generation players, and, with really good software in place,
it is also distinctly better sounding than their excellent second -generation players-about which
had nothing but
praise last year. realize that have used superlatives to
describe earlier CD players from Sony, as well as from other
manufacturers. It's important to point out that am talking
about relatively minor sonic differences here. Of course, the
first players offered great sound-given decent CDs to use
with them-and still maintain that the sound produced by
those first- and second -generation players, when playing
properly produced CDs, was better, by far, than anything I
had heard from LPs or analog tapes. What I am saying now
is that the slight problems that (and others) attributed to
some of those early players seem to have been eliminated
in this third -generation unit from Sony. I can't tell you if it's
their new VLSI chip that's doing the trick or if it's the single
master clock, the lighter laser pickup, or the new linear
motor. Possibly it's all these things added together, plus the
experience gained by Sony's design engineers after nearly
three years of intense activity in Compact Disc design. All
know is that the CDP-650ESD is a magnificent-sounding
machine that, when heard playing well -made CDs, is likely
to convert those few remaining diehards (yes, there are still
a few) who aren't yet convinced that the Compact Disc is
the best thing that's happened to audio and home sound
reproduction in many a decade. Until can be shown that a
better sounding CD player exists, I'm going to consider this
model my new standard of reference. Leonard Feldman
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Fig. 7-Square-wave
reproduction, 1 kHz.
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Fig.

8-Single-pulse test.
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Fig. 9-Two-tone phase test signal (200 Hz and
2

68

kHz).
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We get you back to what its all about
,
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In 1967 we started making
loudspeakers in a garage with
nothing to guide us but a knowledge of physics and a passion for
music. Our first product was an
instant classic, a loudspeaker
called the Servostatic I, which
was considered by many to be
the ultimate audio transducer of
its time.
Since then wé've always had

an ultimate-loudspeaker in our
product line, -and we've.used
these dream systems to showcase

Infinity Systems, Inc.

'

Music.

of new speaker technologies
we've dev7loved. -We immodestly
dubbed t e.se systems Reference
indeed they must
Standards
be since irany aspects of their
designs h a'e been widely copied
in the industry.
No company :n audio can
claim a greater commitment to
significant resea-ca, developing
practical aid accurate polypropylene woofers, n-idranges,
tweeters and state-of-the-art
EMIT and EMIM planar drivers.
a host

-as

Q50
OüflnitY

9409 Owensmoutit Avenue

And we've used the results of
that research to improve sound
reproduction in a multitude of
applications and at virtually
every price point - from under
$40 a pair for our A32 auto
speakers up to about $.35,006 for
our finest system, the Infinity
Reference Standard. Today we're
in the home, the automobile and
now in video.
But our research doesn't stop at
the laboratory. We still listen to
music, and we still get excited by it.

Chatsworth, CA

Enter Nol 12 on Reader Service Card

91311

^

(818) 709-9400

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Selectivity:

FM Tuner Section

Usable Sensitivity: Mono,

10.3

dBf.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono.

PROTON
440 TUNER

i

15.3 dBf; stereo, 33.2 dBf.
S/N + Hum: Mono, 75 dB; stereo, 70
dB.
THD: 0.2%.
Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
AM Rejection: 60 dB.
1.f. Rejection: 90 dB.
Image Rejection: 55 dB.
Stereo Separation: 45 dB at 1 kHz.

Image Rejection: 35
I.f. Rejection: 50 dB.

dB.

THD: 0.5%.

General Specifications
Dimensions: 16 in. (40.6 cm) W x

3
in. (7.6 cm) H x 10 in. (25.4 cm) D.
Weight: 15 lbs. (6.8 kg).

Price: $270.
Company Address:

737 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, Cal. 90220.
For literature, circle No. 92

AM Tuner Section

Usable Sensitivity:

20 µv

rseoTox ao sTE1E0 AMER

.

+

I

fIs

-
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When Larry Schotz designed his noise -reduction circuitry
for NAD, they called it Dynamic Separation. but Schotz no
longer gives manufacturers exclusive use of his innovative
and original circuitry. So now, Proton is using a slightly
different version of the same noise -reducing idea, and calling it SNR. As you may have guessed, SNR gives at least
abbreviated credit to its inventor; the initials stand for Schotz
Noise Reduction. Since the circuitry used in the Proton 440
and the NAD 4155 (reviewed in the December 1984 issue)
is basically the same (though active devices used in the
circuits are different), won't go into a long description of
how SNR works. Instead, here's a brief summary:
I

70

35 dB.

S/N: 43 dB.

st

The circuitry reduces noise normally heard during weak signal stereo FM reception by blending the high -frequency
content of both channels during quiet moments or pauses in
the music. Wider separation at high frequencies is restored
when there is more significant high -frequency stereo information in the signal (louder treble content) or when the
signal itself is stronger and therefore less noisy to begin
with. Unlike ordinary "blend" circuits (which reduce treble
separation during weak -signal reception regardless of program content), the SNR circuit works dynamically. It is most
effective when signal strength ranges from around 20 dBf
(the stereo switching threshold of this tuner) up to about 45
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Ride off
into the Somerset.
It

exactly where they belong
right in front of you, as
you can see:

-

could be the ride of

your life.
For the Buick Somerset is
truly a very personal driver's
light, agile, front car
wheel -drive coupe.
The Somerset's graceful
appearance is enhanced by

j:

-a

Being a 8Jick, the very
untraditional Somerset also
offers all the traditional

graceful performance,
owing in part to powerassisted rack-and-pinion
steering, a highly capable
2.5-litre, four-cylinder engine
and on array of °river ^hrits

amenities.
Visit your Buick dealer,
buckle yourself In arm ride
off into the Somerset.
To ask any questions,
-sfLest a brochure or test
rive. call the Buick Product
nformati+ Center, 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. Eastern 1tme, weekdays:

-

readguts That are paced

"

419/

Would -it you
really rather have a Buick?

-

fr~

1.4

v
Buick Somerset

-

The best the SNR circuit
did was to reduce noise by
7 or 8 dB, but that can be
enough to turn an
unusable signal into a
tolerable one.
MICROVOLTS, ACROSS
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signal -strength indicator, a "Stereo" indicator light, and a
"Locked" indicator which flashes as you approach a correct
tuning point and stays continuously lit when correct tuning
has been achieved. Two more indicators, to the right of the
main display, are identified as "Search" and "Enter." The
"Search" LED is illuminated whenever you put the tuner into
the search mode, a tuning method which seeks the next
usable incoming signal on the FM dial. The "Enter" LED
lights when the "Enter" pushbutton is pressed to memorize
one of 12 possible station frequencies (six AM and six FM).
The three remaining buttons on the front panel are for the
tuning functions. Up and down arrows advance the tuner to
the next higher or lower usable signal frequency, either in
200 -kHz increments or in the search mode, depending
upon whether the "Search" button has been depressed.
On the rear of the Model 440 are spring -loaded, 300 -ohm
FM, AM and ground terminals which, when depressed,
expose tiny holes that grab and retain stripped wire ends.
These terminals, similar to speaker terminals found on amplifiers, allow easy connection of stripped wires, but cables
terminated in spade lugs are not so easy. Fortunately, the
cable for the separate AM loop antenna has stripped and
tinned ends for easy insertion. If you use an FM dipole other
than the one supplied with the tuner-one that's equipped
with spade lugs-you'd be better off removing those spade
lugs and stripping and tinning the lead ends before connecting it to the terminals on the back of the 440. There is
also a coaxial connector, conventional in design and use,
for 75 -ohm transmission lines. An output -level control and
two output jacks complete the rear -panel layout.

1:1
231

RO

0

Hz

2-Harmonic

distortion vs. frequency.

Usable sensitivity in mono was extremely good, measuring 9.0 dBf, close to the theoretical limit of sensitivity. Stereo -switching threshold was set at around 23 dBf, at which
point noise plus distortion was already -36 dB compared
to a reference 100% -modulated audio signal. Figure 1
shows how quieting and distortion vary with input -signal
strength. Although THD in the stereo mode remains fairly
constant whether or not the SNR circuit is activated, the
signal-to-noise ratio does change considerably when SNR
is used in the signal -strength region from just above stereo
threshold to 50 dBf. For that reason, plotted two curves for
stereo THD (for a -kHz modulating signal) in Fig. 1. As you
might expect, the lower curve (the one depicting better S/N
ratios) is the one obtained with the SNR circuit on. At 30 dBf,
for example, stereo S/N measures 45 dB without the SNR
circuit, but it improves to 52 dB with the SNR circuitry on.
The best mono signal-to-noise ratio at strong signal levels
measured 76 dB, while maximum S/N in stereo was 73 dB.
At strong signal levels, the SNR circuit does not cause any
further improvement in S/N, as you can see by examining
Fig. 1. In mono, 50 -dB quieting occurred with only 12.0 dBf
of signal input. In stereo, without SNR, 50 -dB quieting occurred with a signal input of 35 dBf; with SNR, only 28 dBf of
input. was required to achieve the same 50 dB of quieting.
Figure 2 shows how harmonic distortion varies with modulating frequency in mono and stereo, using 100% -modulated signals in each case. Mono THD, at
kHz, measured
only 0.05%, barely increasing (to 0.55%) in stereo.
I

1

or 50 dBf. Beyond that signal strength, the signal-to-noise
ratio (about 65 dB at 50 dBf) is high enough so that no
further action of the SNR circuitry is necessary.

Control Layout
The simple, all -black front panel of the Proton 440 has its
"Power" on/off pushbutton at the extreme left. Nearby are a
pushbutton for mono/stereo selection and an "SNR Off"
button which deactivates the Schotz Noise Reduction circuit
whenever the user deems it necessary. An illuminated numeric display shows the AM or FM frequency to which the
tuner has been set; above this display is a five -element LED
72

.

1
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Another amplifier from
McIntosh that

SOUNDS GREAT!
Todays electronic instruments and
superior recordings push amplifiers for
power performance beyond the

Although 'High Tech' is a new term in
our language, 'High Tech' has always
been the norm for McIntosh. McIntosh
amplifiers have consistently forced new
levels for quality performance, new
levels for reliability, new demands on
quality power that produce near perfect
Spectral Fidelity and the greatest
sound. McIntosh is the ONLY company
that has achieved these superior levels
of performance.
'High Tech' is the right description for
the NEW McIntosh MC 2002, a
powerfully perfect 200 watt per channel
(300 watts into 4 ohms) power
amplifier. The pleasure you enjoy from
music is protected by McIntosh Power
Guard (patent #4,048,573), an
exclusive McIntosh circuit, McIntosh
invented that insures Spectral Fidelity
for greatest sound.

\^_
.IV

amplifier's capabilities destroying
Spectral Fidelity and quality listening.
Only with McIntosh Power Guard can
you be assured of total power
performance without the distortion of
clipping. Only McIntosh 'High Tech'
protects your listening.

For more information on Spectral Fidelity amplifier

measurement techniques end detailed information on
McIntosh products write:
McINTOSf1 LABORATORY INC.
P.O. BOX 96 EAST SIDE S-PTION, A35
BINGf1AMTOl'1, NY 13904-9096
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have not come across a

tuner that is more
sensitive than the Proton,
and when you consider
its low price, that's rather
remarkable.
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works, but soon realized that these results would not truly
illustrate how the SNR circuit operates. This is because SNR
is dynamic; as soon as the sweep would reach high frequencies, what blending there had been a moment earlier
would vanish and full separation would be restored. In this
case, therefore, you will have to take my word for it; the SNR
circuit does work, and it works well. When
listened to
musical program material received from fairly distant transmitters, noise was significantly reduced when activated the
SNR circuit; sensed no apparent loss of stereo separation
or stereo imaging.
Figure 4 shows the crosstalk and distortion products
appearing at the output of the unmodulated channel when a
5 -kHz, 100% -modulated signal was applied to the opposite
channel. In this 'scope photo, the sweep is linear (5 kHz per
division) and extends from 0 Hz to 50 kHz. Subcarrier
product rejection was good-around 65 dB below maximum modulation signals-and SCA rejection was better
than 70 dB. Capture ratio measured 'a bit higher than the 1.5
dB claimed, but AM rejection, i.f. rejection and image rejection were all close to published specifications. Alternatechannel selectivity (not specified by Proton) measured better than 65 dB.
Figure 5 shows frequency response of the AM tuner
section. Roll -off began just above 2.5 kHz, and the -6 dB
point occurred at around 4.0 kHz. This is slightly better than
the average of most AM sets have measured but is hardly
anything to get excited about. Sensitivity and harmonic
distortion figures for the AM section conformed closely to
published specifications, as did the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 3 is my familiar 'scope photo showing a logarithmic
sweep from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The upper curve represents
frequency response in the stereo mode, and the lower trace
shows relative separation (the vertical scale is 10 dB per
division). In checking spot frequencies, measured separation of just under 50 dB at 1 kHz, 43 dB at 100 Hz, and 39
dB at 10 kHz. Essentially the same results were obtained
with and without the SNR circuit on, because these measurements were made at a high (65 dBf) signal level.
attempted a similar sweep at lower signal levels with the
SNR circuit turned on, to show how the dynamic blend
I

Use and Listening Tests
If the Proton 440 proves one thing, it is that devotees of
FM radio need no longer spend a great deal of money to get
very satisfactory FM performance. True, have measured a
few tuners (generally much higher priced) that offer better
quieting than the Proton 440, and a few that have somewhat
better stereo separation. have not come across a tuner that
is more sensitive than the Proton 440, and when you consider its low suggested price, that's rather remarkable in itself.
Larry Schotz's SNR circuit is useful over an important
range of signal strengths, as mentioned earlier. It won't
provide any benefits at all if you are lucky enough to live
where strong signals are the rule rather than the exception.
Nor will it do anything for you if stereo signals are too weak
(under 25 dBf or so) to cause the 440 tuner's stereo decoding circuitry to switch in. Even when it does work,
don't expect it to take a noisy signal and render it noise -free.
The best the SNR did at any signal level was to reduce noise
by about 7 or 8 dB without audibly degrading stereo effects.
Under many circumstances, this improvement can turn an
unusable signal into a tolerable one. As for standard features that most people want, such as preselection of favorite
stations, ease of tuning, search tuning and the like, the
Proton 440 has them; they all work well and are easy to use.
If you have FM stations worth listening to in your area but
find that some of them don't offer quite enough "quieting,"
even with an outdoor antenna in your listening location, the
low-cost Proton 440 may well be worth a look-and a listen.
Leonard Feldman
AUDIO/JULY 1985
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BEYOND CON VENTIONALAMPLIFICATION
ONKYO'S NEW REAL PHASE TECHNOLOGY
Today's speakers, with their multiple driver construction and
complex crossovers, differ electrically from the simple
resistive load used by amplifier designers to simulate the
loudspeaker load. The actual load that is "seen" by the
amplifier causes severe phase shift between the voltage and
current sent to the speakers. This causes an ajdible loss of
sonic clarity and dynamics.

Onkyo's Real Phase Technology uses not one, but two
power transformers to correct this problem. A large high
capacity primary transformer together wih a special

o

secondary transfomer prevents this phase shift,
providing increased power oitput into the loudspeaker load
as the music demands it. -he result is clear, dramatic
dynamics; musical peaks are reproduced wi-h stunning
In -Phase

clarity.

Now, the dynamic range of fie music can be fu I). realized.
On the followi-tg pages, ycuil find a complete explanation
'
of the Real -Phase story.
with
Phase
Real
Integra
amplifier,
new
A-8067
is
our
Shown
Technology and our excluive Dual Recording Selector.

Artistry in Sound

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

COMPACT DISCS
SHEW TIME! SHEW TIME!
tion between the music and the recording sets the psychological stage perfectly, adding an extra measure of enjoyment to a beautiful recording.
Musically, this is mellow, laid-back,
West Coast jazz, played with consummate attention to detail. Despite all the
brass, the style nearly always is subdued, relying on subtleties of phrasing,
tone, and harmonic color to make its
effect. Tempos generally are moderately slow, making the uptempo tunes
more noticeable. Even so, tasteful restraint is the approach to all elements.
The second track, Bobby Shew's
"Nadalin," is a distillation of everything
good in this recording. At the beginning, the distinctive sound of
a suspended cymbal, gently
struck on the cup with hard
sticks, is crystal clear. You'll
even be able to hear
the changes in color as

Sherman

double -belled trumpet (called, of
course, a "Shew-horn"). One bell is
muted, the other is open, enabling him
to trade phrases with himself by opening and closing an extra valve. Rarely
have I heard such an authentic muted
trumpet sound on disc. The complexity
of that sound, with its suppressed fundamental and new resonant peaks in
the upper partials, is a delight.
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Ferguson

moves around on the
cymbal, drawing out
many subtleties in just a
few seconds. John Eargle's

skillful engineering helped
to capture all of these sounds.
When the trumpets of Shew and
Chuck Findley enter, the blending of
their tones is beautifully smooth. But
when each takes a solo later on, the

Trumpets No End: Bobby Shew,
Chuck Findley.
Delos D/CD 4003.
Put this disc in your CD player, and
the room instantly fills with smoke, the
lights dim, and the waiter brings another round of drinks. The superb interac76

small personal differences in their tone
and style become quite expressive.
Findley uses a slightly harder edged
tone and tonguing style, while Shew
plays with a slightly more rounded tone
and softer attacks. The differences are
slight-just enough to create a contrast. The blending and accuracy of
intonation they give to the opening
statement of the melody and its restatement make for really beautiful
sounds.
Listen also to John Patitucci's bass
solo in "Nadalin." He makes his instrument sing with the expressiveness of a
human voice. His variations in vibrato
depth and speed, dynamic shadings
within a phrase, and a surprising range
of tonal qualities make this solo especially memorable. Sometimes Patitucci's pitch -bending resembles the ornamentation a sitar player might use. He
has many other solos on the album, all
of them excellent.
In the third track, "Stompin'
at the Savoy," Shew plays his
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THIS MOOTH'S BIG EVENTS
ON CBS COMPACT DISCS.
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Of Association"

1NY MATHIS "Right From The Heart"

WEATHER REPORT"Sportin' Life"

EJIE :OSTELLO'Armed Forces"
TEFiA'KOVSKY: Vblin Concerto

.

r

?ukrrman; Israel PHI /Mehto
Co.adi:n Bass Live!
An lulu Stern Vivalci Gala
:TEZN, PERLMAN, ZLIKERMAN, Etc.

MR. BAD GUY

COMPACT

Enjoy today's revolútion in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly -growing
^catalog features hundreds of titles Ey superstar artists in all categories of music.
Ask -for a free copy wherever Compcct Discs are sold.
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CBS 's a trademark of CBS Inc
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This isn't just another pretty face. It's a
masterpiece of electronic sophistication
and technical wizardry.
One look at its dazzling FL display
gives you instant verification of station
frequency, memory program number,
output and input source, Acoustic Memory settings and virtually every other
AA-A45 receiver operating function.
You'll find AKAI innovations like Direct
Access Volume Control. Just one of
many computer -controlled functions,
it responds with instantaneous volume
settings at the touch of a bar. A special
safety circuit automatically prevents
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TAPE 2

abrupt volume increases and resulting
performance problems.
Tuning is also at your fingertips, thanks

to 20 Station Random Pre -Set Memory.
Án advanced tuner section that incorporates quartz frequency synthesis for
continuous, drift-free reception.
There's even a Zero -Drive circuit that
eliminates distortion and negative feedback. A Dual Pole DC Servo Circuit for
greater signal resolution and musical
fidelity. And an MC head amp with Moving
Coil Cartridge compatibility.
But the thing you'll really love about
the AA -A45 is its reasonable price.
Because while a lot of companies
can design a receiver that an
audio buff would love,
"rs-,.
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also designed one
that you can afford.
For more information
on AKAI's full line of
receivers, write to AKAI
America, Ltd., P.O. Box
6010, Compton, CA 90024.
AKAI's
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Under Charles Dutoit, the
many intricacies of
Honegger's orchestration
are beautifully clear.
Mk
'

The recording, made at Annex Studios in Hollywood, has an excellent
sense of intimacy combined with exactly the right amount of room ambience. How much of this is because of
the acoustics of the rocm and how
much comes from artificial reverb added later is difficult to say. Whatever
Eargle and Ralph Jungheim did to
achieve this quality, it sounds convincingly real. To me, that's the highest
kind of praise for both the engineer
and the producer.
The accuracy of the tone colors is
further testament to the skill of Eargle
and Jungheim in using the digital medium. They avoided the glossy, surrealistic quality that pervades pop recording. Instead, they made a recording that sounds natural and live. This
approach complements the efforts of
the musicians beautifully. All the carefully scaled variations in timore are just
as easy to hear as if this were a live
performance.
Two other recordings by Eargle and

17

Jungheim were released by Delos at
the same time as Trumpets No End.
Mavis Rivers' It's a Good Day and Joe
Williams' Nothin' but the Blues are
equally well -recorded and enjoyable
CDs.
Steve Birchall

Honegger: Symphonies Nos. 3 and
5. The Bavarian Radio Orchest-a,
Charles Dutoit.
Erato ECD 88045.
In general, the works of Arthur Honegger have not fared well since his And here Dutoit is doing much the
death in 1955. There is associated with same on the Erato label with a German
much of his writing a hard -edged, mor- orchestra!
Recording quality is excellent. One
dant quality which stands in contrast
with most of his Les Six contemporar- senses a basic pickup, with a minimal
ies. These two works underscore that number of accent mikes. Fore/aft ornature, and the music does not win ;,hestral balances are appropriate, and
the reverb is moderate. The many intrifriends easily.
We have come to speak of Charles cacies of Honegger's orchestration are
Dutoit and the Montreal Symphony Or- beauti;ully clear, and the bottom end is
chestra in the same breath, because of solid and never overdone.
The Third Symphony carries the subtheir very successful recordings of
French music on London Records. title "Liturgique." Its first movement,
'Enter No. 5.8 on

It ndoi Service Card

Tandherg s TCA-3008A Preamplifier embodies the company's more than SO years of research into the
art and science of sound reproduction. At'I'andberg, our engineer!! explored every technical nuance:
from the characteristics of individual components such as high spec polypropylene capacitors and
metal film resistors, to the interaction of discrete circuits; all aspec's have been uniquely
researched for their influence on the reproduction of music.
The musicality of the 'l Ctt-3008A exceeds that of traditional high end products and is considered to by
among the most esoteric preamplifiers, while simultaneously providing the line appearance,
aflirdability and reliability made possible by our position. as Europe's most respected
manufacturer of audio instruments.
The TCA-3008A: lincompromised performance through unexcelled technology.
TANDBERG OF AMERICA
One Labriola Court, Armonk, NY 10504

.914) 273-9150
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ss yourself.

Introducing Safari from GMC.
It's the van that's new -size
outside, you -size inside. Its
personality is your personality!
Safari's roomy interior lets
you carry eight passengers (with
optional seating) or up to
151 .8 cu ft of cargo. Even tow
up to 5,000 lbs, properly equipped.
Its sleek new size lets you slip
easily through traffic or slide into a
parking space, garage or car wash.
And like all GMC light -duty trucks,
Safari now comes with the exclusive new
Commitment Plus program that makes a GMC
even easier to live with. Commitment
Plus sends you on the
only after your dealer has

road

thoroughly inspected your new GMC and
filled the gas tank. Then it brings you back
for a I ,000 -mile inspection
and a 3,000 -mile inspection,

I!)e

\

oil and oil filter change at
no extra charge.
Commitment Plus is the

most complete customer
satisfaction program
available on a truck today.
It's another reason to
express yourself in a new
Safari from GMC. Just look
up your nearest GMC dealer
in the Yellow Pages. Then
buckle up and head for a look
at Safari. See how fast you'll say,
"This GMC is me!"
vans shown with customized paint and wheels noC available lrom GMC

GM

A truck you can ive with.
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Though the recordings on
Rocker are primitive, their
new clarity ín the CD
format will be a joyous
discovery for Elvis fans.

"Dies Irae," fairly bristles with anger. It
soon gives way to a gorgeous adagio,
"De Profundis," which is the essence
of Honegger's unique harmonic palette. The work closes with a "Dona
Nobis Pacem" whose strange, dragging, march -like opening seems to
have little to do with the movement's
title. By the end, though, it is transformed into the vision of peace which
we expect.
The Fifth Symphony is subtitled "Di
tre re," referring to the ending of each
of the three movements on the note D
(re, in solfége), played by the timpani.
Until now, the finest performances of
Honegger have appeared on the Supraphon label, with Serge Baudo conducting various Czech orchestras. Dutoit's traversal of these works shows
him to have as much feeling for the
music as has Baudo, and he has the
advantage over Supraphon in technical matters. More Honegger from Dutoit and Erato is eagerly awaited, at
least in this household. John M. Eargle

t

[

Rocker: Elvis Presley
RCA PCD1-5182.

Elvis
RCA PCD1-5199.
Elvis Presley would have been 50
years old on January 8, 1985. To celebrate the occasion and to get further
mileage out of their catalog's deceased shining star, RCA reissued numerous past albums and juggled old,
previously released material into new
configurations to create the illusion of
new packages. Two of these newly
created albums are Rocker and Elvis.
Both have received very impressive
cleanup jobs.
Rocker features eight classic selections recorded in 1956, and two from
1957. The original mono master tapes
were digitally remastered, and the results are surprisingly clean: There is no
audible tape hiss and no discernible
extraneous noise whatsoever. Although the recordings themselves are

primitive-dead center, single -planed,
limited in presence and dynamic
range-their new clarity will be a joyous discovery for Elvis fans old and
new. Early gems-including "Jailhouse
Rock," "Hound Dog," and "Blue Suede
Shoes"-emerge out of total silence.
Although Elvis' voice is consistently
doctored with reverb and sometimes
recorded so far back in the mix you'd
think he was in Tupelo and the studio
was in Memphis ("I Got a Woman," for
instance), it's still great to hear his
brash, youthful, sexy exuberance undistorted by the ravages of time on
vinyl. Scotty Mooré s masterful but too short solo spins on guitar sound fresh
and vibrant in arrangements that seem
pretty dated to these '80s ears.

Enter No 29 on Reader Service Card

Tandberg's TPA -3009A Mono Power Amp is uniquely designed to meet the amplification needs of today.. .
and the future: a high power, high current (55 amps) MOSFET amplifier in an advanced configuration,
totally free of negative feedback and voltage/current-limiting circuis.
It handles - with ease and precision - the reactances and very low load impedances found in today's high
performance loudspeakers, as well as custom multi -speaker sysem installations - and fully compliments
the dynamic range and ultra low distortion made possible by digital recording. The amplifier is
elegant, compact, rugged and affordable.
TheTPA3009A: Engineered for the most demanding loudspeakers...and discriminating ears.
TANDBERG OF AMERICA
Dne Labriola Court, Armonk, NY 10504
-914) 273-9150
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On Elvis, the technical
wizards have done more

-w;

than digitalize; they've
removed the artificial

ELVIS

stereo processing used in
the 1960s.
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It's also great to see the unfamiliar
photograph of Elvis, in a black leather
jacket, looking young and tough,
perched on a road -devouring HarleyDavidson on the cover of this CD.
Kudos to all involved in the technical
revamping of this nearly two -decade old material: Project engineer Rick
Rowe, mastering engineer Jack Adelman, and technical supervisor Charles
Kaplan. Whether you need this particular configuration of readily available Elvis classics is up to you, but they sure
sound fine on this mean, clean CD.
Yet another of RCA's releases in celebration of what would have been The
King's 50th year of life, Elvis features a
mixed bag of early Presley performances, also from 1956. It contains a

few of the well-known, uptempo songs
of Rocker-"Rip It Up," "Ready Teddy," and "Long Tall Sally"-plus a selection of ballads and lesser -known
rockers.
This CD has received the same
tender, loving technical care as Rocker, although here the dedicated recording pros responsible remain un credited on the disc's liner notes. However, these anonymous technical wizards have accomplished more than a
mere swab -the -decks -and -digitalize
job. They have removed the artificial sounding, electronic reprocessing for
stereo to which this material was subjected when stereo first became important in the '60s. The original, natural,
mono channelling has been restored.
The arrangements and original recorded sound are still '50s -primitive, but the
new-found clarity in the digital format is
revelatory. Only one cut, "First in Line,"
reveals tape hiss from the original
source, and even this is minimal.
Unlike Rocker, which paints a one-

dimensional picture of Elvis, perpetuating one of our stereotypical images of
The King, Elvis presents a handful of
mini -portraits, some of them alien to
our distorted memories. "Old Shep,"
for instance, is an incredibly sappy,
sentimental ballad of a man and his old
canine buddy, in which Elvis tried his
hand at the piano for the first time on
record. "How Do You Think Feel" has
an uncharacteristic Tex-Mex texture,
while "So Glad You're Mine" has a
honky-tonk piano intro and a bluesy
vocal. Mixed in with these, and featuring the smooth vocal backup of The
Jordanaires, are the soulful ballads
that had female teens of the '50s
weeping and screaming in the aisles.
Much of this is one-time interesting,
but ultimately not Presley masterpiece
material. Once again, it's your choice
of configuration for Elvis' recorded history; you can be assured that this stuff
will turn up again in one package or
another before RCA runs out of permutations.
Paulette Weiss
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It has the power to flatten a room.
Are you neglecting the most important component in your
system, your listening mom? Then make mom for the new Yamaha
GE -60 graphic equalizer.
With 10 bands of ±15 dB fixed bandwidth equalization control,
it can give you perfectly flat frequency response in any listening
environment Easily. And quickly.
That's because we've provided the GE-60 with a built-in pink
noise generator and 10 -band frequency spectrum analyzer. And an
outboard electmt condenser microphone.
Just place the mic where you would sit, and while reading the
pink noise level at each frequency on the spectrum analyzer, make
precise adjustments with the EQ controls for each frequency band.
Right before your eyes, the frequency response of your room is flat-

tened. So you hear your music with all the realism it should have.
Especially compact discs.
You can do all this without any output level imbalance. Because
the GE-60 has right and left output level controls to match the total
output level of the EQ On mode with the EQ Defeat mode.
Or you can do most of this with the GE -40 and GE -3 graphic
equalizers. Whichever model you choose, you'll love what they do to
your room. And to your music
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622

YAMAHA

TAKE AWAY THEIR HIGH OUTPUT
AWUSTABLE MASS DIAMOND QUALITY,
SUPERIÓR SOUND
AND SifiUS INTERCHANGEABILITY,
aren OUR CARTRIDGES
ARE NO DIFFERENT
FROM THE COMPETITION.
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With all of these features and performance benefits, it is no surprise that the OM cartridges are the
most successful series ever introduced by Ortofón.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
Since their introduction, the Ortofon OM Series
have consistently received accolades from around
tie world, for their outstanding value, and
performance.
And the Audio -Video International Grand Prix
award for product excellence has for two consecutive years been awarded to an OM Series Ortofon
Phono Cartridge.

TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY
As the originator of the low mass concept, Ortofon has continually been at the forefront of technical
developments in sound reproduction.
Boasting a revolutionary user adjustable mass
system, the OM Series provides for "Optimum Match"

between the phono cartridge and tonearm system.
With superior diamond quality, high output and full
line stylus interchangeability, these OM aeries phono
cartridges deliver superior sound, with any standard
mount tonearm in virtually any sound system. And

our OMP Series, designed for "plug-in" mount
tonearrrs, make these new levels of performance
available to this format as well.
THE GREATEST IMPROVEMENT

Audio engineers and audiophiles agree that
perhaps no component can make as immediate and
significant an improvement in sound quality than a
new phono cartridge.
Considering all of this, along with the modest
cost of an Ortofon OM Phono cartridge, it becomes
clear that when it comes to making a real improvement in performance of your hi-fi system, there really
is no competition.

orrofon
122 Dupont Street, Plainview, New York 11803 (516) 349-9180
Send one dollar for color poster
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A pair of

winners

and smooth response
over the full audio
range and half an
octave beyond,
excellent dispersion
bass distortion

1

ADS presents two
best-sellers.
Some facts. And a
smattering of

opinion.

The ADS L1290

.

lower than that of any

common program
source except a
digital tape or disc."
Stereo Review

2

Woven soft -dome
tweeter. Benefit:

Superbly compact
minispeaker (ADS
invented the"mini"
and while others have
followed we have yet
to be topped.)
Same soft -dome
tweeter technology as
larger ADS speakers.5
Same woofer technology incorporating
butyl rubber
surround, Stifflite*
woofer cone. 6
Same high -accuracy
crossover technology.
Characteristic,
uncolored ADS
sound.
"... best mini speaker have yet
heard. Well worth
double the price in
sonic excellence
alone."
Audio Ideas
No short-cuts taken.
No stone unturned.

mid -range. Benefit:
exceptional
smoothness in

critical middle
frequencies. Uniform
dispersion. Crisp,
precise, stereo
imaging. 2
Two 8-inch Linear
Drive" woofers for
superb bass
response and high
output. Each driver.
mounted in its own
acoustic suspension
enclosure. 3
Imported walnut
cabinet. Also
available in matte
black. 4
Inside the cabinet: a
crossover network
built of computergrade components.
Below and behind:
amplifier recess built
into cabinet so the biamp option can be
installed neatly.
Stifflitee woofer
cones, with high
rigidity-to -mass ratio
produce quick
transient response.
The bottom line:
"... unusually flat

Big Barn Boom: Daryl Hall and John
Oates
RCA PCD1-5336.

The ADS 300

extended high

frequency response
with low coloration. 1
Tweeter uses high gravity magnetic
cooling fluid.
Two-inch soft -dome

3

r

I

ADS goes to

extraordinary lengths
to build fine audio

components for
home and car. Write
for literature and
name of your nearest
dealer to Rita
Stein (our literature
expert) at ADS,
(Analog & Digital
Systems)
Progress Way,
Wilmington, MA

4

01887.

61

01984 Analog 8 Digital Systems Inc.

Audio Apart.

Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

Hold onto your seat when you put
this high-powered CD of Daryl Hall and
John Oates' Big Barn Boom on the
box. The first distant, electronic chord
that opens this disc swells up and explodes like a grenade under your butt.
No buts about it, this album is accurately titled. Its brief initial cut, "Dance
on Your Knees," will immediately catapult you into a state of charged excitement with its 1'/2 minutes of slam-bang,
percussive rock 'n' roll.
Hall and Oates are a phenomenon in
modern rock, the only duo of consistent, long-term popularity who just as
consistently pump out high -quality,
high-energy, highly listenable rock
tunes. This nonstop dance-athon is
one of their most solid albums in years,
and as modern as a microchip. The
boys from Philly have managed to save
their soul while updating for the modern age with captivating electronic
tricks and whooshing tape segments.
Besides the '80s electronics, the duo
has come up with an arsenal of popping percussive techniques from the
streets, techniques that slam Big Barn
Boom into pulsing life for its full 40V2
minutes of playing time.
The original analog version of this
1984 album translates well to Compact
Disc. The impact of the disc's aforementioned opening chord, for instance, is unquestionably intensified
by its emergence from absolute silence. The wonderfully jerky, clean
percussion on "Method of Modern
Love" comes across crisp and solid.
Equally clear is the sound of percussion being swallowed into silence on
"Bank on Your Love," an effect that
may have been achieved by running
this taped segment backwards. The
blessed transparency of this CD allows
the multiple layers of these fast-moving
arrangements to be heard without collisions of sound. "Some Things Are Better Left Unsaid," for example, is filled
with shifting, layered electronics and
almost subliminal vocal echoes. Without the clarity of digital recording, this
cut's thrilling sense of movement
across aural space as well as its nearly
buried details might well have been
totally lost.
84
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Naiad Hlfidelivision is a sell contained video stereo

system that provides the best possible way to ob-

tair state of the art video sound. Start with

a TV

and converter or VCR, and Hlfidelivision will turn
ord.nary TV sound into a spectacular event.
Add whatever you wish: TV monitor/tuner,
beta/VHS hifi, laserdlsc, satellite TV, FM

simulcast.
delivision

ready'.t
is

future

See it and heare

your nearest Naiad
Hlfidelivision dealer.
it at
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'J'.-----Spatial presencing is exquisite; individual voices and instruments can be
pinpointed in space through multi -layered aural planes and accurate left right channel manipulation. For instance, subtle as it is, Hall's one-time
utterance of "All American Girl," in the
introduction to the song of the same
name, is clearly discernible in the far distant background of both left and
right channels.
The dynamic range of this disc is
remarkable. Hall and Oates, under the
guidance of producer/mix consultant
Arthur Baker, play with juxtaposing the
very faintest of musical accents
against some of the biggest bam
booms of rock you've ever heard on
record. There is no distortion apparent
anywhere.
"Out of Touch" and "Method of Modern Love" rocketed the analog album
to the top of the charts as 1984 flipped
over into 1985. Confirmed rock fans
with a penchant for clean CD sound
will want this little disc exploding out of
their speakers immediately.
Paulette Weiss

The Best of Me: David Foster
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFCD
810.

Grammy award -winning producer/
composer/arranger David Foster was
little known to the general public until
this year's televised award ceremonies. He's one of those faceless artists
whose songs have become famous
from the lips of highly visible performAUDIO/JULY 1985

_
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ers, including Al Jarreau, Chicago and
the once -ubiquitous Boz Scaggs.
This little compendium of Foster's
own arrangements of his best work is a
dreamy, romantic 41 + minutes of sophisticated, easy -listening music. Foster plays nearly all of the instruments
on this mostly instrumental album, with
the support of splendid synthesizer
work which creates the illusion of
massed violins, horns, and further lush

orchestration. Synth programmers
Steve Porcaro and Amin Bhatia, and
Fairlight computer wiz Nick Camas,
deserve to stand up and take a bow.
The souna is first-rate. This is another Mobile Fidelity digitalized Original
Master Recording, which means the

original analog master tape was
cleaned up and then digitally encoded
for the CD format. Texture, presence,
and dynamic range are all excellent,
although this recording does lack that
exquisite, crystalline quality present on
many lushly orchestrated productions
which have been digitally encoded at
the outset.
As for the music, these are simple
but beautiful melodies which manage
to create an aura of romantic intimacy
despite their potentially overwhelming
synth -orchestral presentation. This is
dinner -by -candlelight music, swooning -into -each -other's -arms music. And
if you can't afford to hire your own
string quartet to accompany a romantic interlude the way Gary Cooper did
for Audrey Hepburn in the movie Love
in the Afternoon, this vibrant, sweet CD
Paulette Weiss
will do very nicely.
85
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SPEAKER STANDS

Plateau
speaker stands
provide an easy and inexpensive way to
dramatically improve the
performance of your
audio system. Designed
to acoustically decouple
and position the speaker,
Plateau provides
tighter bass,
more focused
midrange and
and precise
stereo
imaging.

Contact your
local audio retailer and
ask for Plateau by name.
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

PRESERVATION HAUL
note, are out of
r.

history-and into the

digital domain.
The updating procedure here is simple. The original three -track, 30-ips
tapes are played on a new, solid-state

analog machine with brand-new
heads. A part of the ultimate quality is
in the tapes; as much more is in the
reproduction. So the result is a very
positive improvement; this time there is
no compression, minimum tonal adjustments (if any), and the middle
channel is reduced for a more modern
stereo. Then, for LPs, the most carefully done cuttings are rushed to plating
within an hour, to avoid that bete noire
of piano recording, groove echo.
(Print -through could be minimal due to
precautions in the 30-ips tape-recording process.) Yes, heard a few very
faint too -early beginnings, but only a
minimum. Good job.
The outcome of all this is a newly
splendid set of recordings, the sharp,
vital piano transients undoubtedly improved by the better reading of the

ftea
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original signal. And these better
The Chopin Collection, Mazurkas. ings banged and whammed. Too loud!
Too flamboyant! Now
have come
Artur Rubinstein, piano.
around
the
whole
way-it
was
my fault
RCA ARL3 5171, three -record set,
as well as that of my equipment. i did
digitally remastered, $29.98.
not perceive the subtleties of Rubin What a splendid reconstituting of stein's extraordinary playing, and did
past recordings that must be brought not like the blastings and buzzings of
up to date whenever possible, just as his piano on my early phono gear In
we reissue new editions of Shake- his last years, to the age of 90, the
speare to modernize the basic mes- pianist was gentler and more thoughtsage! It seems to me, in spite of the ful in his playing, but a better performfamiliar, tricolor digital logo, that the er than he had ever been.
importance of the digital element here
This volume of reissued Rubinstein
is more for the future than for present was made in early stereo at the end of
sales markets. The updating is, as al- 1965, on 30-ips tape with three chanways, ingenious and to the point; the nels, the prevailing method at the time.
product is merely copied onto a digital It therefore documents the final years
recorder instead of an analog ma- of the powerhouse Rubinstein, still
chine, thereby pinning down the state - youthful regardless of actual age. But
of -the -RCA -art sonics in a form that wnat can now musically hear is the
can exist and be copied without further extraordinary legacy of 19th -century
additions or losses. Excellent idea. piano style that is still alive in these
And useful, one hopes, far into the fu- performances-as few of today's piature, until the digital message itself col- nists can understand, let alone achieve
lapses-but then there will (hopefully) again. This is the way Chopin sounded
be more copies, intact and as good as a: the end of the last century, not far
the original. Thus we can achieve per- removed and by direct tradition from
manent masters, as nearly as human the composer, even if by then the muingenuity and sense for history can sic was louder and more public. Those
dictate.
marvelous irregularities, the elaborate
In earlier years, disliked Rubinstein hesitations (rubato), the minutely deas a powerhouse player whose record- tailed phrasings and shapings of every
I

I

I

I
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sounds are caught and trapped by the
receiving digital recorder for a new
permanence-further readings of the
originals probably would involve diminishing returns and perhaps even deterioration, but the digital signal is virtually immortal, if we copy it accurately
when needed.
Six sides of mazurkas, all moderately slow and moody in triple time, is a
lot, but Rubinstein makes those six
sides unfailingly interesting. There's
more and will be more-for instance,
the Nocturnes and Waltzes in ARC1
5018, also three LPs using the same
digital technique.
Les Echos de Bellefonds. French traditional hunting horns.
Erato ERA 9273 (RCA import), $10.98.
If you like startling sonics, you had
better jump for this one. A sound
of brass instruments such as you cannot imagine.
Every so often we hear some cute
little "hunting horn" bit in the middle of
a classic piece, more often than not
German or Austrian, supposedly used
by the ancient folk and/or aristocracy,
nicely adapted to symphonic use by
such as Haydn, Mozart, Brahms and
even Richard Strauss. Always, they are

AUDIO/JULY 1985
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played on modern French horns, complete with the elaborate valve system
that allows any old tone to be played in
precise, tempered pitch. All the more
astonishing to hear what a real hunting
horn sounds like, and the strange, obviously traditional ways in which it is
played.
The French take ritual hunting even
more seriously than the British with
their hounds and red coats. In France,
of course, they use a different color
coat-I've seen them in blue on their
horses, with helmets that look WW II
vintage, dashing through the French
woods in frantic groups and alone,
trailed by quantities of hounds-just as
in England, only more so. My hunters
had a master of the hounds and one
little trumpet, used to call everyone together. But there are grander and
more ancient traditions in this rcyal
sport, with real horns that spiral around
the body above the horse; they have
huge, double metal circles and a bell
as big as any in the symphony orchestra-and no valves. It's done with :he
lips, and the breath, if you have any.
As you might guess, there are now
contests for hunting -horn blowing in
the ancient manner. Every one of the
11 Herculean players on this disc has
been Champion of France one or more
times.
So you put on the record. Out comes
a blast like a dozen diesel locomot ve
horns all at once. Wow! Raucous, out
of tune, strangled and blatty, a raw,
wonderfully harsh sound that reminds
me of the bellow of an agonized bull, a
high, shattering squeal, or-I search
for some equivalent sound-the wild
screech and yelp of auto tires just bemean.
fore a crash. You see what
Sonic power in all its nonelectronic
I

MODEL 2121

240 WATTS

OMS
STEREO

Designs for the demanding listener ..

LINEAR'°"
CAR AUDIO

MADE IN USA

DeWitt Center 11545 D Avenue
Auburn, CA 95503 (916) 823-7891
In Canada call (416) 828-1210

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

Try. Audio's C!aS.sifieds..
The marketplace for HL Fi gearí
SONEX looks

as good as it
sounds.

SONEX traps sound four times
better than rich, thick carpeting, so
just a few squares can tune your
room like recording engineers tune
their studios. It's easy to hang,
and it looks good. Write for our
color brochure, or try a box
today. Four 24" squares per box.

Ave. No., Minneapolis,

MN

55412.

>
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AMPLIFIER

The MODEL 2121 is the first car audio product to use a PHASE
COHERENT ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER making it the most
flexible and sophisticated bi-amplificalion, expandable to a
tri-amp system.
Linear Power engineers developed a Phase and Amplitude
Compliment Circuit, (PAC) that looks at and compares output signal to input and adds the inverse to make them identical which
eliminates phase distortion. The MODEL 2121 contains a 60 watt
RMS per channel stereo amplifier to power the main speaker
system and, a 120 watt RMS mono subwoofer amplifier with a
PHASE COHERENT CROSSOVER that is infinitely adjustable
between 45Hz and 200Hz.

Send $39.95 plus $3 shipping/
handling to: 3800 Washington
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The Viennese atmosphere
is the best thing about the
"Bourgeois Gentilhomme";
the sugary sound is the
worst thing about it.

majesty. When a group of these incredible sound -makers begin together,
their impact is overpowering.
As you play on, you begin to realize
that these uncouth sounds are ritual,
carefully and exactly produced. The
first notes are forced out, raucously
toneless until they settle down. The

tones stop with a curious yelp or hicthought these were dogs, but
no. And in between, there is a vibrato
so extreme that for a moment thougnt
the French tape recorder must have
had an oval drive wheel. This sounds
like a preposterous saxophone, not
any horn you have ever heard!

cup-I

I

YOU'VE ALREADY HEARD
THE GENESIS 44
If you are familiar with the sound of live music, then you have a good idea
what the Genesis 44 sounds like. Julian Hirsch in the December '84 Stereo
Review reported, "The Genesis 44's created an unmistakable feeling of
depth...that was simply lacking in the sound of other speakers..."
"Whatever the reason(s). we could listen indefinitely without being
reminded that we were listening to loudspeakers." Drive units, engineered
by Genesis and found in no other speaker in the world give the 44 performance without compromise. Frequency response extends smoothly and
clearly from 23 kHz down to 25 Hz, even at 250 Watt
power levels. Correct time and phase response are
an integral part of the design. The 44 delivers the
definition, inner
detail and imag-

The "music" here is all fanfare, dozens of little pieces all sounding very
much alike. There are two levels of

sound, moderate and loud; each
phrase ends with a fade down to nothing, followed by a ritualistic silenceas though awaiting an answer from
some other group miles away. (That's
undoubtedly the practical origin.) It is
indeed very formal, rigidly traditional in
the best French manner.
The last word is in the tuning. It is
"natural," the raw overtone series, and
no attempt is made to adjust to sensitive modern tastes. Almost everything
is grossly, blatantly out of tune-actually very much in tune according to
nature. Particularly the 11th overtone,
just halfway between two notes of the
normal modern scale, but also the
thirds and sixths. All in all, the weirdest
sound you'll ever hear.

/

ing previously

111

expected only
from the world's
most expensive
systems.

Eduardo Mata
Y

Richard Strauss: Bourgeois Gentilhomme Suite, Op. 60; Dag Wirén:
Serenade for Strings, Op. 111. The
National Arts Centre Orchestra of Canada, Eduardo Mata.
RCA HRC1 5362, digital, $12.98.

Like all Genesis speakers,

each 44

is

covered by a Full Lifetime Warranty.

GENESIS
physics
corporation

individually tuned and tested, and

225 heritage avenue
porfsmouth, n. h. 03801

telephone 603-431-5530

Richard Strauss lived on endlessly,
beyond his time. His vast, often bombastic early works (some were used in
the film 2001: A Space Odyssey) and
his contemplative, very late pieces
(roughly after 1930) are beyond controversy you either hate the one or
the other. The in-between music, a
quarter-century of it, is exasperating,
an outrageous mixture of good and
bad, sublimity and banality, and few
listeners ever agree as to which is
which.

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card
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The music of C. P. E. Bach
and J. G. Meuthel may be
introspective and highly
ornamented, but it is not
unintelligible.

That's where this mostly genial and
often sugary music fits in, from 1912 to
1916. It comes from the opera after
Der Rosenkavalier. "Bourgeois gentilhomme" combines, in an unlikely way,
the Moliere comedy of manners (the
nouveau -riche anti-hero trying to be a
gentleman) with the ancient Greek legend of Ariadne (who was ditched by
her lover, Theseus, on the island of
Naxos). The mixture didn't jell and this
suite was detached, with new music
added, economically, to fill it out as a
concert piece.
The somewhat Viennese atmosphere (not French in the slightest!) is
the best part of it. The sugary sound is
the worst, unless you know the French
music which Strauss benignly thinks
he is imitating, in the fashion of old Fritz
Kreisler, who palmed off "ancient" music by various composers that he composed himself. In the middle of this
grossly un -French mix you will hear
unlikely quotes from-guess who?
Somehow, when Strauss quotes himself (bits of "Don Juan," "Till Eulenspiegel," and "Don Quixote") he is infuriating-unless, of course, you are
charmed.
The very sympathetic playing by this
Canadian orchestra is recorded in digital by the same RCA team that has
done such a good job on the recent
RCA Prokofiev releases.
And the Dag Wirén? An amiable
"Serenade for Strings" as a filler.

Keyboard Music in the Empfind-

samer Style.

Music of C. P. E. Bach
and J. G. Meuthel. Preethi de Silva,
harpsichord and fortepiano.
Titanic Ti-123, $10.
As long as Titanic and other small
labels can turn out LPs with a quality in
some ways superior to those of the
biggest outfits, think we should take
notice on purely audio terms, even
though the musical contents may be
exotic, as here (though by no means
unlistenable).
Played directly after several big -label, digital LPs, for instance, this record was noticeably quieter and better
behaved in the vinyl. No thumps, no
low rumble, no revolving noise. Not a
I

4

Preethi de Silva

single tick on a whole LP side. Nothing
more than a very low and absolutely
rhythmless continuum of pinkish noise
(less harsh and hissy than white),
scarcely noticeable at all until it stops.
That's an A+ for the LP surface. The
harpsichord on side one, and the fortepiano on side two, are very cleanly
recorded, if rather closely.
This present small -label quality (it
didn't used to be that way) is an artifact
of present economics and production.
Many hands, many responsibilities,
make quality -control difficult, whereas
few hands and direct involvement
make for optimum product. The clincher, of course, is the wide availability of
absolutely first-rate audio equipment
and, indeed, the entire record -producing array, at a cost which a small label
can afford. There are always people
who will take advantage of the bestwhen it is there.
The music is in a special, very personal manner that was briefly important in the period just between big Baroque-Bach, Vivaldi, et al.-and the
times of Mozart. It is introspective,
elaborately ornamented, but not unintelligible. The Meuthel "Variations," two
sets for fortepiano, are not unlike the
earlier J. S. Bach "Goldberg Variations," on a much smaller scale. By the
way, C. P. E. (Carl Philipp Emanuel)
Bach is the middle Bach son. He lived
through all but three years of Mozart's
own short life.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$1.40 per word, MINIMUM charge
PER AD, PER INSERTION $33. All centered or
spaced lines $11,
BUSINESS ADS -95c per word, MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER INSERTION $17. All centered
or spaced lines at $9.
NON

EXCEPTIONAL
loudspeakers from

Eu i )j ION ic Au )1O
E

RR1 Box

266 New Egypt, NJ. 08533 201.929-2613

Audiophile's Corner
A Phono Cartridge is Like a

ELITE ELECTRONICS
20149-A Stcscns Creek Blvd. Cupenino, CA 996-2400

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold lace type al no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $1.65
extra per word. One point ruled box is $12.
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:

AUDIO/CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925
ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date- the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
11

Violin

No two sound exactly alike. We recommend the
Alpha I moving coil cartridge by Monster Cable for its
purity in sound and consistancy in manufacturing.
What it extracts from the record grooves is nothing short
of phenomenal Audition it at:
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NATIONAL

NATIONAL

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens. Talisman,

AUDIO DOCTOR NEEDS YOUR USED EQUIPMENT.
Best trades offered on Acoustat. AR, Berning, B&K,
Classe. Clements, Discrete Technology. Duntech, Futterman, Goetz, Haller. JSE, Kindel, Magnavox CD, Michell,
Lazarus. MFA, Moscode, Mordaunt-Short. McLaren, Mapleknoll, M&K. MCM Systems, Micro-Setki. PS, Quicksilver, Rauna, Revox, Robertson, Snell, Sofa. Spendor, Spica. Stax. Symdex, Superphon, Tannoy, VPI, Watkins, all
tonearms. accessories, cartridges, and more. Newsletters.
Visa -MC -COD. AUDIO DOCTOR, 220 Willow. Box 390.
Buffalo. Missoun 65622. 417-345-7245 anytime.

I

Audtre, Haller, Klipsch, Adcom, Quad, SAE, compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

ALCHEMIST 8 TALISMAN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
IN STOCK! ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 VISA
MC,COD WELCOME' CALL US LAST! HCM AUDIO,
1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO. CA 95926 1-916-345-1341

-3

times less 5%, 6 times
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
for
a
three -time frequency
Ads
line ads only.
submitted
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at $6
extra for handling and postage.
GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name. Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, In the
event of a rate increase.

1

1
1

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
$275
col x 1 inch
$435
col x 2 inches
$622
col x 3 inches

2 cols. X

1

inch

2 cols. x 2 inches

$495
$836

One column width is 2W. Two columns wide is 414".
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12. 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velos) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:
Laura J. Lo Vecchio
AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, contact
Laura directly al (212) 719-6338.
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IF YOU ARE OBSESSIVE

ABOUT DIGITAL AUDIO,
WELCOME TO THE CLUB.
It's the Sony Digital Audio Club.
The world's first club dedicated to

ucts from Sony-the leader in digital audio.

To become a member, simply
creating awareness and understandthe coupon below, along with a
mail
the
remarkable
ing of
check or money order
technology besl
for $15* to Sony Digital
hind compact
Audio Club, Post
disc players-from
Office Box 161,
the company that's
Massamost qualified to
,1111°C11
chusetts 01852.5*
provide it.
And join the thouThis year, to
sands of people who
-4
welcome you to the
are already well on their
club, you'll receive
way to satisfying their
special promotions
obsessions.
on compact discs; discounts on digital accessories; the club's quarterly newsletter, THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.'

i

s

I

'

-Lowell,
,

°

SONY

"The Sony Pulse"; The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology (with
over 300 pages of facts and details);
a 30" x 40" digital audio poster; a
digitally -recorded compact disc;
and extensive information about
the latest advances in digital prod' $3.00 additional

Name

Address
Ci-y
Zip

State

for postage and handling outside the U

AM-7/85
S

'*Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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A BRAND NEW
WONDER CAP!!

APPALLING?
ISN'T IT?
esoteric audio products look

EXTRAORDINARY

PRODVSnix

SOTA
Tonearm.
Triplanar
Oracle &
Klyne. O
Tiptoes.
Preamplifier.
Power Supplies,MacMod
Box.
Regulated
Termination
ables,
Tonearm
& IntercoMCMod
Tonearm

Crossover,

MacMod
Subwoofer

EXCEPTIONAL
MODIFICATIONS
Ittok. Mission,
405 amplifies.
QUAD

Technics EPA -100
SME &
Spatial
Belles &

toneatms,

LS3/5A
Bedini,
Studio le&
QUAD 63. Rogers
speakers

The

a

Request
542
Mod Squad,

Leucadia.

catalog from 101.
Coast Highway

complete

CA 92024
(619) 436-7666

TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. It's bigger,
better-and it costs LESS! How much better does it
really sound, compared to our old Wonder Cap? Excited
users have said: SPECTACULAR! UNBELIEVABLE!
What will you say when you hear the NEW IAR Wonder
Caps" in your own electronics and speakers? Write for
FREE application notes and order forms.
IAR/TRT
VISTA, CA 92083
A

it's far

ANNOUNCING!!! DYNA MODS BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS!!! No longer must the Dyna owner accept "second
best" sonics. Wonder why reviewers compare Musical
Concepts mods against the best? We compare to the best,
that's why! In fact, our modified Dyna PAT -4 and PAT -5 will
outperform some of our excellent Haller mods. The MC -1
preamp circuit is available for the PAT-4, PAT -5 and Hailer
DH -101. Other products include high current toroid transformers for all Haller amps, high capacitance replacement
capacitors for all Hailer amps, plus a new generation of
Hailer amp mods that must be heard to be believed! Call or
write for brochure. Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth Plaza,
Florissant. MO 63031, 314.831-1822

How many
and feel as if
they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair!
There are many high -end audio components built by
small yet solid professional companies which not only express the utmost in musicality but also reflect the high level
of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. At
Sound By Singer we select and blend only such components into systems designed to extract the most music from
your audio dollars.

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AKROYD APOGEE AUDIO QUEST AUDIO NOTE AUDIO INTERFACE
AUDIO
VOIS
BERNING
B&K
BEVERIDGE
COUNTERPOINT CWD DYNAVECTOR FUSELIER GRACE
GRADO KISEIKI KLOSS KOETSU KRELL LINN
SONDEK LIVEWIRE MC LAREN MONSTER CABLE
NAIM AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
NOVAK
NYAL
(MOSCODE)
PRECISION FIDELITY
PROAC
PROTON RANDALL RESEARCH RAUNA REGA ROBERTSON
SNELL ACOUSTICS
STAX
SYMDEX
SYRINX
TALISMAN

SOUND BY SINGER
33RD STREET
165 E.
New York, NY 10016

(212)683-0925
BEST TRADES OFFERED. Conrad -Johnson. BEL, Nova,
VPI. ProAc, Souther, Zeta, VSP Labs, Belles. Alpha 1&2,
MCM, Tip Toes and more. New and Used. Presto Audio,
3125 Williamsburg Dr., San Jose, CA 95117. (408) 3740292. Write for special.

YON

uvaIra« l-jotuLvon

-

Continuing a tradition of excellence, the
conrad-johnson PV5 preamplifier embodies the current state of art and technology in audio circuit design. In concert with its companion amplifier, the
MV75, it is capable of breathtaking reproduction of live musical experiences.

Information on our broad range of vacuum tube components is available on
request.

conrad-johnson design, inc.
1474 Pathfinder La., McLean, VA 22101
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WE SHIP ANYWHERE

ATTENTION DYNA, HAFLER, CROWN OWNERS
Frank Van Alstine and Associates engineer complete
new Transcendence power mos-let amplifier and precision fet preamp designs to interface with your existing chassis. Original circuits, and their problems, are
discarded. Obtain superior performance without buying expensive new hardware. Learn why "underground" magazines claim our rebuilt Dyna 150 is a
best buy, our MOS-FET 120B sounds like 150 watts,
our FM -5 circuits sound best, and our preamps play
music. Call or write for free catalogue and sample
Audio Basics monthly newsletter. We ship worldwide.
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 (612) 890-3517.
AUDIO CLASSICS INVITES YOU TO EXPERIENCE THE
MUSICAL DIFFERENCE. Dealer for: Goldmund, Berning,
Merrill, Pink Triangle, Souther, Koetsu, Quicksilver, JSE
Infinite Slope, MCM, Classi Audio, Accuphase, Alphason,
Swiss Physics, Odyssey, MFA, GSI, MIT, Precision Fidelity, Jadis, Shinon, Plasmatronics, Triplanar, NYAL MOSCODE, Tiptoes, Onyx Audio, Elite Rock, Straight Wire,
Futterman OTL, Wingate, Kindel, Kinergehcs, Lead Balloon, RAM. Fosgate, Fidelity Research, Promethean, Sondex, Peterson, Distech, Well Tempered Lab, Lazarus, and
more. Ask for our list of used and demo equipment. AUDIO
CLASSICS INC., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, (405) 8423033.

AUDIOPHILES OF VERMONT!
Take advantage! GRAND OPENING high end specials.
Southern Vermont's first store for music lovers is proud to
offer: Oracle. Spica, Wharfedale, Creek, CJ Walker, Grado
Signature, Soundcraftsmen, Monster Cable, Akai CD,
Sherwood 2660, Tiptoes and much more. Mention this ad
for additional savings. Free insured shipping throughout
the continental US. Scientific Stereo has two locations:
Brooks House Mall, Main St., Brattleboro, Vermont, 802257-5855 and 11 Garage Rd, Sunderland, Massachusetts,
413-665-3980.
CAUTION, YAMAHA BUYERS! Some dealers are offering
Yamaha products for sale that are not designed for use or
sale in the U.S.A. These units may not carry the UL
approval for safety nor are they designed for usage on 110
Volt U.S. current. YAMAHA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA. CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR

THESE UNITS MEETING U.S. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR WARRANTY SERVICING. For the name and location of your
nearest authorized Yamaha dealer, call 1.800-854-3264.
Or write Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box
6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES: LINN, NAIM,
REGA, THORENS, AR. HAFLER, CREEK, ROTEL, CONRAD-JOHNSON, WHARFEDALE. CELESTION, STAX,
SPENDOR. AKROYD, B&W, PRECISION FIDELITY &
MORE. PRE -PAID SHIPPING (818) 571-1299 (PAC.
TIME.)
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AUDIO ONE
proudly announces appointment as the world's first
dealer for the most significant advancement of
transducer technology in many years, the

NONSPEAKER

TM

unique and stunningly attractive component, that in
the parameters of frequency response,
cohesiveness, timbre musicality, clarity, openness
and dynamic range typically and by considerable
margin, outperforms existing speaker systems
costing two and even three times ns price! This is a
seemingly outlandish claim -however. after
auditioning NONSPEAKERS you'll find it difficult to
listen and enjoy almost ANY existing speaker system
... regardless of price!
a

NONSPEAKERS are wired totally with Randell
Research teflon cable. have edge of the art
crossover and capacitor technology. trick cabinetry
and unique proprietary driver systems that are digital
ready. Several configurations of NONSPEAKERS are
available with prices ranging from 5499 to $3999 the
pair. Under no circumstances should you consider a
speaker purchase until you have had an audition of
NONSPEAKERS. Phone us for details.

AUDIO ONE

on Sunset Boulevard in West Hollywood

213 855-0500

AUDIOPHILE START
UP SYSTEM

Quality Tapes
THIS MONTH'S SUPER SPECIALS

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC.
For ten years, we have been serving the audio cognoscenti, from our pastoral setting here in Oxford. Ohio, w th

excellent services, superb products and succinct. expert
advice. We reach customers not only in Ohio, Kentucky
and Indiana but throughout the United States, Puerto Rico
and in countries all over the world. OAC specializes in
accurate high quality audio components. Our product lines
include AKG. Audionics, Dennesen, Haller, Janis. Linn.
Nairn, Spendor, Vandersteen and Walker. Demonstrations
are given by appointment in our single speaker demonstration room. Most orders are shipped by the next business
day. We pay for shipping and insurance on orders shipped
to the fifty states. Puerto Rico and APO,FPO. Our extensive export facility ships worldwide. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC.. Box 145. Oxford. OH 45056-0145.
513-523.3333. TLX427791.
UHER, Sennheiser. Sony, AKG, (Shure), E'ectro-Voice,
Audio-Technica. Beyer-Dynamic, etc. Portable Recorders,
Microphones, Mixers Carpenter (GHP), P.O. Box 1321,
Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821
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415

x1 ITS 90

1.49
1.09
.99
110-01 D'MAC 12.49

Mx -560
MA 90
MA -º90

3.85

SA %I

5A60
AD 90
AO60
D90

060

.

4 19

5.75

Cx 35906 7

in 449

.

song
UCx-S 90

1.89

MF-590

1.79

1.05

90
MF 60

MS

2.99

CRC

90044

B

1

FR METAl 90

329

RAI Care Sys
1602 Refill

32.49
9.49

999

FR

3.39

1.49

890

VIDEO TAPIR

ors
01510n

FUJI

.95

?WIC reeiro reNin Cassell?
CDC 90

1449

t9R. MAXILL.30NY

Tape Care Set 9.49
12.49
O'MAC

T120'1.750Mc BBB

DISCSET

1.120:1-750

4.96

CALL VOW: 718-434-3417 OR ORDER BY MAIL
Snipping cost Is only $4.50 for any order In USA
COD costs $2.00 more. NO extra Charge for VISA MC.

QUALITY TAPES
864 East 7th Street, Dept. A7, Brooklyn, NY 11230

TO
THE PEOPLE TO LISTEN
plus the names
knowledge, individual attention
you want most in audio/video.

ACOUSTATACOUSTIC ELECTRONICSAUDIO RESEARCHB80DENON
Boston AcousticsADSCOUNTERPOINTCARVERDUNTECHHAFLER
Discrete TechnologyKYOCERAJENSEN VIDEOPS AUDIOAlphason
KoetsuDahlqulstGRADOLINN SONDEKPROACSONOGRAPHE
REGA SlgnetTHIELNaim KoetsuGrace

AUTHORIZED DEALER

wÁ

AUDIO/VIDEO
201/744-0600
upper montctatr,n.t

($800)

Integrated Amplifier:

Dual 505 MK
Naim Nait

Speakers

Wharfedale Diamonds

Turntable'

II

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

One of the World's Finest Moving Coil
Cartridges, just Happens to be
a Monster.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR ACOUSTAT,
DAHLOUIST, NAD, HAFLER, DENON. dbx, 3D, PROTON.
TANDBERG, BELLES. ORACLE. AUK. GRADO, NITTY
GRITTY. AUDIOOUEST. DUNTEC. MONSTER. CWD,
B&W, DCM. THORENS, VSP, STAX. SOTA, GRACE,

ASTATIC. PROAC, DYNAVECTOR, TALISMAN. THE
SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN ST.. MARINETTE, WI
54143. (715) 735-9002.
QUALITY COMPONENTS AT MODEST
PRICES
We stock all of the following components: DH -100K 5175.
DH -100A $225, DH -110K $360, DH -110A $440. DH-120K
$260, DH-120A $320, DH-160K 5275. DH -160A $375, DH220K $400, DH-220KE $410, DH -220A $500, DH -220ÁE
$510. DH-330K $385, DH-330A $460. DH-500K $675. DH500KE $695, DH -500A $850. DH-500AE $870. Accessories too! Three year warranty on assembled units. FREE
SHIPPING to all fifty states, PR and APOiFPO. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and MasterCard honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. INC., Box 145. Oxford,
OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333. TLX427791.
HAFLER

MUSICAL IMAGES OF KENTUCKY
Rotel, Sumo, PS Audio. McLaren, NYAL Moscode, Quicksilver, Crown, Berning, Magus, Lazarus. AR -Connoisseur,
Mordaunt Short. MCM. Goetz, Micro-Se,ki, AR, MAS, Ma-

plenoll. Rock. Audioquest, SAEC, Alphason, Grado,
Shinn, Alpha. VGL. Koetsu, Discrete Technology, Music
Link, others. Newsletter. 11027 Buckeye Trace, Goshen,
KY. 40026 (502) 228-3200.
NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPPLIES. BEST PRICES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. ORDER
TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465. FOR OTHER INFORMATION CALL 1.916.345-1341. HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE. CHICO, CA 95926
ORDER SUMIKO PRODUCTS TOLL FREE 1-800-2223465. GRACE TONEARMS, CARTRIDGES. REPLACEMENT STYLI. PREMIER TONEARMS. DENNESEN

SOUNDTRACKTOR. TWEEK. LOWEST PRICES. VISA
MC,COD WELCOME! HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 1-916.345-1341
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introducing the New
Alpha

2" moving coil

cartridge from Monster
Cable®
We borrowed a little knowledge about electromagnetic
field behavior from our cable
designs and combined it with
the incredible tracking, ultra low
distortion "Micro Ridge" stylus. Then we attatched it to an
exremely hard, rigid, yet very
quick, hollow -tube sapphire cantilever. Finall% we tuned the
suspension and samarium cobalt
magnetic assembly with sophisticated new measuring techniques and countless hours of
late night listening.
Two has been awarded lntenuiiowd
The
Auld kenewS esteemed Class la rating, the
11ppheM

,my cartridge to have ever received that hone.

P
It worked.
the Alpha
Two is a cartransducer
tridge
that surpasses our greatest expectations, reproducing
recordings like no other cartridge has ever done before.

The world's "other" fine

Listening to your records
all over again.

cartridges at your Monster

ti

moving coil cartridge.
Its little brother, the Alpha
One, has established itself as the
leader in a new generation of
moving coil designs. It employs
many of the same features as
the Alpha 2...at a more modest
cost. Audition both of these fine
Cable Alpha Dealer.

You'll he hearing things on

your favorite recordings that
you've never heard before. A
natural instrument presentation,
with extreme clarity and focus,
placed across a soundstage with
exacting precision... yet never
harsh, bright or fatiguing.
Atonsier Cate Products. In,.
101 Townsend. San Francisco. CA 9410!

415/77.1355

Tekx: 471584 AICSYUt

They'll turn your sound system into a Monster.

al
Ia01171

ea 2.

ili®
93

Listen...
/.
Before You Buy!

Time Delay
Reverberation

-

Compressor/ miters
Expanders
Spectrum Analyzers
Parametric E4

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

SOUTHWEST

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

C.F. AUDIO has MICRO SEIKI turntables, SAEC tonearms
and cartridges, ENTRÉ and HIGHPHONIC cartridges and
accessories, ORSONIC, COUNTERPOINT, N.V. AUDIO
LABS (MOSCODE), CLEMENTS and MCM SYSTEMS
speakers, HITACHI LINEAR CRYSTAL speaker wire and
interconnect cables, also raw twin-axial interconnect cable.
LC tonearm cables and cartridgefieadshell wires. We Ship
Immediately. Visa, MC. C.F. AUDIO, 415 W. Imperial Hwy,
P.O. Box 2305, La Habra, CA 90631. Phones (213) 6910967 or (714) 871-5670.

1

Crossovers

Nolae Reduction

Don't have regrets about paying too much for a
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll
show you why we're Better! Our Factory Direct
sales allow us to produce a Superior product and
offer it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brochure.
Write to: LT Sound; Dept. A-3, P O Box 338

Conrad-bhnson

Nitty Gritty
Onkyo
PS Audio
RoAc
Randall Research
Reference Recordings
Robertson
Sheffield

Electrocompaniet

SOTA

Grace

Sonographe

Grado
Harman-Kardon
Kimber 'Cade

Souther
Spica
Sumiko Products
Talisman
Thief

Acoustat

Audible Illusions
Audio Source
Audioquest
'Belles
CJ Walker

In Georgia Call (404)493.1258

1-800-241-3005-Est.

DALLAS

AR

Stone Mountain, GA 300861

TOLL FREE:

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS

LAC

Wre

Magnepan

NATIONAL

MAS

Ttvesrold

Monster Cable

VPI

Omni Sound

*

ORDER TOLL FREEI 1-800-222-3465 ALCHEMIST
AR
AUDIOOUEST AMBER
B&W
DYNAVECTOR
GRACE
GRADO
H/K
HAFLER
LAST
LIVEWIRE
MONSTER
NITTY GRITTY
PREMIER
SHURE
SOTA
SAEC
SPICA
STAX
SUPERPHON
THORENS
TALISMAN
PLUS RECORD CARE, ACCESSORIES, CABLES, AND MUSICAL
CONCEPTS HAFLER MODIFICATION KITS. CALL FOR
LOWEST PRICES AND FRIENDLY ADVICE. FREE CATALOG. VISA/MC/COD WELCOME. HCM AUDIO. 1600BB
MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 FOR ORDERS ONLY
CALL 1-800-222-3465, FOR ALL OTHER INFORMATION
CALL 1-916-345-1341

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

4833 Keller Springs Rd.
Dallas, Texas 75248

*
*

(214) 931-6664

*

*

WEST
SANTA ROSA, CALIF. THE BEST IN AUDIO AND VIDEO. Professional staff. Mission, Denon, ADS, H -K, Proton,
Sony, NEC, and lots more. Video Experience, 458 B St.,

Luxman

Harmon Kardon
Tandberg
Boston Acoustics '

Audio Control
Sherwood
Hitachi
ADS
AIWA
Devon
Revox

Grace

Onkyo
Ortofon
Haller

M&K

Thorens

&

F et It
reei

8&O
SME

Many More

We Deliver FREE
Anywhere In the
Continental USA!

the SOU NID_ AppróacI
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Charge it...Call 516-499-7680

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey

TURNTABLES: Goldmund, Merrill, Heybrook, VPI,
Systemdek, Harman Kardon
TONEARMS: Eminent Technology, Goldmund Lurné,
Grado, Souther, The Well Tempered Arm
CARTRIDGES: Alpha, AudioQuest, Decca vdHul,
Garrott Decca, Grado, Promethean
(stylus retipping service for all cartridges)
ELECTRONICS: (tube) Jadis, Melos, MFA Systems,
Audible Illusions, Quicksilver
(SOLID STATE) Electrocompaniet, Leach, FM
Acoustics, Magnum, Nova. PS Audio
SPEAKERS: Fuselier, Kindel, Princeton Acoustics,
Rauna, Spendor, Spica, Vandersteen
ACCESSORIES: Goldmund, LiveWire, Last, Kimber,
Kinergetics, Peterson, Sims Vibration Dyn., Sones,
Tiptoes, Torumat, Tweek, VPI
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale: occasional
close-outs, some used equipment and display pieces.
Single speaker demonstration; record cleaning; audiophile discs. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri 12 to 7, Thurs 129, Sat 11-6. Please, call for an appointment!

Santa Rosa, CA 95401. (707) 542-6610.

HAL'S STEREO

MOSCODE

& VIDEO CENTER. Established 38
years. ADS, Boston Acoustics, Conrad Johnson, Perreaux,
Sota, Sumiko, Magnepan, Monster Cable, Morko«, KEF,
Denon, Nakamichi, Proton, Yamaha and Mitsubishi Video,
McIntosh. U.S. Rt. 1 8 Texas Ave., Trenton. N.J. 08648
(609) 883-6338

ITTM

-

-.....,.
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.1.

u

r

-
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1,1~1
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Outboard Power
Transformer
IT IS A HIGH GAIN MOSCODE TUBE PHONO PREAMP that plugs Into the AUX jmput of your transistor preamp or transistor receiver. IT replaces the transistor phono
stage of your unit. You can plug a moving coil cartridge directly into IT because it has
enough gain so that you don't need a moving coil step up device. Have you wondered
what the sound of those expensive tube preamps are like?-especially our $4000
NCP-II HIGH GAIN CASCODE. Have you ever experienced the liquidity and NATURAL
HARMONICS that are only possible with tube circuitry? Are you not yet prepared to go
into massive consumer debt to find out if in fact tubes are superior audio devices?
Tremble not. IT is the answer. Before you go out and buy a new piece of audio
gear, plug IT in and listen to the transformation that occurs in your entire sound
system. IT costs only $169. Why such an absurdly low price for a HIGH GAIN
MOSCODE TUBE PREAMP? Our intent is musically diabolical-we are sure that you
will run out and buy one of our MOSCODE TUBE AMPLIFIERS or who knows, you
might even sell your house to buy the JULIUS FUTTERMAN OTL© -1 AMPLIFIERS
which we consider a bargain at $12,000. Don't take our word-just listen to IT. IT will
make your musical soul very happy. For more information about our products and a
complete dealer listing send for our FREE 30 page brochure. NEW YORK AUDIO
LABORATORIES, 33 N. Riverside Ave., Croton -on -Hudson, N.Y. 10520, 914-271-5145.

(chassis not shown)
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FOREIGN
RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE from
England by low-cost weekly airfreight service to all major
US airports. We specialise in all top equipment and particularly loudspeakers by B & W, Celestion, Heybrook, Mission,
Quad, Rogers, Spendor, Tannoy etc. Write, telephone or
telex for quotation or visit us whilst you are in London.
(Please no Naim or Linn enquiries.) Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High
Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY, England. Telephone
(1) 942 9567. Telex 8814591. Mastercharge and Visa welcome.

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER WIRE

ASK YOUR DEALER
OR CALL FOR
DIRECT SALE
KIMBER KABLE
2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

FOREIGN

MIDWEST_

BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE U.K. Most
quality makes of equipment available at advantageous
prices. For price list and price quotes write to AUDIO T,
Dept B, PO Box 152, Enfield, Middx. EN2OPL, U.K., or call
(01) 366-5015.

NEW ENGLAND

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
Audio systems dedicated to the presentation o' the an1orm.

THE MUSIC.
ACCUPHASE
ARISTON
AUDIO INTER
ADCOM
FACE
BEVERIDGE BEARING
CLASSE' AUDIO*

COUNTERPOINT

DISTECH

DYNAVECTOR

ELECTROCOMPANJET ELECTRON KINETICS
ITC JSE
HAFLER
GRADO
GRACE

ZUve

ka

wIce

10-50Z sly

EAR

ENTEC

KISEKI

KIMBER KABLE
KLYNE
KOETSU
NEC
ORSONIC PRECISION FIDELITY PROFILE REGA
SPECTRUM
SIDEREAL AKUSTIC
SOUTHER
THORENS TRIAD YPI
SPICA STAX
SUPEX
VAN DEN HUL
VSP LABS
Auditions by appointment

NewUsed Demo Accessories
MC -VISA Write for Price list

LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION

7805

Grenfleld Street

i{,/

i
)

Shipping and er,Ort facilities

I

River Forest, Illinois 80305

312/771.4680

z

40 Mass. Ave. Lexington, MA 02173 (17)863-5221

A:MPS/PREAMPS
Vléstern MassCD U Components

e.c

5

ES
-a Staio-. 1,w
Sound., .,..
f..4 Music
. v, "SU
Y

S
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c

WAY

ACOUSTAT SERVO CHARGE AMPLIFIER REVISION
ALL VACUUM TUBE, Polypro Caps. MF RS Dual RegulaDynamic
tion. New Epoxy PCB, 8 More. Definitive
Precisely Imaged. 100 % Warranty. 51200 + Old Amps.
Also: COMPLETE VACUUM TUBE PREAMP REVISICNS-AR. CJ Marantz, etc. 5600. Write (Incl. Phone N):
Curcio, PO Box 10503, State College, PA 15805-0503.

MIDWEST

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (80O1 833-0071.

GOETZ SYSTEMS DENVER-Speaker systems and amplifiers. For the thrill of a performance that exceeds your
expectations. 303-422-1674.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER TWO PREAMP, mint with
warranty, sell 5895. Call 803-445-2762, eves. So. Carolina.

ELECTROCOMPANIET
Affordable and reliable amplification designed to reveal
every musical subtlety and the full range of dynamic impact
found on the best source material.
Call or write for more Information.

Electrocompanlet, Inc
Rt.

202, Box 127

Hollis, ME

04042

(207) 929-4553

PHONO
CARTRIDGES
a

From the $95 M-1 to the remarkable B-100 at $695.
AudioQuest cartridges are the ones to hear.

audioquest

412 N. Coast Hwy., #B-360, Laguna Beach, CA 92651
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good subwoofer can greatly enhance the
performance of virtually any audio system: first. by
extending frequency response into the first octave
(16-32Hz); second, by reducing intermodulation
and doppler distortion in the main speakers; and
third, by generating significantly less harmonic
distortion in the bass and subbass than is typical of
fullrange speakers (which often produce THD in the
tens of percent in that range.) A good subwoofer
does not require equalization, is reasonably
compact, efficient enough and of sufficiently low
mass and inertia to match even electrostatic and
ribbon main speakers, and should not be
prohibit vely expensive. In all these areas, the
VMPS Subwoofer excels.
This dual-driver (12" S. 15"1, slot -loaded 5.6ít3
system features 94dB/ 1W/ lm sensitivity. -3d8
points of 19Hz and 600Hz. THD of no more than
0.5°l0 (22Hz-600Hz, 1W drive), and high power
handling (250W rms, 20W min required). J Peter
Moncrieff, writing in IAR Hotline 31 about the
VMPS Widerange Ribbon-which utilizes two
VMPS Subwoofers for bass below 60Hzcomments: "A VMPS demonstration of the famous
Dafos drum whack left no doubt as to the most
powerful, well controlled deep bass we'd ever
heard." Fortunately, the best subwoofer is also the
most affordable ($250ea kit, $375ea assem in oak
or walnJt veneer).
Now you can combine one or two VMPS
Subwoofers with any of our 2 6 3 -way bookshelf
speakers (OSO 404, $114ea kit, $164ea assem;
OSO 606, $167ea kit,$239ea assem; 050 808,
$194ea kit, $315ea assem) to make an
outstandingly flexible, low-cost satellite/subwoofer system either with our new passive
crossover (100Hz, quasi -second -order, $30ea
kit, $40ea assem) or John Curl's Vendetta
Research electronic crossover ($449). Write
for brochures and test reports on all our speakers.
including our new, exclusive OSO Holosonic
image -enhancement system, or hear them at the
dealers listed below. Prices include free shipping in
USA; kits supplied with fully assembled cabinets.
A

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

audioquest

Distributed by

1

1016 Contra Costa Dr
Cerrito Ca 94530
(415) 526-7084

dig. (tone Audio,
El

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boston. Efficient Stereo.
Torrance Ca. The Long Ear. Big Bear Lake, Ca: Sounds Unique.
San Jose Ca. 'tone Audio. El Cerrito Ca. C & S Audio. Colorado
Springs Co, Stereotown. Brookings SD, Praise Audio. Powder
Springs, Geo. Missoula Trumpet Sales. Missoula ML Walker
Audio. San Angelo Tai Eclectic Audio. Livermore Ca. Arthur
Morgan kepl. Altamonte Springs Fl. Mountaineer Telephone.
Beckley W Va. Stereo Uni m ted. San Diego Ca.

(714) 497-1214
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AMPS/PREAMPS

AMPS/PREAMPS
ATTENTION DYNACO OWNERS: Musical Concepts
will soon bring our outstanding modification expertise
to several Dynaco models. Our first offering is the
outstanding MC -1 preamp circuit board, adapted to the
Dynaco PAT -4 and PAT -5. This is a dual mono
preamp on a single board with twin LIPS power supplies. Estimated pricing 5249/kit. 5329 installed. These
preamps will challenge the finest. Write for brochure.
Musical Concepts. 1060 Fifth Plaza. Florissant, MO
63031. 314-831-1822 (1-4pm CST). P.S. Can a Dyna

QUALITY AND VALUE

Amplifiers

Preamplifiers

Coming...the best

AMPS/PREAMPS

Tuners

CD Player

KINERGET1CS
INCORPORATED
6029 RESEDA BOULEVARD TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 345-2851

MK Ill compete with the best tube amps? Maybe so
stay tuned!

-

CASH for all types of USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
by BUY by PHONE. STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320
Old York Rd., Jenkintown, Pa 19046.

.tAudioModoll
Featuring State Of The Art Technology,
Combined With Truly Old -Fashioned Hospitality.
electronics
BELLES

BRYSTON

DENON

KLYNE

LUXMAN

S.A.E.

ALLISON

DESIGN ACOUSTICS

MARIAN

I.T.C.

THIEL

M 8 K

turntables, cartridges, tape decks
ACCUPHASE
DYNAVECTOR
REVOLVER

A

ADCOM

AUDIOOUEST
DENON
GRADO
KOETSU
ORACLE
SOTA
THORENS
SUMIKO
MERIDIAN CD

GRACE
SHINON

SURPRISE ! SURPRISE !
BRAND-NEW THIEL LOUDSPEAKER

Could this be the very special speaker that you have been
waiting for, the speaker that will bring into your home the
thrill, the sheer joy, of live music, over and over again?

INTRODUCING THE THIEL CS2
The CS2 is a no compromise, true state of the art loudspeaker. Yet, it is AFFORDABLE.
When auditioning a loudspeaker, some people locus primarily upon the speaker's FREQUENCY RANGE. Others
may focus upon its DYNAMIC RANGE. Still others search for
a speaker that offers superb CLARITY. Then there is the
question of the speaker's IMAGING capabilities, and finally,
for some people what matters most is TONAL BALANCE.
There are a great many loudspeakers available on the
market. A good number of them provide acceptable perf ormance, and may even excel In ONE or TWO areas. Only a very
few, very special loudspeakers achieve accurate reproduction of ALL musical characteristics. Those are the speakers,
the great ones, that make music truly come alive. Some
people claim that selecting a speaker is "A MATTER OF
TASTE." We disagree. The rock 'n roll listener may think that

clarity or dynamic range Is especially important. The symphonic music listener may think that tonal balance or imaging is especially important. People who speak of "taste"
haven't yet listened to a great speaker, a speaker that DOES
IT ALL.

The quality of the CS2 is immediately apparent, at first
look, at first touch. The cabinet, with its unique SCULPTURED baffle/grille frame assembly (one of Thiel's methods
of controlling diffraction) is exceptionally handsome.
(Meanwhile, rap the cabinet with your knuckles: It sounds
DEAD.) The quality and painstaking attention to detail of the
exterior hints at what lies inside: Die cast magnesium
baskets on all three drivers, and a unique PHASE COHERENT crossover network with polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors and air core inductors.
A great loudspeaker is not only a technological achievement, it is also a work of art. Though computer assistance
was used extensively in designing the C52, long term listening tests remained of paramount importance. Anyone can
listen, but only certain people will go on to say to themselves,
after thousands o1 hours of work, "I m ust make it still better."
Physicist James Thiel and cabinetmaker Tom Thiel work that
way, without compromise, reaching for perfection.
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH US TO AUDITION THECS2

CS

=

Coherent Source

=

A

Thiel Trademark

KLYNE SK -5 PREAMPLIFIER

PRE -PREAMPLIFIERS
AND POWER AMPLIFIERS can be updated and modified
during our annual summer-camp program. Send serial
number(s) for more information. DB SYSTEMS. Rindge,
New Hampshire, 03461. (603) 899-5121.

ELECTRON KINETIC EAGLE 7A AMPLIFIER. Mint. Best
offer. Late model. Phone AM's, (213) 550-3217.
HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
stock, the superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Ad corn. Audire. Dynavector, Fried, Klipsch, Mirage. PS. SAE,
Sota, Superphon, Talisman. Thorens, compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO. 593 King Street.
Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
AD
In

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI. TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD. DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.: P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000: WEST: (818) 840-0878.

NEW
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MONTAUK

YORK

11704

HIGHWAY, WEST

BABYLON

1516)

661-3355

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER. NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

TUNERS
ADCOM GET -2 AM/FM TUNER flawless condition in original carton $175. (212) 541-4737 W,E eves.

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER. CARVER. NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY, AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.
MARANTZ 10B TUNER, WALNUT CASE, original owner.
Mint condition. Koetsu Black cartridge. Evenings -718465-4717.

LOUDSPEAKERS
ACCURATE 8 AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiophiles, speaker kits for home, car, sub
woofer 8 pro. JBL. AUDAX, SEAS, HAFLER. polypropylene drivers 8 crossovers, 52.00 Gold Sound, Box 141A,
Englewood. CO 80151.
-

KRELL KSA-100 AMP,

year old -51900. Mark Levinson
ML -6A preamp-$4000. Michaelson r Austin M-100 tube
amps-$895rpa (S2000 retail). Bryston 3B amp -$575.
Bryston 4B amp -$895. PS -4 preamp 5375. Audio by
A.J. Conti. (603) 883-4504.
1

MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT -All types -tubes 8
transistor -electronics 8 speakers-bought -sold-traded. S.D.R. P.O. Box 176, Walton. NY 13856, 607-8657200.
MCINTOSH MC3500, TUBE, MONO, PAIR in absolutely
mint condition, factory certified and serviced. Marantz 9.
Send offers to Audio Magazine. Classified Box No. 485,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036.
PRECISION FIDELITY -The latest in tube hybrid technology. Model M-8 amplifier 51000., C-8 preamplifier $750.
Available at Landes Audio, Rt. 24, Chester Mall. Chester,
N.J. 07930. 201-879-6889.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. Wl<UY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway,between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505.1111 and (800) 833-0071.
ARE THE BEST LOUDSPEAKERS really available only
by marl? Send one dollar for our 60 page color catalog.
Acoustic Interlace, POB 6632. Santa Barbara, CA 93160.
ARE YOUR ADVENT WOOFERS FALLING APART? We
rebuild Advent woofers to like -new condition for $40 each
plus shipping. UNIVERSAL SOUND. 2253 Ringling Blvd.,
Sarasota, FL 33577 (813) 953-5363.
FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: LEGENDARY. AUDIO NEXUS
has them all. NJ, (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.
AD

.THE

UNSPEAKER
No artificial sweeteners,
artificial flavors or colorants added.
The First Minimum Periodicity
Loudspeaker System.
Minimum Periodicity is a new
measurement and design technique
from Dayton Wright Research.

If you are in the market for the best possible preamp, you
owe it to yourself to make an appointment with us to audition
the SK -5. We will write more about this remarkable preamp
in a future column...
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RECEIVERS

DB SYSTEMS PREAMPLIFIERS

loudspeakers
ENERGY

ROBERTSON: THE SOUND YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR. Astonishing amplifiers, peerless preamplifiers.
sweet sound. marvelous music. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201)
464-8238, (201) 730-2409.
AD

LCM

I

dr

DAYTON
WRIGHT

THE DAYTON WRIGHT GROUP LIMITED
97 NewKirk Road North, Richmond Hill, Ont. M4C 304 (416) 884-8586
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SOUND.
LEGENDARY
MOVING,moving
corner expanded facilities Our legends
around

LOUDSPEAKERS

go
to
the
Chestnut Hill Audio is
with us Accuphase. Acoustic Electronics. Amber, Apature Apogee. Audio Pro. Audioguest.
BBK. Berning. Cabasse. CWD Counterpoint. D3. Distech Duntech, Entec. Euphonic.
Fourier. Grace. Haller, ITC, Janis. Koetsu Kyocera, LAST, Linn Sondek. Live Wire, Logic.
Levinson. Meridian. Miyabi. Michell Mordaunt Short, MjsiC Reference. NAD Nitty Gritty.
NAIM, NYAL. Oracle. Origin. Pyramid. P S Audio, Quad. Rauna, ROB. Signet. Soey.
Souther. Spectral. Spendor, Symdex. Talisman TandDerg. Thorens, 3-D Acoustics VPt,
VSP Labs. Vandersteen. Zeta
149 North Third Street. Philadelphia, PA 19106 (215) 923-3035

Rich Acoustics
Model
Model
Model
Model

3B
5B
7B
9B

$320
$550
$800
$1,100

Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair

C11ES'I'NiJ'I' 1111.1. A[JI)1()LED.

Sites and Sounds
Audio/Video
395 New Brunswick Ave.
Fords, N.J. 08863

Phone (201) 738-0656
A&S OFFERS THE WIDEST SELECTION of European
and American speaker kits and raw drivers including Dye audio, Fried, Audax, Falcon -Acoustics,

SEAS, Peerless,

Morel, Focal, Dalesford Cambridge. Jordan, Philips,
Becker, Pyle, Scan-Steak, JVC. Featuring custom auto
speaker systems, Morel Intergras and the "Avery Dark to".
Free catalog. MS SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver. CO
80207. (303) 399-8609.
ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE
LOUDSPEAKERS Models 1 and 2 with a Lifetime
Transferrable Warranty are available from us. Inquire
about our 7-day-NO RISK auditioning program.
Sound Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol, Conn. 06010.
Est 1959, (203) 584-0131.

MELAREN AUDIO
The electronics you need to hear and see.

Distributed by

Ciudioquest
(714) 49.7.1214

412 N. Coast Hwy., #B-360, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

First fully
integrated SUB -WOOFER SYSTEM in North Americadispersion characteristics optimized for the domestic envionment. Present dealers fully protected. Inquiries welcomed. MERAK ACOUSTICS, 271 Amber Street, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R-3J7. 416-474-0966.

AUDIOPHILES:-Factory to you-Evolutionary

BRITISH LOUDSPEAKER-Imported by Terpsichore Imports, Rt. 24 Chester Mall, Chester. N.J. 07930 201-6744000. From Cambridge. England, a highly regarded small
speaker with an unusually boxless sound. A quality wood
finish with fine English craftsmanship, $250. pair. Seeking
Manufacturers reps.
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HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI. TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER. CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS.

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.

o
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Listening to music in your car (or atalome or even on your portable) will
never be the same. Each Original Master Recording High Fidelity Casette
is transferred direct from the recording artist's original master tape for
absolute sonic accuracy. Each is reproduced in "real-time" (not high !peed
duplicated) onto pure chromium dioxide tape and encased in our exclusive
state-of-the-art cassette shell. We guaranteethey are the most spectacular sounding pre-recorded cassettes you'.e ever heard.
YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS

BEST

a large selection to choose from, vi -h new releases
o
by
monthly, NEW THIS MONTH: "Sgt. Peper"
The Beatles!"Wheels of Fire" by Crearr! Mars H.tel"
by The Gratefu Dead/plus recent releases by
Linda Fonstadt Duran Duran, Huey Levis and malty more.

ALL

This is

PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.: P.O. BOX
24009. JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000: WEST: (818) 840-0878.
Improve every aspect of your sound system and software.
IMAGER.- LOUDSPEAKERS from Imaged Stereo. Bedini
amplifiers also! AUTHORIZED! Call Dennis. SOUND ADVICE, (816) 361-2713.
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DEALER-Speakers
ELECTRO -VOICE AUTHORIZED
and components for home, stage, studio and PA: for the
serious home listener. Interface 3 and CD35i. Altec-Lansing speakers and speaker components. Free price list/
flyer. Low prices. Rick Marder, (201) 561-8123.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Sota, Hafler, SAE, Audire. Thorens, Adcom, Dynavector,
compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593
King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-

'#

`,

DAYTON WRIGHT'S INCREDIBLE LCM-1 LOUDSPEAKER: World's finest minimonitor. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201)
AD
464-8238. (201) 730-2409.

FOCAL LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS FROM FRANCE
Featuring: Neoflex cones, Fiberglass domes, Flatwound
wire, Active or passive crossovers, Compound woofer systems. Extensive design parameters. Available in the US
from MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS 8982 Tablebluff, Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711, 608.7672673.

MASTER RETA h' DING'
FIDELITY CASSl

motatte rideuty

JIMMY

r

ASST

111
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bumad lab

narre of a store near you,
call toll -fie- 9.00-423-5'59.
For the

97
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LOUDSPEAKERS
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The Speaker Specialists

row.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
NORTHEAST
Call Evolution Technology
Mr own., dealer 41t3364422
Connecticut Al Franklin. Musical
World: Greenwich Hartford Audio
Den: New Haven Audb Design:
Fa geld Audlotronica: Norwalk Hi

Indlsna Classic Stereo:

Stereo House: Avon Newington
Robert's The Music People: Groton
New London
Maine Harbor Audio Video:

kansas Audio Electronics:

FI

canton

Mammahuselle Glass Sailboat:
Glu a re, Sound ill N Dartmouth
W.Sham Camera a Stereo:
Wa,tham IBdstoe)

New Hampshire Audio of New
England:Concord Laconia

Cuomo.: Salem North Star Electronic.: New London
New Jersey AC Audio a Video:
Raritan Atlantic Stereo: E Bruns'
w ok
Bryn Meter Stereo: Maple

South Bend

Buys: Greenwood Ind,ana-

Iowa Audio Emporium: Sioux Cry
Audio Lab.: Des Moines Audio
Odyssey: lava City Stereo Shop:
Cedar Rapids

Audio Shoppe: Saginaw
Court SL Listening Room: Saginaw
Puff.: Prioskey Sound North: Iron
Mounts r Sound Room: Grand

Hills

Rap
Lan

Portage
4

Stereo Shope.:

Tra.ese C it

Minnesota Audio King:

Brooklyn

Burr
i t a Mnnetoeka
- McIY TV a Audio: Duluth
Sound Shop: A'CxanOr a Detroit
Laces Sound World: Austin ManRoof

North Dakota Midwest Audio:

J3rrtestown

a

Pennsylvania Bryn Mawr Stereo:

Bryn Mawr (Ph fade:ph a Sub)
Camp Hoe Frazer Jerk r kin
Montgometyooe puakenown Whole
had (Allentown) G'nT Stereo:
Lancaster Hart Electronics: Blakely
Kingston Pro Audio: Wrndber
Robert M. Sides: W,Iliamsport
Sound Concept.: A ;oona Indiana
Stereo Land: Natrona He gins
Stereo Shop: Seimsgrove Studio
One: Er

Rhode blend Eastern Audio:

N

eras Verne

Vermont Audio Den: Burlington
SOUTHEAST
Alabama Audition: B'mmgham

Homewood Campbell). Audio
Video: Huntsvme Fidler Hi FI:
Mob e Geyter's: Tusc I oVa
District of Columbia Myer Emco

Florid. Audio

By Caruso: Miami
Audio Insight: Ft Lauderdale
Audio International: Ft Walton
Audio
Beach
Tech: Jacksan,iie
Orange Park Audio Vision: Tampa
Electronic Connection: W Paint
Beath Fidler HI FI: Peesaco a
Pyramid Audio: Clearwater Sound
Shack: Fr
'ce Lakewnrth Southern Audio: t t . rte Merritt Island
Stereo Store: Tao ahassee
F

Sympathetic Ear:

M am

Ocorgl. Audio Warehouse: Savannah

Stereo City: Augusta Stereo
Village: Atlanta Duluth Morrow
Smyrna Tucker
Kentucky RA High Fidelity:
Ouo r ro,n HI Fi Buys: Lou mime
Maryland Evergreen Audio:
Freder k Myer Ernco: Rockville
Soundscape: Baltimore Space'
aorta) Sound: Annapolis

Mls.isaippi Empress: Gultpat

., :Lila Walters Audio: Jackson
North Carolina Audio Buys:

Pant

t

R
Mr Toad's Stereo Video:
Ashen, e Stereo Video: Charlotte

lb

City Electronics: Cnrover

South Carolina John
Brookshire': Ande,ru

r

Stereo

Shop:Greenwood Scatansburg
College Hl FI: Cnat.
tanooga HI FI Buys: Nashville S
MaO.San Lindsey Ward: Knoxwl:e
Mr. Toad'. Stereo Video: Johnson
Cary K ngspo.t Opus II: Memphis
Vlrglni Audiotronice: Roanoke
Digital Sound: V'rgin,a Beach
Lindsey Ward: Richmond Mr.
Toad's Stereo Video: Br 51M Myer
Emco: Fa s Church Sound
Machine: Charmrtese e
West Virginia Pled Piper:
Barboursvme Beckley Huntington
Wheeling Sound: Wheeiing

NORTH

Illinois Alan's Cnstive Stereo:
Boomvlgdale Northbrook Shawn.
berg w rnon H
ca
Audio
Plus: Delalti Columbia Audio
Video: Bursa o Grose It grand Park
Rockford Glenn Poore: Cham
cage Normal. HI FI Hutch: Visa
Park ~weal Hi FI: Sher erg Northwest Audio Video: Crystal Lake
Simply Stereo: Mt Prospect Stereo
Design: Rwerdale Sundown One:
Spr rgbetd
I

l.

PO, BOX 565
RESEDA. CA 91335

(8181345.1608

k
Michigan Absolute Sound: Ann
A r
an Alma. HI FI:
Brm ngn,n Dourborn Farmington

New York Absolute Sound:

One: Freda,

A whole new generation of
amplified speakers

Over.
Audio Visions: W,cNta

kato Rochester

toning Room: Scarsdale Studio

BEf1IETT IOUf1D CORPORATIOf

pd0 Lafayette Muncie

shade Franklin Lakes Stereo:
Frank, n Lakes Monmouth Stereo:
Shrewsbury Perdue Radio:
Montclair W Ca,Owell Rands
Camera: Toms Rivet Sounding
Board: Ridgewood
Amherst Audio Breakthroughs:
New York City (Manhattan) Hum ng
Ion Manhasset Audio Genesis:
Glens Fails Chars Music: A bany
Syracuse Electronic Workshop:
New York City Hart Electronics:
Vesta, JB Sound: Rochester LIe-

98

HI FI

TURNTABLES

Mlssouri Johnston Audio: Coition Sound Central: Si Loses
Stereo One: Cape u ardeau

boa

Nebraska Stereo West: Lincoln

TM

bsc

J.B.L. USED SPEAKERS, COMPONENTS, LITERATURE, and blueprints. Bought, Sold, and Traded. 313-2295191. Aft. 7 PM EST.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS, Audax Dynaudio, Eclipse, Focal, Foster, Peerless, Morel, Vila, SIARE,
and more! New catalog, 50c. Meniscus Systems, 3275W
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509
MANUFACTURER OF CUSTOM BUILT SPEAKER SYSTEMS AND CABINETS. Sizes .3 to 16 cubic feet. Special
veneers and colors upon request. (615) 637-6694 days,
(615) 573-7322 evenings.

Omaha
M rot

NEW YORK ACOUSTICS
Discover the best sounding speakers on the market. New
catalog has details plus kits, parts, electronics and much
more. Send $1 to New York Acoustics, 578 Nepperhan
Avenue, Yonkers, NY 10701. (914) 476-4900.

Pacific sound: Bismarck

Ohio Audio Craft: C'everand

Fanawn F ndlao Maybe O Heognts
Toledo Westiace classic Stereo:
Lama Jamieson's: To edo Stereo
Lab: C:nc nnati Columbus

South Dakota Sound World: Sou.
Fa' s Team Electronic.: Raped City
Wisconsin Audio Emporium: Mol.
kaukee Hppy Medium: Madison
Sound Seller: Mar nelle Sound
World: App'etoe Green Bay
LaCrosse

SOUTH
An

Little Rock

Leisure Electronics:
Sound Room: Searcy

Louisiana Audio Fidelity:
Scan-, r
- Audb West: West

PROAC LOUDSPEAKERS: The famous Tablette, which
Harry Pearson, Editor of The Absolute Sound, Calls "the
best small speaker since the BBC LS3 5A" now has a
bigger brother -the Extended Bass Tablette. ProAc also
makes the incredible Studio 3 and Studio 2 monitors. Write:
MODERN AUDIO, 2888 BLUFF, BOULDER, COLO.
80301. 303-449-1440.

r

M

La'awt

Sound Electronics:

Ope:ousa5 Stereo Village: Baton Rouge Gretna Mersa*
New Oceans

Oklahoma Audio Advice:

Tulsa

QUAD ESL -63 OWNER: No speakers are as close to live
music as the CAW modified ESL -63. Presto Audio, (408)
374-0292.

NI

Shop: Lawton Sound Advice:
St' water
Teca. Arnold a Morgan: Dallas
Garland Audio One: Austin Audio
Tech: Temp e Wan: Audio Techniques: Long, no Brock Audio:
Beaumont Hamilton Bryan: W chla
Fails bland Audio. .
on
Sheffield Audio
Sound
Room: Ama'
Sound Towne: Te.arkana Soundquest: E Rite Ultra
Electronics: Lubbock Wlker Audio: San Angelo
FI

,

WESTERN
Alaska Hoitth Musks Farbanks

Shlmek.: Anchorage
Artaona Audio Emporium: Tucson
Hi FI Sales: Me- I Sound Pro:
Flagstaff Sounds Great: Lc stn
Calltoml. Absolute Audio: Orar ye
Beverly Stereo: Los Ange es CAM
Stereo Unlimited: Faroe d Creative
Stereo: Santa Barbara Santa Malta
Thousand Oaks Ventura High
Fidelity Shoop*: Wa nut Creek
Remo Mart: Redd: g Shelley,
Stereo: Santa Mon ca Wood and Hills
Sound Advice: Bakersue d
Sound Company: San Diego
Sound Fantasy: Napa Sound
Goons: C cv pat'
Sounding Board:
Berke en Sounds By Cleve: Chico
Stereo Store. I ra^r,sco Seetems Design Group: N, erdo Beach

SPEAKER BUILDING HEADQUARTERS save 50-75%.
Esoteric kits including compound subwoofers, ribbon systems. World class from Dynaudio, Strathern, IAR Wonder caps, Chateauroux polypropylene, and the awesome Gold
Ribbon 3.0. Phase and amplitude correct active crossovers
by Shadow. All the finest In stock at guaranteed lowest
prices with excellent service) Catalog $2. refundable. Audio
Concepts, 1631 Caledonia SL. La Crosse WI 54602 (608)
781-2110.
TANGENT ACOUSTICS -Imported by Terpsichore Imports, Rt. 24, Chester, N.J. 07930 201-674 4000. One of
the finest British loud-speakers available. Models range
from $400. Model RS -4, long considered one of the finest
lull range British loudspeakers available at $795. a pair.
Current technology upgrades available on all Tangent
models.

THE INCREDIBLE MCM .7 SPEAKER challenges every
speaker in sound imaging. Presto Audio, (408) 374-0292.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.
AR TURNTABLES WITH SAEC and other Japanese tone arms -superior combinations at affordable prices. Free details: Shadow Audio, P.O. Box 31672, Omaha, NE 681239998

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE YOUR "NEW" AR
TURNTABLE. We guarantee the following products to
improve your AR's transparency, detail and smoothness or we will refund the purchase price.
1). AudioOuest Sorbothene Mat
35.00
2). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
MMT, Linn, or AR arms
30.00
All others
please call
3). Hum-shtelding for AR motors:
145 Kit
9.00
The Audio Advisor, Inc. Box 6202 Grand Rapids, MI.
49506 (616) 451-3868. Shipping: $3.00 Item

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAND, DBX, ELECTRO
VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS
Tonearm Replacement Subchassis Kit for old AR
$85-Subchassis for sonic improvement of AR-XE
with adjustable feet $95. Following modifications are
for all models: Platter Coating $10. Replacement Spindle $25. Spring Kit $8. High Torque Motor $45. Platter
Balancing Service $10. UNDERGROUND SOUND,
2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 2721275.
MERRILL "DEAD BEAT" MAT. $35. Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.
MERRILL TURNTABLE
Features: Beautiful solid oak base. A tunable, threepoint Constant Resonance Suspension System. A
subchassis designed to absorb tonearm release energy. Supplied with an Inner gravity clamp and outer
periphery record clamp. For more information contact
UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.
MERRILL TURNTABLE, The Well Tempered Arm, the
Garrott Decca-a marvelous trio! Audio Connection in New
Jersey. 201-239-1799.

SOTA SAPPHIRE: MOUNT YOUR TONEARM ON A
SOTA turntable, and smile. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201) 4648238, (201) 730.2409.
AD
SOTA TURNTABLES-Star S. Sapphire available at
Landes Audio, Rt. 24, Chester, N.J. 07930 201-879-6889

World Electronic.: Davis Sacra.
mOnlo World of Sound: Mil Valley
San Franbsco

Colorado Soundtrack: Arvada
Aura

a Bo 1t
O
Sunshine Audio:

wet

CO

L,nietoe

orato Springs

Pitt; o Wavelength Stereo: Boulder

Hwali

Stereo Station: Honolulu

Idaho Audio Warehouse: Tw

n Falls

Electrecrah: Bandpo nt Stereo
Shopp.: B
Montana Rocky Mountain HI Fi:
Great sa
Spectrum: M ssoula
Thirsty Ear: Bozeman
Nevada Upper Ear: Las Vegas
Oregon Bradford's High Fidelity:
Eugene Royal Mobile Sound: Pen
diction Sound Ch.mber: Klamath
Fabs Stereo superstores: Beaver.
ton Portland Jansen Beach

Utah Boyers Audio: Prao Broad,

¡VE.WiR
The new 4th generation of cable from AudioQuest isnow available.
Speaker cable from $.50 per foot to $6.00 per foot. Interconnecting cable from $45 per 3 foot pair to $95 per 3 foot pair.

way Music: Salt Lake Coy

Washington Definitive Audio:
Seattle Halt Stereo: Spokane

OC

Stereo Center; Bello 1' Im M, Yen
roil Oak Harbor Northwest Audio
Video: Bellevue Lynnohod Seattle
Tukwila Tin Ear Stereo: R cniand
Wyoming Sound Room: Rwerton
Teem Electronics: Cheyenne

Distributed by

audioquest

412 N. Coast Hwy., #B-360, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

(714) 497-121-4
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MULTI COMPONENTS

MULTI COMPONENTS

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Rec-

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER. NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

'

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL

ords) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMEZISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 262 4000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

AMPEX 602-2 MATCHING 622 SPKR. Amp. Systems in
new condition. Pkg. $395. Carver TX1-11 never used $195.
Herb Chaston 168 Glen Charlie, E. Wareham, Mass.
02538 1-617.295.2508.

LOW LOW PRICES ON MOST audio products, including
many esoteric brands. Write for full catalog. EBF Industrial
Co., 10944 Aztec Ct., Cincinnati, OH 45241.

cc
EM
16 SYSTEM
LUCKY(ABOUT
$1650)

AR TURNTABLE (NEW) $249, PREMIERE MMT, Talis-

man, BBK amplifier $359, Randall Research 569, Spica
subwoofer, TC-50 5379, Moscode amp 5779, VPZ tumtable $699, Alphason arm $599, Bedini 10ODE $899. (714)
861-4830.

Turntable:
Amplifier:
Tuner:

ATTENTION: BERNING, SOTA, AR TURNTABLE, WALKILLUSIONS.
D
GOETZ,
PETERSON,
ERST

FULTON,

GOETZ,

AUDIBLE

and

INFINITY RS1'S PERFECT, $3000, Beaming EA2100 latest, $1900, Phase Linear DRS900, $650. Call 201-5383283 eves.

APT HOLMAN PREAMP $295, Apt One power amp $345,
AudioControl C-101 equalizer/analyzer $195. Boston
Acoustics A -40s $95, DBX 2BX expander $150, Dynaco
Stereo 80 power amp $75, Fosgate 101A surround decoder $295, Magnavox FD3030SL CD player $250, NAD 2150
power amp 5195, 3D-Acoustics 3D6/10B satellites/subwoofer 5275, VMPS subwoofer $200. Prices include shipping. Gary Hotchkiss, 509-684-3308 evenings/weekends.

STAX,

Willie Nelson,
Isaac Stern

Speakers:

Rega 3
Audio Vois Integrated
Adcom GFT-2
Akroyd A-25

SOUND
,7

ILLUSIONS.

KOETSU, SHINON, ELECTRO KINETICS, MAS, BRB
'
OTHERS. MAURY CORB. 713-728-4343.

50,000

music lovers
have
something
in common.

BY SINGER

165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016

(212)683-0925
AUDIO RESEARCH SP3B, 076A; LEVINSON ML354500, ML7-52800: MICRO-SEIKI DDX-1000 TURNTABLE; PREMIER MMT-$100; GRADO 8M-$100: SPEAKER LAB 50-$850/pr.; TANDBERG TD20A-$798
TD2OASE halltrack 15ips-$998. TCD3004-$998. CALL
TERRY 402-391-3842.
AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUTO -SOUND AT UNHEARD-OFPRICES!! Now you can own the finest in Audio, Video anc
Auto sound including the esoterics at incredible prices.
DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND (the expanded Direct Sounc
Marketing) provides sensible expert advice, complete service facilities and factory -fresh components on an in -stock
basis. Call (404) 351-6772 or (404) 233-9500 for our FREE
catalog to DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, 3095 Bolling
Way, Dept. #A Atlanta, Georgia 30305 MCNISA'AMEX
accepted.

COUNTERPOINT SA2 PREPREAMP, minVnew tubes,
$500430. Sanyo DAD8 CDP, $150. Eves/wknd, AL. 312398-2843.
FREE catalog-LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on stereo/esoteric components for home and car. Sony, Bose,
JVC, SAE, Crown, other 'high quality' brands. Audio Unlimited, 12031/213 Adams, LaGrande, OR 97850, 5039635731. 10-6 M-Th Pacific time.
FRIED G2 A SPEAKERS; Perreaux 1150B amp; Tendberg pre -amp, Sansui AVG99X Int. Amp. 215-567-4626.

MARCOF-2, 545. INFINITY (HCA) HYBRED AMP, $1400.
Dynavect arm 501, $250. Sld Forbidden Planets. $16.
Shreve/Rabco SL8-E, $175. Jim Glenn, 404-622-6728.

MARK LEVINSON ML -3 WITH INTERCONNECTS, absolutely mint $3195. Fulton Gold 42' pair, $150. Conrad
Johnson premier 3, 52150. 1-216-658-4092, evenings.
MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT-ALL TYPES-TUBE &

TRANSISTOR-ELECTRONICS & SPEAKERSBOUGHT-SOLD-TRADED. S.D.R. P.O. BOX 176,
WALTON. NY 13856, 607-665-7200.
MCINTOSH MR78 FM TUNER-$900, OBO, Bang & Olufsen 4002 w/20th cartridge-$350 OBO. Don at 907 -344 0676.
MCINTOSH MR78, $799, MX113 $375, MR71 $289, Robertson 4010 $469, BRB 10 $269, Marantz 108 $750, CJ 55
5189, Koetsu SA1100 $499, New Dynavector 2082 $149,
17D $189, 20A2 $109, 100R $89, Alpha 1 $349, Marantz
7T $129. Maury. 713-728-4343.

1

aLi,

IÍ1

MCINTOSH SOLID STATE COMPONENTS. Bought,
Sold, and Traded. Also wanted Mac 3500 or MI 350 for
personal use. 313-229-5191 Aft, 7PM EST.
MOVING TO EUROPE, Levinson ML11/12 $2500, Denon
DP8ONPI w Souther and Talisman S $1400, Spendor SP 1/stands $750. Call 612-823-0714 evenings for best offer.

UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS

a FREE 30 page excerpt)
Would you consider me Immodest if claimed that UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS (hereafter referred to as UTE) is one of the most significant pieces of literature
in the 20th century? Who would have thought the UTE would be more controversial than
Joyce's Ulysses? How is it possible that a series of essays and articles about the
relative virtues of tubes and transistors can inflame the imagination of the public? Did
Sir Edmond Hillary's ascent of Mt. Everest excite you? Quite ho -hum compared to Julius

(How to get

I

Futterman's adventures with tube circuitry! While Freud, Marx and Satre have wrestled
with the existential question of aesthetics and perception it only takes UTE's 150 pages
to convince you that those music lovers who listen to live music can easily recognize the
vast differences between tube and transistor circuits. If you are skeptical and are reluctant to spend $6.95 on UTE-Quiver not. We are offering you a FREE 30 page excerpt so
that you can savor the essence of this exciting, whimsical, provocative, and stimulating
book. After one taste we know you will order UTE. Even though you may own transistor
gear do you have the courage to discover why tubes and transistor circuits sound so different?
SEND FOR YOUR FREE EXCERPT OF UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICSOf course if you have the RIGHT STUFF you will send for the complete book. It is a $6.95
graduate degree in audio engineering. We accept VISA and MASTERCARD. Thank you,
Harvey Rosenberg, President of NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES, 33 N. Riverside
Ave., Croton on Hudson, N.Y. 10520, (914) 271-5145.
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They own
Magneplanar®

speakers.
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MAGNEPAN

1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Authorized
Linn/Naim

MULTI COMPONENTS

MORE WITH
FOUR SYSTEM
(UNDER

Dealers

Here is a list of a few good dealers that won't try
to TALK you into believing that they are "ex-

audios cope 5700, C-28 $375, MC -225 $350,
MR -77 mint $450, MI -75 $500, MR -71 w/cabinet $350, MR 67 w/cabinet 5225, 1900 w cabinet $575, MX-110's w/cabinet 54-500. Nagra 4S w/QGB $6,000. Denessen arm

$4300)

Tonearm:

the differences in components under conditions
that will allow you to make a sensible decision.

Cartridge:

ALABAMA
Audition, Homewood
Campbell Audio R. Video, Huntsville

Tuner:

ARIZONA
Listening Post, Tempe

Amplifier:

Audio Basics, Claremont
Classic Audio, Encinitas
Musical Images, Fresno
Havens 8 Hardesty, Huntington Beach
Christopher Hansen, Los Angeles
Gene Rubin Audio, Monterey Park
Audible Difference, Palo Alto
Keith Yates Audio, Sacramento
Stereo Design, San Diego
House of Music, San Francisco
COLORADO
Audio Alternative, Fort Collins
FLORIDA
Sound Components, Coral Gables
Sound Components, Fort Lauderdale
Sound Source, Marathon
Audio Gallery, Miami
Audio Gallery, Sarasota
Audio Visions, Tampa
HAWAII
Audio Shoppe, Honolulu
ILLINOIS
Pro Musics. Chicago
Victor's Stereo, Chicago
Victor's Stereo, Morton Grove
Sound Choice, Lisle
Absolute Audio Systems, Rockford
INDIANA
Audiotrend, Evansville
Hí -Fi Gallery, Indianapolis
MASSACHUSETTS
Matrix Audio íi Video, West Hatfield
MICHIGAN
Absolute Sound, Ann Arbor
Sound Room, Grand Rapids
MISSOURI
Audio Rennaissance, Kansas City
Music Systems, St. Louis
NORTH CAROLINA
Audio Salon, Charlotte
Stereo Sound, Chapel Hill
Stereo Sound, Greensboro
Stereo Sound, Raleigh
NEBRASKA
Sound Environment, Lincoln
Sound Environment, Omaha
NEW JERSEY
CSA Audio Design, Upper Montclair
NEW YORK
Ears Nova, Great Neck
Innovative Audio, Brooklyn
Sound by Singer, New York
Stereo One, East Rochester
OHIO
Stereo Showcase, Dayton
Oxford Audio, Oxford

$100,7611-3

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Linn Basik LV-X-Plus
Talisman 1A
AdCom GFT1-A
Counterpoint
SA 7
p

Turntable:

perts". They can, and will, actually demonstrate

CALIFORNIA

MULTI COMPONENTS

Preamp:

Robertson 4010
Fuselier 5

Speakers:

SOUND B Y SINGER
33rd
165 E.
Street1001
New York, NY
(212) 683-0925

AD

SOTA TURNTABLE -5645, WITH EMINENT TECHNOLOGY tonearm-5995. Linn Sondek w/Ittok-$845. ProAc
Tablette speakers w/Chicago Stands-5395. Audible Illusions Modulus preamp-$295. NAD 1020 preamp-$95.
Audio by A.J. Conti. (603) 883-4504.

Q1

a dPllb4 "wait you

-

"

':

$700, ES -110 w/subwoofers, Cygnus crossover $1,000.
Rotel RP -300 w/?dicro MA -505 $300. Micro-Seiki BL91-L
w/pump $1,200. Altec 2102 amps $850. Crown CX844
w/blunter, tracsyncs, DBX-155, rack $2,000. Braun TG 1000 5400, PS -500 $125. Tandberg TR-1020 $200. Delta labs DL -5, DL -4, ADM -512 demos 70% oft. Onkyo TX35
sealed $200, TX -25 5150. Kenwood KC -6060A $200, Pioneer SD -1100 $600. Marantz 7T preamp $165. KLH 1
absolutely pristine w/original cartons $1,000. Hitachi DA 1000CD $400. Sony Ferrichrome elcaset tape $11, mint
Sonye EL -7
Teac AL-700w
$elcaset machines factory
sealed originally 51,100 now 5299, R%-tODBX for elcaset
factory sealed $225, 234 Syncaset new $650, demo $600,
MB-20 meter bridge $100. ARXA turntable $70, tax $125.
Mitsubishi demos: LT -30 $325, DA -M30 meter 5150, DA F30 $250, DA-R8 $150, mini system: MT -04, MA -04, MF04, MP -04 5666. Klipsch Cornwalls unfinished $550. Ad vent 500 SoundSpace delay $375. Lux L-110 integrated
$550. Sansui OSD-1 5500. EV 7445 quad encoder $500.
Revox B-790 turntable $425. Phase Linear 3000MK2
preamp 5165. Pioneer RTU-22 perfect quadraphonic high
speed $1,500 including halftrack block, laser video players:
LD700 $600 demo, VP1000 $275, new video discs 40-60%
off. 10.5" 1/2" wide reels $3.50. DBX 224 $225, 400 $200.
Ortofon STM-72 transformer $25. 400 perecorded r fir 56-7
factory sealed, /track $18. 5,000 original service manuals.
Want collections pre-recorded r/Vr, Pioneer TAU -11, JT2044T, Mcintosh, Marantz (tube) units, Quad r fir tapes,
Sansui OS units, Sony, Teac. Dolby units, oddball pieces,
accessories. Looking for high quality units on consignment.
Everything money back guaranty. Shipping worldwide.
Martin Gasman, 779 Worcester Street. Wellesley, Mass.
02181 phone: 617 -CELTICS, 617-235-8427.

i
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r
Cartridge:

COUNTERPOINT SA-12

TUBE/MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER

Preamp:
Tuner:
Amplifier:
Speakers:

I,,,de $10001

la Jolla Cs

92031

165 E.
New York, NV 10016

(6191453-9M

(212) 683-0925

PROFILE II

OKLAHOMA
Audio Dimensions, Oklahoma City
PUERTO RICO
Precision Audio, Rio Piedras
SOUTH CAROLINA
British American Sound, Charleston
TEXAS
High Blas, Austin
Audio Distinctions, Corpus Christi
Audio Concepts, Houston
Concert Sound, San Antonio
VIRGINIA

...

Rega Planar 3
Adcom XC/LT II
Adcom GFP-1 A
Adcom GFT1-A
Adcom GFA-2
Snell Type E II

SOUND BY SINGER
33rd Street

Counhrpoint...nothing between Ma musrc and you.
N.

II & IIS Features:
Medium mass / high rigidity
Large diameter, thin -walled arm tube
Cone and ball race bearings
Machined armbase with Allen hardware
Detachable alloy headshell with Litz leads
Torsion bar antiskating, dial type
Right angled, offset tonearm cable

audiophile

iystamilTA. pit( -ACOUSTICS
Distributed by:

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220

100

AD

& IIS

.

-

High -C Stereo, Leesburg
Listener's Shop, McLean
WASHINGTON
Definitive Audio, Seattle

1

$2700)

Turntable:

P.0 sox 12294. Deer

-

r
-

lI

Additionally On The IIS:
Higher effective mass
Universal, machined headshell

IN CANADA: IN USA:
Blvd.
bec

16877irkland
HymuQuee

waterfrontNewportVermont
Plaza

K
,
H9H 3L4

05855

,
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TUBE EQUIPMENT

ATTN: WANTED; MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, ARC, BERNING, QUAD, WES"ERN ELECTRIC, TANNOY, ALTEC,
THORENS. EMT, ETC. 713-728-4343, MAURY CORB.
11122 ATWELL. HOUSTON. TX 77096.

THE POUND HAS FALLEN. Due to the strength of the
dollar we can offer British Audio gear at substantial discounts over current retail. Sample prices: Linn Sondek
turntable. 5678.: Linn Inok tonearm, $430.: Rega RB300
tonearm. $147.50: Meridian MCD. $625.: Celestion SL 600, $1.080. Prices subject to periodic change due to
currency fluctuations. Send SASE for full price and information sheet. Phone operated only Monday and Wednesday 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Saturday 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Central time. Sterling Audio Imports, Inc., 121 Deckbar
Avenue. New Orleans, Louisiana 70121: (504) 832-1402

~1.1.1
fr.lfla-

MIMIIIt,

r

9`

ELECTRON TUBE SALES 60J8 6AN8A 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 KT77 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947. 4000 Types
in stock. A R S Electronics. 7110 DeCelis Place, Van Nuys,
Ca. 91406, (818) 997-6200

TRADE-INS WELCOME
CARVER SPECIALISTS
Carver, conrad Johnson, Nakamichi. harmanikardon. Gold
Aero tubes, AR turntable, Clements ribbon speakers. VSP
amplifiers. VPI turntable NEC video and lots more! CD
player sale now! Used special-conrad johnson PV -3
$169. THRESHOLD AUDIO 409 So. 22nd St.. Heath. Ohio
43056 614.522-3520

TAPE RECORDERS

PARTS/ACCESSORIES

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Rec-

AAA CUSTOM MADE POLYACOUSTIC foam rubber
speaker grilles -any size, thickness, color, design, or
quantity. Information -25c to CUSTOM SOUND, Algonac,
MI 48001. 313-794-5746 weekdays.

ords) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG. CROWN.
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER. NAD. DBX, ELECTRO
VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.: P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.
-

CARTRIDGES/TONEARMS

Bryston

Carver
Counterpoint
De non
Dynavector

Oracle
Plexus
Robertson
Signet
Snell
Sonographe
SOTA
Souther
Spica
Stax

Sumiko
Talisman

Grace
Keith Monks

Tandberg
Threshold
Vandersteen

M.gnepan

VPI

Martin Logan
Mission
ModSquad
Morel
Niles

and more...

ESB

VIDEO
NEC

Pioneer
Proton

rooms... New England's
largest audiophile record dealer...
Keith Monks record cleaning...
Custom cabinetry...In-store service...
All shipments pre-paid and insured in
the continental U.S...
MC/VISA/AMEX/Take SCharge
5 listening

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12. 18dB:octave. Kits
from $116. Transient -Perfect Crossover. $175. Subsonic
Filters. Bandpass Filters from $25. Free Folder wireviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street. East Northport, NY
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

FANTASTIC HITACHI LINEAR CRYSTAL -OXYGEN
free copper interconnect cables, gold plated terminals.
meter $38, 11 meter
shipped postpaid: 1/2 meter $28,
$45, 2 meter $50, Send check M.O., dealers invited. PMD
Temple
City, CA 91780.
Enterprises, 9908 Dairies Drive,
(818) 286-9122, eveningsweekends.
1

HELIUS DESIGNS
Imported by Terpsichore Imports, Chester Mall. Chester.
N.J.. 201-674-4000. Manufacturer's reps being sought.
Current retail "Orion" 5900. "Aureus" $500. -Scorpio II'
$285. Hand -built British tonearms with tetrahedral ball race
bearings. Simply nothing better.

GOLD LION, "INDIA," TELEFUNKEN TUBES. Cramolin.
fidelity research, Hartley, Kimber Kable. PS Audio, Precision Fidelity. Sheffield. SONEX, Superphon, VPI. VECTOR
ELECTRONICS, 1653 SE Marion, Portland. OR 97202.
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS. (503) 233-

MICRO -ACOUSTICS' TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES. brand
new: 830csa $125: 3002 $50; 309 525; S-1 $35; S-2 $25.
(401) 421-7430.

LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and
sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest

SOUTHER SLA-3. Never used. $475. Call Steve weekdays, (801) 531-4016.

Alpha
Ai:tatic
Audio -Interface
Audio Pro
Andioquest
Belles Research
Boston Acoustics

-A

$340; Audio Stands. MC10a moving coil preamp. $50;
Grace 704 arm, $50; All mint. 312-787-5544.

YAMAHA M-60 AMP (Ax. 10 hrs. use), $425; Conrad Johnson PV2aR tube pre-amp with rackmount face plate.

~WI ami
Z.

The knowledge, creativity and
dependability you expect from
a dealer who represents these
and other major manufacturers.

FUTTERMAN OTL AMPLIFIERS -The ultimate tube amplifier with no reservations. No output transformer, no
transformer coloration. The purest sound we have yet experienced. LANDES AUDIO. Rt. 24. Chester Malt, Chester,
N.J. 07930 201-879-6889.
synthesis of tubes
MOSCODE TUBE AMPLIFIERS
and MOSFETS in order to create cost effective tube electronics. One of the true marvels of this year. Tube liquidity
with better than transistor punch in the bass. 150 per
channel with 8db of headroom!!! Only $900. 300 per channel with 8db of headroom!!! Onfy $1600. LANDES AUCIO.
Rt. 24. Chester Mall. Chester. N.J. 07930 201-879-6889

i.

In New England...

Vir
105

Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 777-1750

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5

2603.

prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Information! Wilsonics, 2111.M 30th Street, Suite 1138, Boulder,
Colorado 80301, (303) 530-1067 evenings

If You Read the Latest Issue of

the absolute sound®
(And Just This One)
This is What You'll Find Out

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
-

I'

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, 'he is well worth seeking out.

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324
116
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HP finally unveils his amplifier findings. He
defines the "sound" of amps and groups ten
according to promise (four) and excellence (six,
Including one solid-state). Guess which?
We continue our series on classic analogue
discs Mercury, Lyrita, and featured RCA's golden age in Boston. Sneak previewed: the much touted Meridian CD player. The super discs are
updated.
Thomas O. Miller assesses the arcane world
of pickup arms from the Odyssey to the Eminent Technology and (!) Alphason. Ken Kessler
reports on British tubed electronics And much
more.

subscription: (4 issues) $20; $22,
Canada; $35, Overseas (Air -mail).

A year's

Name
Address

City, State

Zip

Please send check or US money order to:

the absolute Bound®
P. O. Box L,
Sea Cliff, New York 11579

To Order by Phone: (516) 671-6342
9:30 am to 5:30 pm ET. Ask for Eden.

Visa, Mastercard and American Express accepted.
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BLANK TAPE
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TOLL FREE

1-800-24-8000
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SAVVY EQUIPMENT REPORTS AND SPIRITED EDITORIAL CONTENT

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

NOISE REDUCTION-ELIMINATE NOISE on recorded
tapes. Fast, no pumping, built-in bypass. Plans and P.C.
board 518.95. Certified check/money order. Sound Innovations, P.O. Box 7394, Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302-7394.

TIPTOES, WITH DEEP MACHINE THREADING replace
the feet on Oracle, SOTA, etc. turntables; also with wood screw studs for speakers; custom versions. Michael Percy,
Box 526. Inverness, Ca. 94937: 415-669-7181.

PHONO ACCESSORY INVENTORY REDUCTION. ADC/Orsonic Clamp $9.95, Litz Headshell wires $4.95, AT
Electronic stylus cleaner $19.95, Oracle Groove Isolator
Mat 535. Shipping $3. per item. The Audio Advisor, Inc.,
Box 6202, Grand Rapids, MI 49506. 616 451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX.
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AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS A LARGE selection of
CD players at competitive prices. For more information
Mon. thru Sat. please call 301-593-8833. Audio Discounts, 1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD
20901. We honor Visa 8 M C.
AD

,009-01.
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CD PLAYERS
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HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.
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Send 520 for 10 Issues Stereophrle 1107c Early Street Santa Fe NM 87501 or

Call toll -free 800/821-3528
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412.213-6621

BUY THE BLANKS THE BIG GUYS BUYI Now you can
buy cassettes using the same tape specified by large
duplicators like RCA, EMI, PHILIPS, POLYGRAM. We
have located the source and can pass our large volume
discounts on to you. (25Hz-15KHz) SL X60 35c, SLX90
46c. (20Hz-22KHz) XDS60 48c, XDS90 64c. Economy
packed without labels or outer boxes. (When these cassettes are In fancy consumer packages, the price is double
or more!) Ten year guarantee! Get more top quality tape for
your money and order a supply today. Use Visa/MC, American Express, Check. Add freight $2 up to $40 purchase,
5% on orders over $40. FIELD MAGNETICS INC. 5865
SW21 STREET, WEST HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA, 33023.
305/962-0707.

PRERECORDED TAPE
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLICATED REELS (2/4 track. Dolby B/C, TypeX), CASSETTES, PCM DIGITAL CASSETTES, and BETA HIFI
AUDIO from MASTER TAPES. We also sell CD's. SEND
$1.00 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape
Recording, 14-R Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ
08035.
LIVE OPERA PERFORMANCES-reel, cassette. Incredible selection since 1930's-World-wide. Magnificent Free
Catalogue. Live Opera, Box 3141, Steinway Station, Long
Island City, N.Y. 11103.

BLANK TAPE

PUBLICATIONS

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once. Case of 40, 545.00. 101/2 X 3600' and Cassettes.
MC/Visa. Valtech Electronics, Box 6A, Richboro, PA t8954
(215) 322-4866.

THE AUDIO FILE DICTIONARY, A unique pocket size
dictionary, featuring over 150 clearly defined audio terms.
Send $3.25. refundable. P.O. Box 481, Canton, MA. 02021
(617) 341-0975.

T.M.
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Juslove his PLAYERS
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OUR CONCERN IS A SOUND COMPANY

HIGH DEFINITION COMPONENT AUTO SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Designed specifically for car stereo! Very high efficiency and high
power
pow handling, aluminum voice coils and advanced polypropylene
cone materials in 4" throw g h 8" models with a full complement
p
of
precisely calculated crossover networks! Die-cast mini speakers fully compatible
with all our woofers! The most advanced, innovative, and most exciting car stereo
program available! Contact us now!
P.O. BOX 646, SAN RAMON, CA 94583 (415' .C.20-5765
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PUBLICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO NEWS
Shop the convenient way with our expansive list featuring premium esoteric audio equipment from all over
the country. Buy direct from owner -no middle man.
Hundreds of listings. Send $1.95 for the current issue,
or for a yearly subscription (12 issues) send $16. to:
Audio News, [Jo TRADIN' TIMES, INC., P.O. Box
1445, Norcross, Georgia 30091.

Randall Research Cable Systems

... the indispensible component
IRVINE. CA 9 2714

17925-A SKY PARK CIRCLE

(714) 261-9141

TELEX 382175

SERVICES
AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818)
446-5346.

RECORDS

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

AUDIO PULSE SPECIALISTS. Repairs -Modifications
Updates -Sales. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE, 111 East Rialto Ave., Rialto. Calif. 92376. (714) 875-0776.

GET -IT-ALL RECORD CLEANING, SAFE, NO FLUIDS,
EASY TO USE AND CLEAN. SHIPPED WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOST EFFECTIVE USE. $7 PPD. H. SEX SON, 611 N. VISTA BONITA, GLENDORA, CA. 91740.

NAUTILUS AND MOBILE FIDELITY: Large selection in
stock. "Abbey Road '-$25.
' CENTURY direct -to -discs are back for a limited time.
(Woody Herman, Buddy Rich, Benny Goodman etc)

FOSGATE REPAIR -Nationally Authorized. Lazertronics,
4101A E. Campo Bello, Phoenix, AZ 85032. (602) 9713659.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

$15.00
' ALL THE AUDIOPHILE labels: Sheffield, Reference,
Proprius. Meridian etc.
' We wiI BEAT any catalog price by $1 per LP.

-

COMPACT DISCS
COMPACT DISCS AND ACCESSORIES

-

FREE CATALOG
DAYS A WEEK
CALL TOLL FREE

7

-800 -ALL DISC

1

O
CONN. CALL 1-452-0203 DIG OcJU
TAI. AUDIO
ALL DISC MUSIC, INC.
06468
CT
RD.
MONROE,
133 WHEELER

IN

COMPACT DISCS-MOST TITLES 511.99-513.99.
3.000 plus titles in stock. Free catalog plus monthly updates. Oz Records, 5246A Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083. (404) 292-5452.
GET ORGANIZED. Beautiful solid oak CD storage system.
Holds 75 CO's. Three shelves, Handsome finish. 11" wide,
15' high. Unconditional guarantee. High quality without the
high price. Only $24.95 complete or send for brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited. The Oak People, 5503 17th N.W.
8205-A1, Seattle, WA 98107.

IMPORT, AUDIOPHILE, and USED compact discs. Many
hard to find Japanese, European, and small -label CD's in
stock. Wholesale prices on many labels. Ask for free newsletter, or send $2 for complete catalog with over 3,500
titles. SUPERSOUND. P.O. Box 7082-A. Forest Park II.
60130.

JAZZ CDs

RECORDED TOTALLY DIGITAL. Free catalog DMP, Box
2317. NY, NY 10185.

COMPACT DISC CLUB: Preowned and new CD's and
players at low prices. Write: Audio House 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek Michigan 48473, 313-655.8639.
THE COMPACT DISC-TIONARY
The only CD publication featuring industry news, reviews, top 20 sales charts and complete listings of
over 3,000 CD's each month! 12 issues only $19.95
(45% off the cover price). Send check or money order
to THE COMPACT DISC-TIONARY. Dept. A7. 18
Stoney Clover Lane. Pittsford, NY 14534.
USED COMPACT DISCS WANTED: Cash, trade for other
discs or stereo equipment. Audio House 4304 Brayan

Swartz Creek Michigan, 313-655.8639.

RECORDS
PROTECT YOUR LPS. Poly sleeves 130. Polyline paper
160. Cardboard jackets 40c. Postage $2.50. We buy and
sell like new Ip's, prerecorded reel tapes and cassettes.
Catalog $3.00. House of Records, Box 323, Hillbum, NY
10931.

AUDIO/JULY 1985

MOBILE FIDELITY SALE! U.H.O.R.'s (including Finger
Paintings). BEATLES, STONES, SINATRA, WOOD STOCK and BIZET'S CARMEN COLLECTIONS. "MMT"
and "Ala" still ava.lable. Fresh Aire Collections. Sheffield
Labs. Call Carol, SOUND ADVICE, (816) 361-2713. Proud
Distributors of "Imager" Loudspeakers.

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
And now for something completely different -"REFLECTIONS." For those quiet moments when you're not in the
mood for percussion smashes, symphonic crashes or big
band bashes, think flute and piano, Soothing, peaceful
music in the Windham Hill vein is played by Jim Walker,
flute, and the composer of these original Feces, Mike
Gerson. You may know their names from the jazz group
"Free Flight;" now hear them in surpassingly natural
sound. "REFLECTIONS" is available on 45 rpm all -analogue LP (RR -18, $16.98), and soon on digital CD and
cassette. Also new this month, our second recording with
the CHICAGO PRO MUSICA, Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du
soldat" suite and 'Capriccio Espagnol" by Rimsky-Korsakoff (arr. by Easley Blackwood). These are virtuoso soloists
from the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in the glorious
acoustics of Medinah Temple, excitingly captured in Prof.
Johnson's dynamic sonics. On 45 rpm all -analogue LP
(RR -17, $16.98) and soon on digital CD and cassette.
Available at many tine audio and record stores, or directly
from us: Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107, (415-355-1892). Free catalog/reviews. Orders postpaid in U.S. VisaMC welcome. Dealer inquiries

invited!

Send $1.00 for new 1985 catalog to: SUPERSOUND, P.O.
BOX 7082 X. Forest Park IL. 60130. Phone (312) 3661300.
OUT -OF -PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY
Former MFSL employee selling factory sealed SINGLE
discs, DOUBLE discs, UHORS and COLLECTIONS. Call
BOB (618) 845-9236. Nights PST, Weekends.
VISA, MASTERCARD acepted.

SHEFFIELD LAB, LINCOLN MAYORGA "Missing Line"
and Dave Crusin "Discovered again." Factory sealed $450
each. Craig 303-530-1067, Eves.

WANTED TO BUY
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, oetween 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, QUAD, TUBE AMPS. Garrard
301, Thorens TD -124. Old Tannov Jensen/Altec/JBL
Speakers P. Raw Drivers. Hartsfields, Patricians. Western
Electric Equipment. Tel: 818/576-2642. David Yo, POBx
832, Monte: ey Park, Ca. 91754.
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Thorens. Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc.
Scott Dowling, 9908 Dames Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122. evenings/weekends.

MCINTOSH MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, JBL. John Conrad, 1178 Blackbird St., El
Cajon, CA 92020, (619) 449-9155.

CALL ME!

8AUMANN for
NEW EQUIPMENT
USED EQUIPMENT
STEVE

/r

íA

F

P'

617-547-2727
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
COMPACT DISCS
BETA HIFI/VHS HIFI
LASER DISC PLAYERS
LASER DISCS
DIGITAL PROCESSORS
AMPLIFIERS
Send $3.00 for our catalog.
RECEIVERS
SPEAKERS
APATURE
SONY'
TAPE DECKS
DBX
PIONEER
EQUALIZERS
PLC
AR
EXPORT/IMPORT
JBL
HAFLER
PORTABLES
SOUTHER
KRELL
INTERCONNECTS
GRADO
SOTA
SPEAKER WIRE
GRACE
TECHNICS
NOISE REDUCTION
ACOUSTAT DYNAVECTOR
EXPERT ADVICE
EUPHONIC
THORENS
FAST SHIPPING
MAGNAVOX
PS AUDIO
APPRAISALS
MONSTER
SUMIKO
TRADE INS
MORE,
MUCH
CONSIGNMENT
BROKERAGE
No mail Orders
INSTALLATIONS
on Sony.

95 Vassar St.

-SINGER'S DREAM!,

Q
AUDIO

Cambridge, MA
02139

}

Ir5M
i

-

VES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can -emove most or
virtually al of a lead vocal from a standard stereo
record anc leave most of the background untouched'
Record wth your voice or perform live with the
backgrcurds. Used in Professional Performance yet
connects easily to a home component stereo
system. Nit an equalizer! We can pre ve It works over
the phole Write or call for a free brochure and demo
record.
Write lc: LT Sowed, Dept. AU, PO Box 338

Stone Mountain, GA 30086

- Ext.43

it Georgia Call (404)4931258
TOLL PLIEE: 1.800.241-3011
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NAKAMICHI

KOETSU

ACCUPHASE

LUX

-

MICRO

MISCELLANEOUS

ALL JAPANESE HIGH -END

DISCOUNTED
America's Largest Selection

OVER 100 CARTRIDGES, 50 TONEARMS, 30 TURNTABLES,
100 ACCESSORIES, & MORE
52 PAGE CATALOG -$3.00

JAPANESE STEREO

930 N. La Clenega Blvd., Los Angelea,CA 90069 (213) 659.8550
SAEC HIOHPHONIC ' SONY ES ESPRIT ENTRÉ STAX OENON ORSONIC

o

WANTED TO BUY

1686.

WANTED-MCINTOSH MI -3 CATHODE RAY TUBE
ONLY. (3RP1). Michael Black. 2100 West Loop South,
Suite 800. Houston. Texas 77027.
WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH,
QUAD. WESTERN ELECTRIC. BERNING, (TUBE & SOLID STATE), THORENS. TANNOY. JBL. ALTEC, ETC. 713728-4343. MAURY. 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
77096.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
DEALERS AND SALES REPRESENTATIVES required
for high quality Canadian loudspeaker systems capable of
critically accurate reproduction. Excellent margins and
commission rate available. Contact MERAK ACOUSTICS,
271 Amber Street, Markham, Ontario Canada L3R-3J7.
416.474.0966.
ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!! UNLIM-

ITED PROFIT POTENTIAL! LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS! AUDIO -VIDEO --CAR
STEREO & COMPUTERS! -ELECTRONIC EXPERTS,
1000 ORANGE AVE.. WEST HAVEN, CT 06516

TOLL-FREE

800É221.8180
SIAM
pORRDDjER

FVOR
CALLal. MALO.
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NEC, 27 Rockland Plaza, Route 59
Nanuet, NY 10954 Phone (914) 624.3610

0

J
AMERICAN, BRITISH, AND JAPANESE HIGH END:
SHAMEFULLY LOW PRICES. Mission, B&W. KEF. Quad,
Nakamichi, NAD, Stax, Plus Over 100 Other Brands. Send
SASE For Information. VISA'MC, COD. Serious Buyers
Only. East 1-301464-5428, West 1-206 325.7601. Au.
dioWorkShop, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118.

FOR SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
Tired of keeping handwritten lists of your tapes and records? Let your computer organize your audio library with
the AUDIOPHYLE II cataloging system from PARVENU
SOFTWARE.

Get printed copies listed by album title, artist, composer,
orchestra/band, type of music, any way you want it, when
you want it. You can even locate an individual song or
piece on-line. quickly and easily.
Currently available for IBM' PC, XT or compatibles. Mini.
mum 128k, DOS 2.x. 1 drive, color or monochrome.
Get AUDIOPHYLE II now for only $59.95 + 52. shipping handling (Texas residents add 53.67 sales tax).

PARVENU SOFTWARE, 11015 McGallion, Houston, TX
77076. Phone, (713) 695-7007. VISA MC welcomed.
Also ask about VIDEOPHYLE for TV media.
'IBM registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

MISCELLANEOUS
ABARGAIN: Stax Prof LAMBDA/Amp $519, Prof SRM1/2
5375. SRM1/2 $285. Sigma 5199. LAMBDA $162, SRX 3
$129, SRD7 568. SRE15 $25; Grace F9E $99, F9E Ruby
5155. F9E Stylus $58. Ruby Stylus 5109, 707 II (B) $109,
747 $129; Accuphase AC -2 $255. AC3 $229: Linn ITTOK
5385; Black ITTOK $435; Technics Stylus Gauge $49.
EPA250 5269, EPA500 5275, 205CMK4 $159, 205CMK3
585, EPC10OCMK4 $285; Denon 103C $125, 103D $169,
DL303 $199. Demo 103D 599, ELEC Styl. CLNR 538;
Dynavector 23RS (MR) $149. 17DS $345, 17DII $159,
20BII $155, 10X 585; Koetsu Black 5450; FR64FX $320
64S $499. FRIMK3F 5115; CD Disc $9.95 pp; Orsonic
AV101B $22; Hitachi Intercon 3' $30, 4.5' 540; SSX101
SPK Cable $4/FT; all unused, lull mfg warranty & stylus
replac; Box 6312 L.I.C., NY 11106 (212) 619-2888 day,
(718) 784-2939 eve, (305) 487-1048 all day.

.

AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST lines of
audio components (ESOTERICS INCLUDED) at
COMPETITIVE PRICES. If you're in the market for
speakers, receivers, cassette decks, to the best in
separate components including amps. pre -amps, turntables. cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO, our
knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you.
For more information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE
CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS,
1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20901. We
honor VISA-MC and COD for your convenience. AD

CAUTION! NAKAMICHI BUYERS!
Nakamichi goods not intended for sale in the United States
are being sold by unauthorized dealers. NAKAMICHI
U.S.A. CANNOT BEAR ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
SALES OR WARRANTY SERVICING OF UNITS NOT
COVERED BY OUR APPLICABLE WARRANTY. For the
name of your nearest authorized Nakamichi dealer, call
1-800/421-2313. In Calif. 800-223.1521.

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD. DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES. INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE. FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000: WEST: (818) 840-0878.

NAKAMICHI BUYERS BEWARE: WHY PAY MORE FOR
LESS?? NEW USA Warranted Nakamichi Home And Automobile Products. SHAMEFULLY Low PRICES. Serious
Buyers Only. Information Send SASE. East 301/324-7601,
West 206 325-7601. AudioWorkShop, Box 18009, Seattle,
WA 98118.
SONY PCM UNITS: PCMF1 51599: PCM501ES $649.
Catalog of over 50 PCM recordings (Beta/VHS) 51.00.
Send check/money order: DIRECT-TO -TAPE RECORDING COMPANY, 14 Station, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
609-547-6890.

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! Get LOW
PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment -including
high -end and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection -no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes or
friendly, expert advice. Catalog 51. 616-451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO ADVISOR INC.. BOX
6202. GRAND RAPIDS. MI 49506.

(In N.Y. State Call (718) 253-8888)

1.79
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LOWEST PRICES
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800-221-0974

1.1.1

AUDIO TAPES
u.,w.r o.ºF. n .wu r.,e,

SEVEN DAYS24
HOURS

Video Recorder Video Camera - Compact Disc
Player Receiver - Amp Tuner Casst. Deck Record Deck - Spkrs. - Blank Tape - Accessories

m

CALL S.C.A. TOLL-FREE!
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ALL BEST BRANDS

For America's best brands
at America's lowest prices ..

Inn
.415,
SON. uon5
155..'RHEADPHONESMn

'Cl'

1-800-221-5678

Credit Cards Accepted Cash on Delivery

x

SAVINGS TO 40%: OVER 100 BRANDS: NAKAMICHI
USA, NAKAMICHI International. KEF, Meridian, Mission,
NAD, Revox, Sumiko Products. ETC. Serious Buyers Only.
MIS/WC, COD AudioWorkShop 206/325-7601.

EpUAUZERS/MIXERS

n

FREE

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

QUADRAPHONIC OPEN REEL TAPES, RECORDS
(whole collections), select equipment. Michael Robin. 120
Atlanta Place. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228. (412) 341-

RECEIVERS

TOLL

51~

CATALOG
PAGE VIDEO MOVE CATALOG

Save hundreds on top-name brands like
Bose, A.R., Sansui, Shure, JVC, Technics & more. Call us today. Orders
accepted by phone using your Visa or
Mastercard. All merchandise is brand
new & fully warranteed. Free catalog by

request.

STEREO
CORPORATION

AMERICA
Dept. AM.
Flatbush Avenue
OF

1629

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210

Ectrififd
203-937-0106
Lowest Possible Prices !!
MOST MAJOR AUDIO BRANDS!!

CD'S

-

COMPUTERS

HI -END AUDIO

-

FULL WARRANTY

WI

-

CAR PRODUCT

(HARDWARESOFTWARE)

-

VIDEO

- FAST DELIVERY

>

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGStt
996 ORANGE AVE.
WEST HAVEN. CT.
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Americans
have been struggling
with Japanese for years.
Words like Honda, Nissan, Toyota.
But not any more.
We've simplified the
--I
language.Just say Colt_ It's
Pace excluding tide,
easier to pronounce and taxes and dnunauon
requires no conjugation.''''11221=117Z
No matter how you use it, Colt
always means the same thing. Advanced design and engineering, sophisticated
innovations ... those things you've come
to expect from the latest state-of-theart Japanese technology.

",

$

Base Sticker

charges

h

Dealet

It takes five full lines
to say that in English. But

only one word in Japanese.

41

One word can
cine
1111Y
say it all because
NI K;
one car can do it will vawith
dewingcondsi
condition
9
all. The '85 Colt.
It combines quality, performance, mileage
and value in one beautiful package. And
it's yours for one beautiful price.
Imported for Dodge and Plymouth,
built by Mitsubishi Motors Corp. in Japan.
Japanese technology
is, in a word, Colt.
Buckle up for safety.

37

Use these EPA esos to comps -e Actual MPG

options.

habits,

vehicle's

V"

d

Cald est lower

Aht.

Dodge Plymouth
Colt. It's all the Japanese you need to know.
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The titanium laminate sweeter,
abbreviated TLX,' is the most significant
intro\ at ion Net afforded to budget minded a_ldiophiles.-Borrowing
ving lessons
learned ith our nó -holds -barred
-Titanium Series, we vapor -deposited
titanium onto a phenolic dome ilig2li
frequency driver, enabliilg us to
combine the best characteristics
rc*F rotn a sott and a
--~sot
_
`lard kn1e: good interilal daili}71}g_to control
ante,' reso:nailces,
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above the dome, to insure
phase coherence and further reduc
distortion.
That commitment o e cry detail
affectingsonic accuracy has made JBL
the reference -standard of the mt,sic
industry for more than 35 years. So if the
TLX Series seems overbuilt,
a: r-,r-`-'r-.
} ou 11 understand why.
Its a habit with us.
One you'll appreciate n?' = r:: -j< ',
matter how little you_p _f<' .
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Then eve added unique acoustic
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